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ABSTRACT

This study examines the use of anthropomorphic figurines in burial practices of the Late Eneolithic Varna, KGKVI and
KSB cultures. It contains the presentation and analysis of data on their deposition in necropolises, which show that they
occurred rarely, but these cases are an indication of the existence of diverse burial practices utilizing them. Possible interpretations of their symbolic significance and function in the burial rite are offered. In the necropolises of KGKVI and KSB
these cases are found to be an exception, whereas in the Varna culture we observe a peculiar burial rite in which the vaulted
bone figurines represented a part of the standard set of grave goods, but only for a certain category of burials. The clay
figurines have different functions in the burial rites of the three cultures.

KEYWORDS

Late Eneolithic, anthropomorphic figurines, burial practices, context, necropolises, Varna, Kodjadermen–Gumelniţa–
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Introduction
In this paper an attempt is made to reconstruct – as far as possible – the meaning and function
of anthropomorphic figurines in the burial practices of the Late Eneolithic. From a chronological,
cultural and historical point of view, the study falls within the framework of the Late Eneolithic
Varna, Kodjadermen–Gumelniţa–Karanovo VI (henceforth KGKVI) and Krivodol–Sălcuţa–Bubani (henceforth KSB) cultures. On one hand, anthropomorphic plastic art flourished during this period, manifested not only by the large number of figurines, but also by the variety of iconographic
types, and the use of new materials in their production. On the other hand, in this time burial practices
were standardized and performed in necropolises located outside of the settlements. Archaeological
excavations in recent decades have accumulated a considerable amount of empirical information.
Anthropomorphic figurines have been discovered in graves and provide information not only about
them as such, but also about the specific funerary and commemorative rituals in which they were
used. Their appearance in necropolises is rather an exception, whereas in inhabited sites they often
occur in dwellings and common areas, in public function buildings, in rubbish pits, or as special
deposits in places of worship.
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History of research
The discovery of figurines in burial areas has been noted in the literature, but the reasons for
their use and their symbolic content in such cases have not always been thoroughly analyzed. Exceptions are the publications about the Varna I necropolis, which discuss the vaulted bone figurines,
the gold ring-shaped figurines usually called “ring-idols”, and the graves with clay anthropomorphic heads (Biehl, Marciniak, 2000; Ivanov, Avramova 2000; Nikolov 2000; Todorova 2002; Voinea
2008; Hansen 2013a; Averbouh, Zidarov 2014; Kotsov 2017), as well as the studies of the clay
figurines in graves in Durankulak (Ţerna 2013; Vajsov 1987; 2002). Figurines from necropolises are
included in the monograph about ornaments (Todorova, Vajsov 2001), in the studies of plastic art in
the Gumelniţa culture (Andreescu 2002; Comşa 1995), in South-Eastern Europe (Biehl 2003), and in
Hansen›s general study of figurines (Hansen 2007).
Traditionally, the anthropomorphic figurines are associated with the Mother Goddess, various
deities, worship of the ancestors, and the fertility cult (Childe 1935; Mellaart 1965; 1967; Gimbutas
1982 [1974]; 1989; 1991). The hypotheses that all prehistoric figurines were of the Mother Goddess
and her incarnations have been reassessed in recent decades (Ucko 1962, 1968; Talalay 1987; 1993;
Conkey, Tringham 1995; Meskell 1995; Bailey 1996; Biehl 1996; Hamilton 1996; Bánffy 2001;
Lesure 2002; 2011). New approaches to their analysis and interpretations have been put forward and
the debate over figurines has been focused in three directions: clarifying the context of the discovery
and use-life; a new more precise approach to determining the gender of images; and “an appreciation
of the ways that figurines foster ways of seeing and experiencing the world, understanding oneself,
and forming attachments to others” (Chapman, Palincaş 2013, 419). Talalay (1991; 1993) considers that “while some of the early anthropomorphic figurines may represent deities, they more likely
served a variety of functions, both sacred and profane.” She draws the distinction between figurines’
function and meaning and scrutinizes their possible uses. Archaeologists emphasize figurines’ multifunctionality and offer alternative interpretations: toys (Meighan 1953, cited by Talalay 1993), teaching devices during initiation ceremonies (Ucko 1962), non-verbal means of communication (Biehl
1996; Biehl, Marciniak 2000), gaming pieces, images of ancestors or individuals, objects of magic
(Voigt 2000; Nakamura 2005; Hodder 2006; Insoll 2017), items for curative or birth-related rituals
(Ucko 1968), and as tokens.
Defining the meaning of the figurines is difficult, for multiple meanings were probably ascribed to many prehistoric figurines and these meanings could change over time (Insoll 2017), but
contextual method seeks to avoid imposing external categories on the ancient social context and
focuses on the meanings and uses of figurines in a particular time and place (Lesure 2017, 38). The
use of contextual analysis, along with formal-typological, iconographic and symbolic analysis can
provide relative credibility of the interpretation of their meaning and function (Ucko 1962, 38; Hodder 1990; Biehl 1996; Lesure 2002; Palaguta, Mitina 2014; Insoll 2017, 6). As Bánffy (2017, 717)
has noted, “in order to bridge the gap between figurines as archaeological finds and any theories on
cultic life in the Neolithic, we must examine the archaeological contexts – that is, the way in which
figural representations were used for the last time before they became buried.” Interdisciplinary research leads to the discussion of figurines as a process, considering their crafting, circulation, use,
and deposition (Bánffy 2017; Meskell 2007, 2017), and their intentional breakage as part of a process
people performed to relate to each other (Talalay 1987; Chapman 2000; Chapman, Gaydarska 2006).
The use of ethnographic evidence is common too (Ucko 1968; Talalay 1993; Voigt 2000).
The interpretation of the Mother Goddess, a fertility cult as well as an ancestor cult is widely
accepted in the Bulgarian literature (Georgiev 1982; Ivanov, T. 1984; Ivanov, Avramova 2000; Radouncheva, Hollevich 2000; Raduncheva 2003; Avramova 2002; Nikolov 2006, 2011; Boyadzhiev,
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Boyadzhiev 2019). Other hypotheses are also known. According to H. Todorova, some types of
figurines are perceived as mediators between humans and deities – Sun, Moon, natural elements
– and they represent priestesses or active participants of the cult (Todorova 1974, 7; 1986, 197).
Ivan Vajsov also notes that anthropomorphic figurines are multifunctional and have played different
roles in cults and magical practices (Vajsov 1993, 211). Specific type of hollow anthropomorphic
figurines was interpreted as rattles. According to the opinion of P. Georgieva and P. Milanov, one of
their functions was to be used as toys with an apotropaic meaning (Georgieva, Milanov 2005, 20).
Stefan Chohadzhiev suggests that they were a part of ritual offerings for fertility and successful births
(Chohadziev 2005, 24).
This study examines over 1,700 graves from the Varna, KGKVI, and KSB cultures. The analysis proceeds from a substantial amount of empirical material, but it has to be borne in mind that,
with the current state of the studies, definitive conclusions cannot be drawn, due to the absence of
researched necropolises in the southern part of the cultures. South of the Balkan mountain, only the
necropolis of the Tell Kozareva Mogila is known. Our knowledge of the burial practices in KSB
culture is based on data from the territory north of the Danube, which is due to the lack of excavated
Late-Eneolithic sites in the north-western part of Bulgaria.
Already studied and currently being studied, are the necropolises: Bereketska (Kalčev 2002),
Varna I (Ivanov 1978a, b; 1982; 1988; 1991; 1992), Varna III (Slavchev et al. 2018), Vinitsa (Raduncheva 1976), Devnya (Todorova-Simeonova 1971), Demir Baba Teke (Mateva 1997), Durankulak (Todorova (ed.) 2002), Golyamo Delchevo (Todorova et al. 1975), Kamenovo (Boyadzhiev et
al. 2016; 2017), Kozareva Mogila (Georgieva 2012; Georgieva et al. 2016; 2017; 2018; Georgieva,
Russeva 2016), Lilyak (Ovcharov 1963), Lovec (Chohadzhiev, Venelinova 2008b), Ovcharovo (Todorova et al. 1983), Omurtag (Angelova 1999), Radingrad (Ivanov, Dilov 2012), Smyadovo (Chohadzhiev, Mihaylova 2014), Sushina (Chohadzhiev, Venelinova 2008a), Targovishte (Angelova
1991), Telish-Lîga (Randsborg et al. 2005); Kosharna (Chernakov 2011a, 2011b), Provadia-Solnitsata (Nikolov 2012; Nikolov et al. 2014; 2015; 2016), graves in Tell Nova Nadejda (Bacvarov et al.
2016), Rousse (Georgiev, Angelov 1952; 1957), Kubrat (Mikov 1927), Azmashka (Georgiev 1962),
Kodjadermen (Popov 1919), Yunatsite (Matsanova 2000). Single graves were found near the village
of Pomoshtitsa (Bacvarov 2003) and Rupkite (Kalchev 2011). Human remains have been deposited
in the Devetashka Cave (Mikov, Dzhambazov 1960), the Haramiyska Dupka Cave (Borislavov, Vulchanova 2017), the cave in the area of Harman Kaya (Ivanova et al. 2013), and abandoned ore mines
in Aibunar (Chernyh 1978). Over 200 graves from the KGKVI and the KSB cultures have been studied in Romania (Kogălniceanu 2012; Lazăr, Ignat 2012 and cited literature).

The Burial Practices
The placement of the corpse in anatomical order, in an individual grave, observing strict orientation and body position was the usual manner of burial in all three cultures. The main elements
of the burial rite in the Varna culture are substantially different compared to those in the other two
complexes. It is biritual: men were placed in straight position on their back, women – incrouched
position to the right side. In KGKVI and KSB cultures the rite is single-ritual, and all deceased were
placed in crouched position to the left side. Various grave goods: primarily vessels, but also ornaments, tools, and weapons, were found in most of the graves. There is a clear distinction in their
location – in the Varna culture the vessels were placed around the head, conversely in the others two
cultures, they were placed by the bent legs, the pelvis and the abdomen, in front of the chest, by or
on the bent arms. The grave goods in KGKVI and KSB were poorer, and there is a lack of marked
gender and social differentiation in any dimension of burial practice, whereas in the rich necropolises
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Fig. 1. Map of the necropolises and settlement mounds with anthropomorphic figurines in a burial context
(by V. Stavreva)
Обр. 1. Некрополи и селищни могили с антропоморфни фигурки в гробен контекст
(автор В. Ставрева)

of the Varna culture there is sex, age, and social differentiation.
Van Gennep (1960 [1909]) developed Robert Hertz’s theory of death as a social passage. According to his theory, the passage from one social status to another is a process which is divided into
three phases reflected by the respective rituals: preliminal rites of separation from the existing world,
liminal rites during the transition phase between states, and postliminal rites of incorporation in the
new world. The physical changes of the human remains – from flesh, through decaying corpse, to
clean bones – reflect the spiritual journey of the deceased from the land of the living to the haunts of
the dead ancestors (Parker Pearson 1999, 50). Many societies consider death not just as a transition
but also as a transformation of an individual into a new state of existence and the purpose of their
funerary ritual is therefore to manage the succeeding social transformations of both the deceased and
the bereaved (Ekengren 2013, 176). This passage to another state of existence varies according to a
person’s perceived social, political, spiritual, ontological status at the time of death, but it should be
acknowledged that mortuary activity is directed towards attaining a desired identity following death
(Fowler 2013, 518). The grave goods were selected by the living at the time of burial and they were
essential from the viewpoint of the surviving community members, to attempt to enhance their own
social prestige and that of the deceased, who have acquired a new place and identity in the social
reality of the bereaved (Hallam and Hockey 2001; Hansen 2013b, 145; Rakita 2009, 142-143).
The accurate performance of the burial rite was considered to be extremely important, as a
powerful signal for identity (Borič 2015). Sometimes the irrational fear of some categories of the
dead leads the living to various practices with alleged magical value. Insofar as the grave goods is
a uniform part of the funeral rite, in some graves rare items have been found: grains, animal bones,
stones, clay lumps, sharp objects stuck into the bottom of the grave-pit, and anthropomorphic and
zoomorphic figurines (Stavreva 2018, 136-144).
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Fig. 2. Clay figurines: 1. Fragment of anthropomorphic figurine from pit no. 2 in Kosharna necropolis (after
Chernakov 2011a, 128, fig. 7.1a). 2. Fragment of a figurine (RIM Shumen, inv. no. 7387) from the site no. 4
in Vinnitsa necropolis (photo by V. Stavreva). 3. Fragment of a figurine (RIM Shumen, Inv. no. 4575) from
grave no. 22 in the Vinnitsa necropolis (photo by V. Stavreva)
Обр. 2. Глинени фигурки: 1. Фрагмент от антропоморфна фигурка от яма № 2 в некропола Кошарна
(по Chernakov 2011a, 128, fig. 7.1a). 2. Фрагмент от фигурка (РИМ – Шумен, инв. № 7387) от
площадка № 4 в некропола Виница (снимка В. Ставрева). 3. Фрагмент от фигурка (РИМ – Шумен,
инв. № 4575) от гроб № 22 в некропола Виница (снимка В. Ставрева)

The Burial Records
The overview of the sources established that, so far, there have been few known cases of deposition of anthropomorphic figurines in burial contexts, but their appearance is an indication of the
existence of the diverse burial practices in which they were used.
Anthropomorphic figurines have been found in fifteen of the sites investigated (fig. 1). Seventeen clay figurines have been found in the necropolises Vinitsa, Kozareva Mogila, Kosharna,
Omurtag, Chitila-Fermă, Măriuţa-La Movilă and Durankulak. Five flat bone figurines have been
reported from a grave in the Tell Rousse and from the necropolises Varna I and Provadia-Solnitsata,
two prismatic (foot) bone figurines – from the necropolis Telish-Lîga and Yunatsite, more than twenty six vaulted bone figurines – from the necropolises Provadia-Solnitsata and Varna I. Forty-five gold
ring-shaped figurines come from graves in the necropolises Varna I, Vărăști-Grădiştea Ulmilor, Durankulak, Sava, and Smyadovo (Тable 1).
Kodjadermen–Gumelniţa–Karanovo VI
All types of anthropomorphic figurines have been found on the territory of the cultural complex KGKVI, but the presence of figurines in burial contexts is an exception.
Tell Chitila-Fermă. A fragment of a copper artefact and a clay figurine were found in grave no.
5 of an adult individual.
Kosharna. On the bottom of pit no. 2 were found bones of a large animal, fragments of clay
vessels, and a fragment of a hollow anthropomorphic figurine from badly baked clay (fig. 2.1).
Kozareva Mogila. The necropolis is currently investigated and there is no full publication as
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Fig. 3. Clay figurines from the necropolis at Omurtag: 1. Figurine (IM Omurtag, Inv. No. 912), associated
with grave No.1. 2. Fragment of the right foot (IM Omurtag, inv. No. 984), found at a depth of 0.35 m in sq.
M12. 3. Fragment of the left leg and pelvis (IM Omurtag, Inv. No. 986), found at a depth of 0.30 m in sq.
M12. 4. Fragment of the left foot (IM Omurtag, inv. no. 988), found at a depth of 0.20 m in sq. M12
(photos by V. Stavreva).
Обр. 3. Глинени фигурки от некропола при Омуртаг: 1. Фигурка (ИМ Омуртаг, инв. № 912),
асоциирана с гроб № 1. 2. Фрагмент от десен крак (ИМ Омуртаг, инв. № 984), намерен на дълбочина
0,35 м в кв. М12. 3. Фрагмент от ляв крак и таз (ИМ Омуртаг, инв. № 986), намерен на дълбочина
0,30 м в кв. М12. 4. Фрагмент от ляв крак (ИМ Омуртаг, инв. № 988), намерен на дълбочина 0,20 м в
кв. М12 (снимки В. Ставрева)

yet. More than 40 graves and several pits with no skeletons were excavated. The pits contain fragments of vessels, clay spoons, and fumigators. In some of them, three fragments of clay figurines
were found. A random discovery of a clay figurine also comes from the area of the necropolis.
Omurtag. Several anthropomorphic figurines were discovered in the necropolis. One of them
could be associated with grave no. 1 of a man at about 50 years old (fig. 3.1). On one figurine’s back
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Fig. 4. Clay figurines from the necropolis at Măriuţa-La Movilă (after Lazăr, Parnic 2011, 211, fig. 3)
Обр. 4. Глинена фигурка от некропола Мариуца-Ла Мовила (по Lazăr, Parnic 2011, 211, fig. 3)

side there are traces of secondary burn marks. It had been deposited near four stone tools, four bone
objects, flint items and two clay items. Three fragments of legs of figurines were found among eight
graves in the excavation of square M12, but the establishment of the connection between them is
limited due to the uncertain archaeological context (fig. 3.2-4).
Măriuţa- La Movilă. A clay anthropo-zoomorphic figurine of a standing bird with a human
head was accidentally found in an animal burial within the necropolis and the excavators assumed
that it was connected with a probable funeral context (fig. 4).
Vinitsa. The right-side of a figurine (from the waist to the knee), fragmented in advance, had
been placed immediately behind the back of a man aged 60-65 (fig. 2.3). In one of the five pits in the
necropolis – which the A. Raduncheva calls “sacrifice sites” – a substantial amount of large animal
bones and part of a female figurine, with a little vertical hole in the abdomen, again fragmented in
advance, have been placed (fig.2.2).
Tell Rousse. Numerous flat bone figurines come from tells on the territory of the entire cultural complex, but so far only one is known to come from the grave of an adult individual in the Tell
Rousse (fig. 5.4) Georgiev, Angelov 1957, 115).
Tell Yunatsite. A prismatic bone figurine comes from the grave of a child, 7 years old (Terzijska-Ignatova 2005, 378).
The distribution of ring-shaped anthropomorphic figurines (“ring-idols”) in the area of KGKVI culture is limited to several settlements – Golyamo Delchevo, Drama (Gleser, Thomas 2012,
253), Hotnitsa (Angelov 1959), Ivanovo (Raduncheva 1971), Rousse (Popov 2002), Yunatsite (Boyadzhiev et al. 2018), Sultana, Pietrele (Hansen 2011), Vidra, Gumelniţa (Dumitrescu 1925), etc., and
to just two graves.
Smyadovo. A gold ring-shaped figurine was discovered in grave no. 5, where an individual
was buried opposite the tradition in the crouched position to the right side, with the head to the west.
It is one of the richest graves in the necropolis.
Vărăști-Grădiştea Ulmilor. Grave no. 100 of a small child is also one of the richest in this necropolis. A gold tube and a gold anthropomorphic ring-shaped figurine were found around the child’s
neck.
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Fig. 5. Flat bone figurines: 1. Flat bone figurine (AM Varna, inv. no. I2906) from grave no. 61 from Varna I.
2. Flat bone figurine (AM Varna, inv. no. I2905) from grave no. 61 from Varna I. 3. Lower part of a flat bone
figurine (AM - Varna, Inv. No. I2999) from grave No 41 from Varna I. 4. Flat bone figure, skeleton no. 69
from Tell Rousse (no scale) (photos by V. Stavreva)
Обр. 5. Плоски костени фигурки: 1. Плоска костена фигурка (АМ – Варна, инв. № I2906) от гроб
№ 61 от Варна I. 2. Плоска костена фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2905) от гроб № 61 от Варна I. 3.
Долна част от плоска костена фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2999) от гроб № 41 от Варна I. 4. Плоска
костена фигурка, скелет № 69 в с.м. Русе (без мащаб) (снимки В. Ставрева)

Krivodol–Sălcuţa–Bubani
The distribution of the flat, prismatic and vaulted bone figurines in that cultural complex is
limited, and they occur more rarely in comparison with synchronous cultures. Ring-shaped figurines
have not been found, with one exception, from Zaminetz (Todorova, Vajsov 2001, 68). The graves
examined are relatively few, the bulk of them being to the north of the Danube, and only several are
on the territory of present-day Bulgaria and Serbia.
Telish-Lîga. A prismatic bone figurine was found in the earliest child’s grave, no. 1. This is the
richest grave in the necropolis, with five copper beads, two flint plates, and a shell with a small hole
in the middle. The only gold artefact, shaped like a phallus, was found in the soil near the grave, but
its context and association with the grave are not certain.
Varna culture
Varna I. The necropolis is the only one where anthropomorphic figurines have been found
with relatively high frequency – in forty one graves. The significance of the figurines in the burial
practice cannot be considered separately from the issue of the cenotaphs (graves without human remains). From the 47 cenotaphs (Slavchev 2010), twenty-one contained vaulted, flat or ring-shaped
figurines, and a large amount of grave goods made of gold, copper, Spondylus, Dentalium and others
rare materials, quite different in type and quantity. The cenotaphs were divided into four types by the
excavator Ivan Ivanov:
Type A. The wealthy graves no. 1, 4 and 36. Burials of “idols” have been performed, because
of the layer of dark decomposed organic matter and red ochre that was observed under the finds
(Ivanov 2000, 32).
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Fig. 6. Vaulted figurines from the necropolis Varna I: 1. Marble figurine (AM Varna, inv. no. I1795) from
symbolic grave no. 3. 2. Bone figurine (AM Varna, inv. no. I2909) from grave No. 67, type D by Ivan Ivanov.
3. Bone figurine (AM Varna, inv. no. I2901) from the symbolic grave no. 40. 4. Bone figurine (AM Varna, inv.
no. I2900) from the symbolic grave no. 4. 5. Bone figurine (AM Varna, Inv. no. I2907) from grave no. 63,
type D by Ivan Ivanov. 6. Fragments of a bone figurine (AM Varna, Inv. No. I2911) from grave no. 82
(photos by V. Stavreva)
Обр. 6. Корубести фигурки от некропола Варна I: 1. Мраморна фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I1795) от
символичен гроб № 3. 2. Корубеста костена фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2909) от гроб № 67, тип D
по Иван Иванов. 3. Корубеста костена фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2901) от символичен гроб № 40. 4.
Корубеста костена фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2900) от символичен гроб № 4. 5. Корубеста костена
фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2907) от гроб № 63, тип D по Иван Иванов. 6. Фрагменти от корубеста
костена фигурка (АМ Варна, инв. № I2911) от гроб № 82 (снимки В. Ставрева)
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Type B. The graves no. 2, 3 and 15 with clay heads and a layer of black matter and red ochre.
Type C. The cenotaphs with the usual grave goods are considered to be a result of the performance of a burial rite for missing members of the community or those who had died in far-away
places (Ivanov 1992). The possibility that some of these graves were of children, whose bones had
completely disintegrated cannot be ruled out (Todorova 1992, 71), because it does not seem likely
that so many high-ranking members of the community perished abroad (Marazov 1988, 69).
The cenotaphs with the usual grave goods are considered to be a result of the performance of a
burial rite for missing members of the tribe or those who had died in far-away places (Ivanov 1992).
The possibility cannot be ruled out that some of these graves were of children, whose bones had completely disintegrated (Todorova 1992, 71), because it does not seem likely that so many high-ranking
members of the community perished abroad (Marazov 1988, 69).
Type D. The graves contain disarticulated and crushed skeletal remains. They were dug to a
greater depth, which, together with the fragmentation of the bones, is interpreted as a measure to
protect society from the mentally ill or disabled people buried in them (Ivanov 1991, 128). The anthropological study of the bones in grave no. 63 established that the individual had suffered from a
systemic bone disease, as a result of which changes occurred in the bones irritating the prefrontal and
temporal lobes of the cerebrum. He had probably suffered epileptic seizures and had hallucinations.
He had also suffered from massive disfigurement changes from osteoarthritis and probably limped
with his left leg. His condition while living had probably provoked the performance of the complicated ritualistic actions (Marinov 2010, 54-56). The corpses in the graves of type D were subjected to
a special ritual – the body was kept somewhere until the complete decomposition of the soft tissues,
and then part of the skeleton was crushed and buried in another grave (Ivanov 1982, 21). Apparently,
what we have here are secondary burials (Ivanov, Avramova 2000; Andreescu 2002, 14), and in some
cases disturbed graves (Slavchev, Boyadzhiev 2011), and that is why they should be included with
the graves with skeletons.
Vaulted bone figurines were placed in twenty-five graves: type A cenotaphs no. 1, 4 and 36;
type B cenotaphs no. 2, 3 (with marble vaulted figurine) and 15; type C cenotaphs nos. 5, 24, 26, 40,
41, 65, 97, 283, 290 (fig. 6). They have also been found in nine graves with skeletons – no. 66, 82,
86, 103, 110, as well as in graves no. 35, 63, 67, 71, designated as type D cenotaphs.
Flat bone figurines have been found in two graves – child’s grave no. 61 (with two flat figurines) and the lower half of a figurine in the fill of cenotaph no. 41 (fig. 5.1-3).
Gold ring-shaped figurines have been found in twenty-five graves.
More than one type of figurine has been found in ten of the graves.
Durankulak. Clay figurines had been placed in four of the Late-Eneolithic cenotaphs – a phenomenon which is found in the Varna culture only (Ţerna 2014, 155). Ivan Vajsov determines them
as “burials of idols” (Vajsov 1992, 2002), because the size, orientation and construction of the burial
pits, and the type and disposition of the grave goods around the figurines are the same as in the usual
graves with skeletons.
Grave no. 258 – cenotaph with a clay figurine with a copper bracelet on the one arm and three
fragmented vessels.
Grave no. 452 – cenotaph with a clay figurine, an antler axe, a bone awl, a flint blade, bone and
Spondylus beads, and clay vessels.
Grave no. 453 – cenotaph with a clay figurine with a copper bracelet on one arm, malachite
beads, a flint blade, a bone needle, a stone tool, and clay vessels.
Grave no. 653 – cenotaph with a clay figurine, a bone awl, a bone needle, a Spondylus bead, a
bivalve Unio, a flint blade, and clay vessels.
Grave no. 694 – female burial, containing a gold anthropomorphic ring-shaped figurine, Spon-
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dylus and malachite beads, a flint blade, fragmented Spondylus bracelet, clay vessels.
Provadia-Solnitsata. The examination of the Late Eneolithic necropolis has not been completed, but partial publications mention graves of adults, where vaulted figurines were found (Nikolov
et al. 2015, 90).
Grave no. 28 – female burial, with rich inventory (two vessels with lids, a flint blade, and a
lump of graphite), a vaulted bone figurine and an amulet1 made of an animal tooth were found.
Grave no. 55 – childe burial, a flat bone figurine had been placed in a grave.
Tell Sava. A gold ring-shaped figurine was found in grave no. 6.

Anthropomorphic figurines from burial contexts
Clay figurines
Seventeen either whole or fragmented clay figurines have been found in different burial contexts, in seven necropolises. Five different patterns of their deposition are observed.
The first was labelled as “burials of idols” referring to examples from Durankulak (Vajsov
1992) or as “burials of temple idols” for examples from the Varna I necropolis (Todorova 1992). The
clay figurines have been deposited in grave pits without human remains, and the grave goods have
been placed around them like in standard burials.
In Durankulak necropolis, a total of sixteen clay figurines have been found in twelve graves.
Eight of them dated to the Hamangia III culture and contain clay figurines used as grave goods. The
clay figurines from female grave no. 626 and the figurine from male grave no. 1036 are interpreted
as an expression of the social status of the deceased, who probably belonged to the priesthood. In
addition to the presence of clay figurines, these graves are characterized by relative wealth (Vajsov
1987, 81; 2002).
The change in the function and symbolism of the figurines was observed in the later graves
with clay figurines from the Varna culture. Whereas the figurines seemed to serve as grave goods in
the preceding period, for the Late Eneolithic graves we cannot rule out the possibility that they substituted the missing skeleton in a complicated ritual of a symbolic burial. It seems that the figurines
have an undoubtedly central role in these rituals.
A question arises whether they are substitute for the missing skeleton of a particular individual, or they are representations of supernatural higher beings. On the basis of their iconographic
characteristics, it could be assumed that three of them symbolize persons, probably priests or priestesses, because their arms are placed in a gesture of adoration. The figurines have marked female
sex characteristics in graves nos. 258 and 453, and such characteristics are lacking in grave no. 452,
which, together with the presence of an antler battle axe, gives us grounds to regard it as male (Vajsov
2002, 263). The iconography of the figurine from grave no. 653 is different – it has marked breasts, a
slightly protruding stomach, and carved ornamentation, representing the costume and ornaments, the
arms are bent and folded on the belly. This gesture points to the possibility that in this case a female
ancestor was represented, and the grave goods were meant for her.
The graves with figurines in Durankulak are comparable to the cenotaphs type A and B in
Varna I necropolis. It could be assumed that they are testimony of the comparable ritual, where a
symbolic deposition was performed – in the one case of figures represented in life size (with a clay
head and a body of an organic matter or a figure of non-permanent organic material), and in the other
1 In this paper I use the term “amulet” according to Gilchrist’s definition as an object worn on the body or kept
in the home to preserve against affliction; its protective power can be apotropaic, therapeutic or exorcistic (Gilchrist 2008,
124).
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case – through the use of small clay figurines.
Ivanov (1992) interprets the richest cenotaphs in Varna I necropolis as created in worship of
some of the main deities, of a chief, or of a chief-priest. There was a full set of copper weapons in
graves no. 1 and 4, which connects them with metallurgy (Todorova 1992, 76) and the Blacksmith
God (Ivanov, Avramova 2000). Based on the grave goods in grave no. 36, it is assumed that it was
dedicated to the God of stock-breeders (Ivanov 1992).
According to older interpretations, female temple idols were probably represented in graves
with clay heads (Todorova 1992, 80) – images of the Mother Goddess or the Fertility Goddess
(Ivanov 1992), of the Regeneration Goddess who had to be ritualistically buried to ensure rebirth
(Gimbutas 1977, 47). The existence of large anthropomorphic representations in the Late Eneolithic
is proven by finds in Durankulak (Todorova 2011, 88), the Tell Rousse (Popov 1993, 20), the temple
complex Dolnoslav (Raduncheva 2003). There is an opinion that the clay heads were male images of
a chief who had a leading role in the cult of the Mother Goddess (Nikolov 2000, 453). Another possibility would be to interpret these cenotaphs as a kind of “indicative” burial, as a kind of sacrificial
complexes or offerings to some higher beings (Ţerna 2013, 187).
Although religious interpretations are the most popular in Bulgarian literature, there are alternative theories. It is possible that the cenotaphs represent sacrifices dedicated to all dead (Avramova
2002, 152) and the impressive grave goods have been offered to reinforce ties between the dead
ancestors and the community. According to Parker-Pearson (2017, 134) for the transition from ancestors to heroes and deities humans have developed a super-ancestral concept in which some of the
illustrious dead had raised above the collectivity of the ancestors to become heroic and divine. The
richest graves at Varna are perhaps the first glimmerings of the hero-deity cults.
The cenotaphs of type A and B may be an archaeological record of another form of ritualistic
deposition of objects, which is connected with the “mandate” of the chief and the reassertion of his
right to discharge his duties for another term – a concept which has been documented in various practices of literate and non-literate societies (Frazer 1984, 346-357). The cenotaphs can be considered
as a manifestation of a regular, repeating ritual of “replacing” a real individual with special social
status, which is indicated by a great number of grave goods (Marazov 1988; Nikolov 1994; 2000;
Ţerna 2013). On the basis of the comparative analysis of graves no. 43 and 36, Ivan Marazov (1988,
69) assumes that the symbolic burial of the symbols of power of an individual took place in grave no.
36, and that the personage himself was later buried in grave no. 43.
The second type is documented only in one case – in grave no. 5 in Chitila-Fermă, where a
whole clay figurine was placed in the grave-pit. An adult was buried there. Unfortunately, it is impossible to clarify what was the symbolic meaning, because no other information is available.
The third type comes from Vinitsa necropolis, where the fragmented part of a figurine was
placed in grave no. 22. The interpretation of this discovery is facilitated by the information from
grave no. 4, that of an adult male in the necropolis Demir Baba Teke, on whose remains a broken
zoomorphic figurine had been placed. The grave was partially opened after the decomposition of the
soft tissues, and a ritualistic purification by fire was performed, traces of which are described in the
course of the anthropological study. Stones were placed on the head, pelvis, and legs. According to
A. Raduncheva, the placement of fragments of anthropomorphic figurines could be an echo of an old
tradition of making a blood sacrifice in the course of some particular funerals, the tradition having
since disappeared in its original form (Raduncheva 1976, 131).
Also, older people may have been rejected by the community, as Häusler points out, commenting the presence of a fragmented figurine in grave no. 22 (Häusler 1992, 137). There is ethnographic
evidence of an ambivalent attitude towards people who have reached old age. They have not always
been viewed favorably, as can be speculated from the funerals of older men in the necropolises of
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Demir Baba Teke and Vinitsa (Stavreva 2018, 186–188). H. Todorova also makes observations about
the impact of age on the burial practice. She associates the amount of grave goods with the age and
the sex of the deceased. With the advance in age, men were rapidly losing their social role, whereas
with women the trend was the opposite: old women received greater respect, due to their continued
participation in the care for the household and the family (Todorova 1986, 188–189).
Parts of figurines have been found in some graves in the Cyclades from the Early Bronze Age,
and researchers assume that some religious or magical practice of ritualistic fragmentation of the
figurine took place. The fragments placed in the graves seem to have been carefully selected, as nine
out of ten Cycladic figurines from Archanes Tholos in Crete were represented by just a head or legs
(Goodison 1989, 6).
The fourth type of ritualistic activities is related to the figurines’ fragments in pits without
human bones in the necropolises Kozareva Mogila, Kosharna, and Vinitsa. Irrespective of their designation, they represent dug-out structures, containing animal bones, fragmentary pottery, various
artefacts, and lumps of charcoal. It is possible that they are testimony of funereal and memorial
activities before, during, and after burials (Raduncheva 1976; Chernakov 2011a, 120) and that they
are relics from sacrifices or funeral feasts. P. Georgieva puts forward an alternative hypothesis about
the pits without skeletons in Kozareva Mogila necropolis and assumes that the deceased were laid in
them temporarily, until the funeral proper was prepared. That required technological time from five
to eight days for making vessels, and during that time the corpse had to be kept somewhere outside
the settlement (Georgieva, Danov, in print).
The fifth pattern of figurines deposited in burial contexts is known from Omurtag, MăriuţaLa Movilă and Kozareva Mogila. Clay figurines were discovered outside graves but within the necropolises. Their presence in the earth between the graves could be evidence that other rituals were
performed there, connected with the preparation for the burial, and with memorial offerings for the
dead, the ancestors or the deities. The closest parallels for placing fragments of figurines in burial
contexts are from Kephala on the Aegean island of Keos, where seven anthropomorphic figurines
were found near the graves in the neolithic necropolis. Ethnographic observations show that figurines
placed in and around burials are often associated with ancestor cult, and they served as territorial
markers, to reaffirm a group’s ancestral rights and legitimize ownership of the site (Talalay 1991,
49). Ancestor cults regularly provide arenas for negotiation of sectional interests, and are often associated with episodic ritual situations dominated by or emphasizing periods where an individual or
community are between one status and another (Rakita 2009, 154).
Ring-shaped anthropomorphic figurines
The ring-shaped figurines are the most widespread anthropomorphic representations in a burial context – they have been found in twenty-nine graves in five necropolises: Durankulak, Varna I,
Sava, Smyadovo and Vărăști-Grădiştea Ulmilor. Numerous studies have been dedicated to this group
of anthropomorphic representations and it could be said that the consensus is that they were worn as
pendants and they are a schematic female representation. The possibility that they were used only as
jewellery with no symbolic meaning is debatable, because in the Late Eneolithic it is hardly possible
that the ornaments were worn for aesthetic purposes only. The standardization in their elaboration is
an additional argument for their special semantic.
The traces of use on some of the figurines from the Varna I necropolis confirm their use as
pendants (Leusch et al. 2015, 364–365). They are primarily made of gold, although there are individual finds made of shells, stone, bone, and clay. They are known not only from the three cultural
zones under consideration but also in other cultural contexts on the territory of the Balkans, Hungary,
and Anatolia, and apparently they were a supra-regional symbol and carriers of prestige. They have
beenextensively analyzed (Gimbutas 1977; Ivanov 1978, 1982, 1991; Fol, Lichardus (eds.) 1988;
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Vajsov, Todorova 2001; Zimmermann 2007; Rusev, Boyadzhiev 2010; Slavchev 2010a–b; Hansen
2011; Krauß, Slavchev 2012; Leusch et al. 2015 etc.).
Bone figurines
The shape, position, gesture and ornamentation of clay figurines have symbolic meaning and
active functions. The bone figurines did not have the same functions and “they seem to be “signs”
referring to the “actions” represented through, or made by, the clay figurines”. While clay figurines
could stand on their own, bone figurines were worn as personal pendants, appliquéd to the clothing
or hung in a house. They may have labelled people or families “as believing in a certain abstract idea
or belonging to a cult” (Biehl and Marciniak 2000, 197), or they can also be related to the objectssymbols of certain deities or natural forces venerated by the members of the prehistoric society
(Avramova 2002, 153). Svend Hansen writes about figurines and status at Pietrele, suggesting a connection between bone figurines, early metallurgy and elevated status (Hansen 2011, 4).
Flat bone figurines
The flat bone figurines are interpreted as representations of a female deity (Todorova 1986,
197, 201; Todorova, Vajsov 2001; Boyadzhiev 2007, 91–92; Nikolov 2011, 177; Georgieva 2014,
229). The opinion predominates that they were worn as pendants, which is attested to by the traces of
abrasion and polishing, as well as of overuse of broken specimens (Averbouh, Zidarov 2014, 187).
Other evidence comes from four Early Eneolithic graves in Durankulak, where Spondylus anthropomorphic figurines, which had been parts of necklaces, were excavated (Vajsov 2002, 261–262).
The assumption that their holders perceived them as attributes with supernatural or magical powers,
and not just as ornaments, finds confirmation in the burials. As it has already been pointed out, in
many cases the deceased were buried with their personal ornaments – bracelets, earrings, necklaces
and pendants, trimmings, etc., but the bone anthropomorphic figurines are absent from this usual set
of ornaments. This is an indication that they were perceived not just as ornaments, but as objects of
symbolic significance and magical function. It is evident that they had importance for the living, because they are found in settlements throughout the study area. In some places hundreds of them have
been found; at the same time, their presence in graves has been documented in just a few cases. For
instance, in Tell Smyadovo,119 flat and prismatic bone figurines were found, but in the necropolis
there is not even one (Popov 1992; Chohadzhiev, Mihaylova 2014).
The flat bone figurines are an exception in the burial practices and are known from two children’s graves, one adult’s grave and one cenotaph. The two figurines from graves in theProvadiaSolnitsata necropolis and the Tell Rousse are among the rarest, featuring copper ornaments on them.
The use-wear analysis of the pieces from the Varna I necropolis has established that there are
no traces of use (Averbouh, Zidarov 2014, 191). It is possible that they were made specifically for the
burial. What is more, they look relatively too large (preserved height of around 10 cm) to have been
worn as pendants by the buried child. Along with their use as personal amulets, the possibility should
not be ruled out that they were used for other purposes as well.
Prismatic bone figurines
The prismatic bone figurines are close in iconography to the clay bust “idols”, which H. Todorova defines as reflecting the cult of the ancestors’ spirits, whose qualities the owner of the figurine
would like to inherit (Todorova 1986, 201). They are known from all three cultural complexes under
consideration, but at the same time only two were found in children’s graves in Telish-Lîga and Yunatsite.
Vaulted bone figurines
The vaulted bone figurines which have come to us are considerably fewer compared to the others, but, although unevenly distributed, they are found in tells in the area of the three cultures. These
are the only figurines represented in the burial practice of the Varna culture, and their deposition is
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not an exception. They have been found in twenty-five graves in the Varna I necropolis and in several
graves of adult individuals in the Provadia-Solnitsata necropolis.
The opinion that they have been found in symbolic graves only predominates in earlier publications (Ivanov 1978, 8; 1982, 22; Andreescu 2002; Voinea 2008; Hansen 2011, 5). The excavation
in Provadia-Solnitsata provides new information, as there they are found in graves of adult individuals (Nikolov et al. 2015). Connecting the vaulted figurines with symbolic graves only is problematic
also when discussing the data from the Varna I necropolis. Sixteen graves, where they had been
placed, are symbolic: type A – wealthy graves no. 1, 4 and 36; type B – graves with clay heads no.
2, 3 and 15; type C – cenotaphs no. 5, 24, 26, 40, 41, 65, 97, 283, 290. They have also been found in
nine graves with skeletons – no. 66, 82, 86, 103, 110, as well as in graves no. 35, 63, 67, 71, designated as type D cenotaphs.
The placement of vaulted figurines in symbolic and in “standard” graves provides information on the diverse burial contexts where they were found, and expands the possibilities for their
interpretation. The material, shape, and size of the vaulted figurines suggest different semantics and
function, compared to the flat and prismatic bone figurines. Most authors see in them heavily stylized
human representations, without marked sex characteristics, and without ornamentation. The anthropomorphic presentation is the justification for their cult significance (Andreescu 2002). It is assumed
that they had multiple uses in both the practical, and the cult spheres (Georgiev, Angelov 1957, 104;
Todorova, Vajsov 2001, 92; Georgieva 2014). The large-sized figurines were used by the entire community, and the smaller ones were worn as amulets (Voinea 2008, 76).
Some scholars assume that they are male images, proceeding from their shape, which Hansen
likens to a phallus (Hansen 2013a, 552). Lichardus recognizes in them the head of a horned animal
(Lichardus 1991, 172). Todorova and Vajsov (2001) link the triangular spurs with a hat worn by men.
Voinea (2008) emphasizes that they have been found together with burcania (grave 36) and with
sceptres. Biehl and Marciniak (2000, 195) think they are abstractions of human beings. According
to Ivan Ivanov, they are images of individuals or Gods, for whom the grave goods had been devoted
(Ivanov 1982, 23). P. Georgieva (2014, suggests that they may have had both a ritualistic and a practical function. H. Todorova (1975, 35) interprets them as symbols of power worn as pectorals.
The vaulted figurines were made from the long bones, and – less frequently – from the scapulas of cattle. In a technological study of the production of the figurines from the Varna I necropolis,
its authors established that „in most cases the raw materials used were long bones of bovids with very
large sizes that may indicate the presence of the wild form (aurochs) or of large-sized domesticates“
(Averbouh, Zidarov 2014, 189). We could assume that the choice of material was related to the belief,
which had been around since the Neolithic, that bovines were a symbol of the male principle. The
choice of a bone from a specific animal was associated with the quality of the animal according to the
principle pars pro toto. The leading symbolic significance of the material is confirmed by the marble
figure from grave no. 3, which is an imitation of the bone ones. The absence of marked female sex
characteristics, the choice of material from an animal which is perceived as a male symbol, as well
as the large size of the figurines, reaching up to 27 cm, lead to the possibility of a male symbolism
(Stavreva, in print).
The use-wear analysis of the vaulted figurines from the Varna I necropolis has not established
traces of use – of friction (absence of gloss) or suspension (no traces on the holes or the neck) (Averbouh, Zidarov 2014, 191). A possible explanation is that they were made specifically for the burial,
as was the case with the vessels in the Varna culture. Discovering them in wealthy graves, along with
a large amount of gold, copper, flint super-blades, Spondylus and Dentalium, gives us grounds to believe that, in addition to being a symbol of the male principle, the vaulted figurines were also objects
of prestige. Hansen associates them with early metallurgy, with the advent of social differentiation,
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and defines them as a symbol of high social status (Hansen 2011, 4; 2013a, 553). The appearance of
imitations from other materials also leads to the prestige of certain artefacts (Nikolov 2005, 8) and in
this point of view the making of a vaulted figurine from marble (grave no. 3) is one more justification
to consider them as objects of prestige.
In forty-one percent of the graves with vaulted figurines in the Varna I necropolis, there are
also gold ring-shaped or flat bone figurines.

Discussion
In clarifying the role of anthropomorphic figurines in these burial practices we are confronted
with several objective difficulties. Firstly, they derive from the fact that we are investigating a nonliterate society and the reconstruction of spiritual culture is based solely on its tangible carriers which
have come to us. The archaeological record preserves only durable material objects, and this enhances the uncertainty of out interpretations, because we know almost nothing of the use of organic
materials such as wood, skin, textile, bird feathers. Figurines were probably made of wood, too, but
there is no way we can know for sure if there were such figures, what their distribution and functions
were. The statues of deities in the archaic epoch, for instance, were initially made of wood, and the
monumental stone representations appeared in temples in the 7th century BC (Bogdanov 1989, 117).
The participation of wooden figures and of dummies made of organic materials in cult and magic
fertility rituals are widely documented in primitive societies, and reminiscences of them have been
preserved in the ritual system of various European peoples until the 20th century (Frazer 1984). A
German ritual, which is known in Bulgaria, is associated with the symbolic burial of a human figure
made of mud (when performed to bring rain) or of a broom, dressed like a man with a clearly shaped
head (when performed to bring drought). When these figures were buried, all rituals established by
folk belief for the funeral of a dead man were performed (Marinov 1994, 736–739), but leaving no
lasting trace.
Secondly, our data are also limited due to the uneven investigation of the territories where the
three cultural complexes developed. The main data base, from which this analysis proceeds, comes
from the necropolises in north-eastern Bulgaria, Muntenia, and the Black Sea Lowland. The future
study of sites in western Bulgaria and the discovery of necropolises to the south of the Balkan mountain would provide important new information which could change the current picture of the use of
anthropomorphic figurines in burial practices. Another problem is the lack of complete publications
of some of the studied necropolises, as well as the inadequate documentation and the insufficient
information for some of the graves examined in the more distant past. The expected publication of
Varna I necropolis will make it possible to fine-tune the observations on the figurines in the burial
practices of Varna culture.
Considered in the light of fragmentation as established social practice (Chapman, Gaydarska
2009), the current study has two noteworthy aspects: the fragmentation of human bodies, as an unusual burial practice, and the presence of fragmented anthropomorphic figurines in burial contexts. The
most common unusual burials in the Neolithic and Eneolithic were the disarticulated ones, where the
final burial was preceded by the fragmentation of the body (Chapman, Gaydarska 2015, 101–102).
The burial of bodies without anatomical connection or their subsequent dismemberment and mixing
of bones after the decomposition of the soft tissue is a peculiar aspect of the burial practices in the
Late Eneolithic. Their symbolic meaning can be judged by their small number, but at the same time
their supra-regional distribution attests that they were an intergral part of the burial practices in the
Late Eneolithic, as far as the deceased who were considered special or dangerous were concerned
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(Stavreva 2018, 175–180). Ivan Ivanov determines the fragmented burials in the Varna I necropolis
as type D. The placement of vaulted figurines in four of them, along with the crushing of the bones of
the deceased and the considerable depth of the graves seem to have had a protective function.
The analysis of the clay figurines from burial zones shows that only three of them are whole
(Omurtag, Chitila-Fermă and Măriuţa-La Movilă). The life story of the whole figurine from Omurtag
shows that, before being placed in the proximity of grave no. 1, it had been subjected to secondary
burning, and then the right arm had been broken off. This gives grounds to assume that it was used in
various ceremonies before being „buried“ (Gaydarska et al. 2006, 88, 94). The fragmented leg from
grave no. 22 in Vinitsa also bears traces of secondary scorching. The reasons for the fragmentation of
the figurines may have been different. What we probably have here is „ritual killing“ of the figurines
(Chapman, Gaydarska 2009, 132), as a part of the burial rite performed.
An acceptable explanation for the deliberate fragmentation is that of enchainment – the linking
of person to person through object or fragment and creating and maintaining social relations (Chapman 2010, 31), or preservation the link between the living and the dead, related to an ancestor cult.
These probably are the cases with fragmented clay figurines, which have been found in the earth
between graves, or in the pits without human bones in some necropolises of the KGKVI culture.
The important question is where the other parts are. Partial answer to this question may be given by
archaeological data from Durankulak. A fragment of a ceramic vessel was found in grave 584, in
which a female was buried. The other parts of the same vessel were deposited in a sacrifice chamber
of a house no. 8 at level VII of the Tell Golemiya Ostrov (Todorova et al. 2002, 108). It is important
to note that the bone figurines, which were used as personal items with a protective function or as a
mark of a social belonging, were not intentionally broken.
To clarifying the role of the figurines in the burial practices, it is important what they depicted.
The leg from Kosharna is from a hollow figurine and the fragment is too small to reconstruct its
shape, but it is probably part of an anthropomorphic rattle (Chernakov 2011a). Such hollow figurines
are known from tells on both the KGKVI and the KSB, and their function as rattles is inferred from
the context of their discovery, and from cultural-historical and ethnographic parallels (Georgieva,
Milanov 2005). The fragments of legs do not provide enough information to make assumptions about
what figurines they are from. The anthropo-zoomorphic figurine of a standing bird with a human
head from Măriuţa-La Movilă has some elements in common with ornitomorphic figurines but it is
also different from them. A possible explanation of its discovery in a necropolis is the perception of
the bird as an intermediary between the world of the living and the world of the dead.
It should be noted that anthropomorphic figurines were found in thirty two graves with skeletal
remains. This is two percent of the graves examined.
Clay anthropomorphic figurines are associated with only three human graves, two of which are
male and one is of undefined gender. Their small number does not allow any firm conclusions to be
drawn, but the exceptional rarity of the placement of clay figurines in the graves during this period
is striking.
Schematic bones and gold figurines, which were worn as pendants and appliqués for clothing,
were found in 29 graves and they were probably a sign of belonging to a particular social group and
were perceived as artefacts with apotropaic function. In our opinion, the vaulted bone and gold ring
shaped figurines were signs of prestige due to the following facts: 1. they were discovered in rich
graves containing objects of gold, copper or Spondylus. 2. They have imitations of other materials
– vaulted bone figurines made of marble; and gold ring shaped figurines made of clay, bone, stone
and Spondylus . 3. They are distributed in the three cultural complexes, but in the settlement mounds
where they were found, their number is limited and varies from one to a handful of examples,thus
confirming their value.
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?
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-
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1
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-
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-
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+
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2
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+
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+
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+

+
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The flat bone figurines from the grave in Rousse and the child’s grave no. 55 in Provadia-Solnitsata are among the rarest which are equipped with copper ornaments. A gold ring shaped figurine
and other objects of gold, copper and Spondylus were placed in grave no. 61 in Varna I, in which two
flat bone figurines were found. One of the prismatic bone figurines comes from rich child’s grave in
Telish-Lîga. There no additional information about the child grave in Tell Yunatsite.
As shown in Table 1, different types of bone and gold figurines were found in six children
graves. It is notable that the graves are among the wealthiest in the respective necropolises. The
figurines, worn as pendants, accompanied primarily children, adolescents (male between 14 and 16
years), and young women. Their appearance in graves is rare, because they are attributes for protection of the living. On the basis of an examination of archaeological data from the Iron Age in Central
Europe and of an ethnographic-historical study, L. Pauli points out the use of amulets in burials
of people who died prematurely (Perego 2010). It is possible that in the Late Eneolithic they were
placed in graves as objects with supernatural power to protect the weaker and defenceless members
of the community who had died.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the comparative analysis of the social practice of depositing anthropomorphic
figurines in settlements and in burial zones shows that it was rarely used in the burial practices in
the Late Eneolithic. It is difficult to objectively evaluate the frequency of their use, due to the patchy
investigation of sites in Bulgaria, as well as to the absence of necropolises to the south of the Balkan
mountain, with the exception of the necropolis Kozareva Mogila. However, some preliminary conclusions can be drawn.
The clay anthropomorphic figurines were involved in various ritual practices with different
symbolism. Five different patterns of their deposition in burial contexts are observed. The first pattern has been documented in the Varna culture only. Different ritual practices (type two – five) are
revealed in the cultural complex KGKVI in the necropolises Vinitsa, Omurtag, Kozareva Mogila,
Kosharna, Chitila-Fermă and Măriuţa-La Movilă. The types are as follows:
1. The clay figurines have been deposited in grave pits without human remains, and the grave
goods have been placed around them like in standard burials. They may be representative
of symbolic burials of individuals of high social status or ritualistic deposition of objects
related to the ancestor cult, where the impressive grave goods have been offered to reinforce ties between the dead ancestors and the community. These rituals were performed in
the type B cenotaphs with clay heads and in the type A cenotaphs in Varna I necropolis, in
which life size anthropomorphic statues of non-permanent organic material appear to have
been deposited. Similar is the case with clay figurines deposited in cenotaphs in Durankulak, that may have depicted priestess or ancestors.
2. The second type is documented only in one case, where a whole clay figurine was placed
in the grave of an adult. It is impossible to clarify what was the reason, because no other
information is available.
3. The fragmented part of clay figurines was placed in the grave of an old man probably for
protective purposes.
4. Fragments of clay figurines have been found in pits without human remains, but containing animal bones, sherds, various artefacts,and lumps of charcoal.
5. Fragmented clay figurines have been found between graves.
It is possible to associate figurines of the last two types with an ancestor cult, territorial marks
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or some kind of commemorative activities. Probable explanation is that of enchainment – preservation the link between the living and the dead through object or fragment.
Figurines, worn as pendants, have been found in graves in all three cultures under consideration. The most numerous are the gold ring-shaped figurines, constituting a stylized female representation. They have been found in twenty-nine graves in five necropolises – twelve cenotaphs and
seventeen with human bones. They probably were perceived as artefacts with apotropaic function
and in the same time were objects of prestige.
Flat bone figurines have been found in one cenotaph and three graves with skeletons, and prismatic bone figurines – in two. These types of figurines have had significance for the living, as they
are found in the settlements of the entire study area, but at the same time their appearance in graves
is extremely rare. Although they were attributes for the protection of the living, they were placed in
graves, probably to ensure magical protection to certain categories of the dead – children, adolescents and women who had died prematurely.
The vaulted bone figurines seem to have been a part of the standard burial practice in the Varna
I and the Provadia-Solnitsata necropolises for a specific category of burials. Although such figurines
were common for the territory of KGKVI and KSB, so far they have not been found in a burial context. The iconography, size, the material they were made from, and the context of their discovery
point to the possibility that they were symbols of the male principle. Their placement in graves was
associated with their perception as objects of prestige and a mark of belonging to a certain high-rank
social group. They were associated with valuable gold, copper, Spondylus items, and in some graves
with symbols of social hierarchy – sceptres, pectorals, diadems, and swords.
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Антропоморфни фигурки в гробeн контекст в културите
Варна, Коджадермен–Гумелница–Караново VI и
Криводол–Сълкуца–Бубани
Ваня Ставрева
(pезюме)
Тази студия разглежда употребата на антропоморфни фигурки в погребалните практики
на късноенеолитните култури Варна, КГКVI и КСБ. Представени са и са анализирани данни
за депонирането им в гробен контекст, които, макар и редки, са индикация за съществуването
на разнообразни погребални практики. Фигурки са намерени в 15 късноенеолитни обекта. Седемнадесет цели или фрагментирани глинени антропоморфни фигурки са открити в некрополите Виница, Козарева могила, Кошарна, Омуртаг, Читила-Ферма, Мариуца-Ла Мовила и Ду-
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ранкулак. Пет плоски костени фигурки са известни от гроб в с.м. Русе и от некрополите Варна
I и Провадия-Солницата, два стъпални костени идола – от некропола в Телиш-Лъга и от гроб в
с.м. Юнаците, повече от 26 корубести костени фигурки – от некрополите Провадия-Солницата
и Варна I. Четиридесет и пет златни антропоморфни пръстеновидни фигурки произхождат от
гробове в некрополите Варна I, Въръщ, Дуранкулак, Сава и Смядово.
Тези фигуркои от гробен контекст са предложени са възможни интерпретации за символичното значение и функцията им в погребалния обред. В некрополите на КГКVI и КСБ те се
срещат по изключение, докато в култура Варна е налице специфичен погребален обред, при
който антропоморфни фигурки са замествали конкретни индивиди, изображения на предци
или идоли в символични погребения. Корубестите костени фигурки се явяват част от стандартния набор гробни дарове, но само за определена категория погребения в некрополите Варна I и Провадия-Солницата. Глинените фигурки са имали различна функция в погребалните
ритуали в отделните култури.
Наблюдават се пет различни модела на тяхното депониране на територията на некрополите:
1. Глинените фигурки са депонирани в гробове без човешки останки, а гробните дарове са поставени около тях, както при стандартните погребения. Те могат да представляват символични погребения на хора с висок социален статус или ритуално депониране на предмети, свързано с култа към предците, при което гробните дарове са
били предложени за засилване на връзките между мъртвите предци и общността на
живите. Такива ритуали може би са извършвани в некропола Варна I в кенотафите
от тип В с глинени глави и в кенотафите от тип А, в които, изглежда, се депонирани
антропоморфни статуи от нетраен органичен материал. С подобен ритуал може би
са свързани глинените фигурки в късноенеолитните кенотафи в Дуранкулак.
Този модел на депониране на глинени антропоморфни фигурки и статуарни изображения с реални размери е документиран само в култура Варна. Намерените глинени фигурки в
другите два културни комплекса са резултат от други ритуални практики (точки 2–5).
2. Поставяне на цяла глинена фигурка в гроб с човешки останки. Тази практика е документирана само в един случай в некропола Читила-Ферма и е невъзможно да бъде
интерпретирана задоволително поради липса на достатъчно информация.
3. 3. Поставяне на фрагмент от глинена фигурка в гроб с човешки останки. Известен
е само един случай на намерена предварително отчупена част от фигурка в гроб на
възрастен мъж в некропола Виница.
4. Фрагменти от глинени фигурки са намерени в ями без човешки останки, които съдържат животински кости, фрагментарни керамични съдове, различни артефакти и
въгленчета. Известни са от некрополите Козарева могила, Кошарна и Виница.
5. Цели или фрагментирани глинени фигурки са намерени между гробовете в три от
изследваните некрополи – Козарева могила, Омуртаг и Мариуцa-Ла Мовилa.
В последните два случая е възможно депонирането на фигурките да е свързано с култа
към предците, използването им като териториални маркери или като атрибути в погребални
или поменални ритуали.
Фигурките, носени като висулки или апликации, са открити в гробове и в трите разглеждани културни контекста. Най-многобройни са златните антропоморфни пръстеновидни
фигурки, представляващи стилизирано женско изображение. Те са открити в двадесет и девет
гроба в пет некропола – дванадесет кенотафа и седемнадесет с човешки кости. Плоски костени фигурки са намерени в един кенотаф и три гроба със скелети, а призматични (стъпални)
костени фигурки – в два детски гроба. Въпреки че са украшения с апотропейна функция за
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защита на живите, те са поставяни в гробове, вероятно за да осигурят магическа закрила на
определени категории мъртви – деца, юноши и жени, починали преждевременно.
Корубестите фигурки, изглежда, са били част от стандартната погребална практика в
некрополите Варна I и Провадия-Солницата за конкретна категория извършвани погребения.
Въпреки че подобни фигурки са били разпространени на територията на другите две култури,
досега те не са намерени в гробен контекст. Иконографията, размерът, материалът, от който са
направени, и контекстът на тяхното откриване сочат възможността те да са символи на мъжкото начало. Поставянето им в гробове се свързва с възприемането им като обекти на престиж
и белег на принадлежност към определена социална група с висок ранг. В гробовете те се
асоциират с ценни предмети от злато, мед, спондилус, а в някои гробове – и със символи на
социалната йерархия (скиптри, пекторали, диадеми).
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ABSTRACT

Hacılar Büyük Höyük is located 27 km southwest of Burdur near the eponymous village of Hacılar. Forty of the building
units (casemates) that form a carefully pre-planned multi- defence system with “saw-tooth” protrusions and two city gates
have been uncovered in the western half of the city. Hacılar Büyük Höyük must have been the centre of a strong local
kingdom at the beginning of the 3rd millennium BC, and would have controlled the village settlements in the surrounding
region that made a living through agriculture, animal husbandry and trade on a small scale. The urban layout uncovered in
the past nine years of excavations and the dimensions and ostentatious appearance of the defence system display qualities
that have so far not been seen at any other centre.
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Hacılar Büyük Höyük is located 27 km southwest of Burdur near the eponymous village of Hacılar
(fig. 1). The excavations of the höyük began in 2011 under my direction and are still in progress.1
The stratigraphy of Hacılar Büyük Höyük:
Early Bronze Age III (EBA III) ?
Early Bronze Age II (EBA II)
EBA II / 1–3 Building Levels
Early Bronze Age I (EBA I)
EBA I / 1, 2 Building Levels
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Early Chalcolithic Period (?)
?
_____________________________________________
Virgin Soil
Hacılar Büyük Höyük is situated approximately 500 m to the north of Hacılar, the mound
excavated in 1957–60 by James Mellaart and a site considered to have been a turning point in the

1 This project is the most recent stage of the Excavations and Research Project in Burdur and the Surrounding
Area that was initiated by Prof. Dr. Refik Duru (Emeritus-Istanbul University) in 1976. In the context of this project, excavations were carried out at Kuruçay (1978–1988), Höyücek (1989–1992) and Bademağacı (1993–2010) and an exploratory
search for the Hacılar Necropolis (1995, 1996) took place. The Hacılar Büyük Höyük Excavations are being carried out on
behalf of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism of Turkey and Istanbul University (Istanbul University, Scientific Research
Projects No: SBA-2018-30674, SBA-2019-34380).
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Fig. 1. Map with the sites mentioned in the text (сourtesy of M. Valery)
Обр. 1. Карта с обектите, споменати в текста (предоставена от М. Валери)

prehistoric archaeology of Anatolia. The settlement was discovered in 1956 by J. Mellaart, who was
investigating a group of painted pottery that had been found at Burdur, and he began excavations here
the following year. These excavations brought to light impressive and authentic finds that revealed
the existence of a culture previously unknown on the Anatolian Plateau and also introduced concepts
such as the Neolithic and Chalcolithic to the world of scientific research (Mellaart 1970).
The Early Bronze Age I settlement at Hacılar Büyük Höyük was uncovered during the first year
of excavations in the Western Slope Trench on the western side of the mound that is 350 m long and
extends in north-south direction. Traces of the same settlement are also found in the AB trench that
was opened up near the middle of the mound and is around 70 m in length (figs. 2–3). In the AB trench
there is part of a large multi-roomed structure measuring 4.5×8.6 m, and eight large jars were found
in situ in the courtyard in front of a gate that opens to the east (figs. 2, 4). Оn the northern side of a 7
m long wall, just to the east of the courtyard, there are five small adjacent cells arranged in west-east
direction. The average dimensions of these cells are 1.9×2.1 m and 1.8×1.6 m, and their walls have
stone foundations that are 15–20 cm in width. The cells, whose function is unclear due to the lack of
finds apart from an andiron, have doors that open in different directions (fig. 4).
A well-constructed megaron with dimensions of 5.6×8.5 m at the eastern end of the same
trench seems to have been rebuilt several times with some minor changes to the plan. The remains of
another building that was built adjacent to the western side of this building, after leaving a 2 m gap,
also resembles a megaron. An interesting observation is the similarity of the plan of this megaron
to the Western Gate (BK). This naturally brings to mind the possibility that the megaron could have
been a gate (Propylon). However, if this building was a gate building it could not have been a city
gate like the others as it is located much further inside. It is possible that this building was an entrance
to the Inner Wall / Acropolis surrounding the official and religious buildings in the middle of the city
(figs. 2, 5).
In the western half of the city forty building units (casemates) have so far been uncovered, and
these form a carefully pre-planned multi-room defence system extending on a north-south axis with
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Fig. 2. Plan of the site (Hacılar Büyük Höyük Excavations – archive)
Обр. 2. План на обекта (архив на разкопките на Хаджилар Бююк Хьоюк – ХБХ)

“saw-tooth” protrusions (figs. 2, 6, 7). It can be seen that these defence wall protrusions, called ‘saw
teeth’, jut out to a length of around 2.00, 2.20, 2.50 m in keeping with the dimensions of the casemate /
space where they are located. It is likely that, when the layout of the city was planned, these protrusions
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Fig. 3. Aerial view of the Höyük (HBH Excavations – archive)
Обр. 3. Въздушна снимка на обекта (архив на разкопките на ХБХ)

Fig. 4. AB trench, multi-roomed structure (HBH Excavations – archive)
Обр. 4. Сондаж AB, структура с много помещения (архив на разкопките на ХБХ)
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Fig. 5. A well-constructed megaron in the AB trench (HBH Excavations – archive)
Обр. 5. Добре изграден мегарон в сондаж АB (архив на разкопките на ХБХ)

Fig. 6. Aerial view of the Western Gate and casemates
(HBH Excavations – archive)
Обр. 6. Въздушна снимка на Западната порта и казематите
(архив на разкопките на ХБХ)
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Fig. 7. Casemates built in saw-teeth technique (photo by R. Duru)
Обр. 7. Каземати, изградени в техниката ‹зъбци на трион› (снимка Р. Дуру)

were intended to form a circular plan or curvature. It is understood that one of the weakest aspects of
the defence system formed of ‘saw-tooth’ protrusions is the section thought to have been damaged from
time to time by flood waters from the stream to the north (see the ‘Retaining Wall’).
The outer walls of the defence system are 1.50–1.60 m in width; they are constructed of
medium-sized stones, and in places reach a height of 2 m when viewed from outside the city. It is
understood from the rubble of the wall remains, and the substances stuck to the top row of the existing walls, that the upper part of the walls was built with mud bricks (kerpiç) but this section has not
survived. Oval-shaped mud bricks and pisé pieces bearing negative traces of tree branches, found in
the rubble of the buildings, give us an idea about the upper sections of the walls that did not survive
up to the present day (fig. 8.A). The average dimensions of the inner walls of the sometimes slightly quadrangular spaces (casemates) that form the defence wall are 3.85×6.10, 4.5×5.5, 3.60×5.00,
4.7×7.1, 5.7×7.4 m; they are 1.10 m, 1.30 m and 1.50 m in thickness and have doors opening into
the courtyards on the eastern side. The doors of some of the casemates are 1.10–1.20 m in width,
and the in situ pivot stone (fig. 8.B, width 35 cm) inside the door of some of them shows the wooden
door wing opened inwards. In some structures thresholds were formed by using plaques or stones of
irregular shape (fig. 8.C).
On both sides of the doors of the casemates and on the axis of the longer walls of the rooms,
there are short ledges / buttresses, varying in size from 1–0.80 m, that resemble an ‘ante’ wall. All
these details make these buildings resemble a ‘megaron’. We think that the top sections of the casemates were covered with a flat roof made of a combination of wooden beams, tree branches and mud.
Bearing in mind the conditions of that period, would it have been possible to make a roof to cover the
area without placing a post in the middle of it? The compressed floors of most of the forty casemates
uncovered so far were badly damaged, but we did not find a stone base for a wooden pillar that could
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Fig. 8. A – аn oval-shaped mud brick and pisé pieces; B – аn in situ pivot stone inside the door of a
casemate; C – а doorway and stone threshold of a casemate (photos by G. Umurtak)
Обр. 8. A – кирпич с овална форма и парчета от пизé; B – въртящ се камък in situ във вратата на
каземат; C – вход и каменен праг на каземат (снимки Г. Умуртак)
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Fig. 9. Two adjacent round structures in the courtyard of casemates G4 and G5 (HBH Excavations-archive)
Обр. 9. Две съседни кръгли структури в двора на каземати G4 и G5 (архив на разкопките ХБХ)

have supported the roof in any of these areas. This being the case, we have to assume that the builders
managed to close the roof area without needing to use a support post.
On the side of the defence system that faces into the city a weak, narrow stone wall extends
along the defence wall; this wall marks out the courtyard section of the casemates and occasional
passage openings have been left in it. This wall clearly separates the settlement from the defence area
(figs. 2, 3).
Two adjacent and apparently round structures (!) were uncovered in the courtyard of casemates G4 and G5. The inner diameter of one of them is 2.53 m and the other is 3.20 m, and there is a
gap of 1 m between them. A section of their stone foundations, around 40 cm in height and 40 cm in
width, had survived and there are two wide openings (doors!) on the east-west axis, and thick curving
walls on the northern and southern sides that resemble two brackets (figs. 2, 9). A small distance from
these circular structures two upright stones, one 90 cm and the other 50 cm in height and 80 cm apart,
were found standing in front of a semi-circular wall. The upper section of these stone structures with
slightly distorted quadrangular cross-section was broken off. These stones, which had no symbol or
relief of any kind on any of the four sides, had clearly been placed in a vertical position so must have
been supported by other stones placed at the base. We think it would be correct to define these stones
as steles (fig. 10). The two steles, together with the circular and single semi-circular structures, do not
appear to be linked in any way to the defence system but nothing definite can be said since no object,
grain residue etc. that could give any insight into their function was found.
At the northern end of the defence system there is a ‘Retaining Wall’, which is around 35 m
in length and constructed using a single row of very large well-placed stones to form a rough but
straight line. The side facing the city had been filled with earth. It is not clear how the upper section
of the wall was covered. The wall turns inward at a 90° angle in front of casemate K 18, joins the wall
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Fig. 10. The two steles were uncovered near the round structures (photo by G. Umurtak)
Обр. 10. Двете стели, разкрити близо до кръглите структури (снимка Г. Умуртак)

of casemate K 17 and probably ends here (figs. 2, 3, 11–12). In summer 2019, in addition to the SkyView method, the Morphometry and Slope Calculations method was implemented at Hacılar Büyük
Höyük by Doc. Dr. Tolga Görüm (Istanbul Technical University). The initial results obtained support
our theory that the retaining wall was built to protect the defence system, and therefore the settlement, from flood waters from the still active stream to the north of the mound, although the location
of the river bed has altered since then. As mentioned above, we believe the “saw-tooth” protrusions
are one of the weakest aspects of the defence system. In particular, it is thought that the sand and
gravel accumulation detected at the base of the saw-teeth outside casemates K 4 and K 5 may have
been deposited by flood waters from the stream to the north.
Two gates were pre-planned to be used as entrances to the city; the first one is the Western
Gate and the other one is the Southern Gate. The Western Gate (figs. 2, 13–14) was made into a gate
room in a gap 4.00 m in width and 8.70 m in length between two rectangular casemates/towers (K
1 and G 1) and also formed a gate building with ante rooms extending into and out from the city.
These side walls jut out about 6 m beyond the outer extent of the towers they are adjacent to. A transverse wall was placed in front of the propylon, which is similar in plan and general appearance to a
‘megaron’, to allow only controlled access into the settlement through a narrow gap. It is understood
that the propylon, which seems to be the weakest part of the defence system, had been occasionally
strengthened. The most important of these alterations is the construction, in a later phase, of a second
closure wall in the interior section near the entrance to the settlement that made entering the gate
more difficult.
The Southern Gate (figs. 2, 15) is similar in plan to the Western Gate, which was uncovered
in the first years of the excavations. The gate room formed in the space between the two casemates
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Fig. 11. The ‘Retaining Wall’ at the northern end of the defence system (photo by G. Umurtak)
Обр. 11. „Подпорната стена“ в северния край на отбранителната система (снимка Г. Умуртак)

/ towers is approximately 15.20 m in length and 4 m in width. The rooms / towers on both sides
of the gate are similar in plan to the other casemates of the defence wall, but they are significantly
larger. For example, the size of the area adjacent to the Southern Gate on the northern side that has
dimensions of 7.90×3.90 m is striking. The recently uncovered Southern Gate has the same plan as
the Western Gate. The main difference seen in the planning of the Southern Gate is the wall on the
outward facing side of the gateway that partially blocks the entrance and makes passage through it
difficult. This closure wall, which is much thinner than the side walls of the gate that exceed 1.5 m
in thickness, can be considered to be the main feature of this gate. Two narrow gaps near the western
end of this thin wall at the front of the Southern Gate severely restrict entrance through the gate. This
implementation creates the most significant difference between this gate and the Western Gate. The
variations between the Western Gate and the Southern Gate suggest that these two doors were built
for different purposes. We do not know anything about the door leaves, but it is thought that the door
leaves of both city gates and the casemate doors would have been wooden. It is likely that both gate
passages were covered over and, if it is accepted that the casemates were covered without using any
supporting posts (see above), it is possible that both gates were covered using the same technique.
As emphasized above, it can be seen that entrance and exit to the city took place through two
gates with similar plan in different locations. Due to the presence of a retaining wall to the north and
the land structure outside the city, the likelihood of a gate in this northern section is not very high.
However, a third gate in the eastern part of the settlement should be considered a strong possibility.
In addition to this, the outward-facing walls of some of the casemates (such as G 6, G 7, G 17, K 6
and K 7) that constitute the defence system were not completely closed, meaning that some basic
gaps were seemingly intentionally left so that the people who worked in the fields and gardens and
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Fig. 12. A detail from the ‘Retaining Wall’ (photo by G. Umurtak)
Обр. 12. Детайл от „Подпорната стена“ (снимка Г. Умуртак)

those who went hunting, and even people carrying water and animal herds, could leave and enter the
settlement (figs. 2–3). These may also have been structures left unrepaired whose function altered for
some reason after the outer walls they were attached to had been destroyed, although the rulers and
residents of the city must have calculated the disadvantage such entrances constituted for the city’s
defence.
The earth on the floors of the casemates had been well compressed and smoothed over, but it
did not survive in that condition to the present day. In the middle section of some of the buildings the
remains of a horseshoe-shaped hearth can be seen. In other buildings there are supports / raised platforms on the stone-paved floor adjacent to the southern wall, which were used to place large jars on
(fig. 16.A–C). In many of the buildings in situ grinding stones were found along with a large amount
of burnt grain scattered on the floors. In addition to these, all types of daily use pottery (figs. 17–18),
and sometimes items such as stone and terracotta seals (fig. 19.A), baked clay (fig. 19.B–C) and stone
idols (fig. 19.D), ‘pubis’ models (?) made from pebbles, metal needles and metal cutters were also
found in the casemates. In the courtyard section of the casemates, earthenware jars and large pots
were found embedded in the floor, and these sometimes contained burnt grain particles and fruit such
as figs, and a large number of small jugs, plates, and bowls. All this indicates that the casemates were
used for residence, as well as having a defensive function. It can be said that a rich and active daily
life continued in these buildings.
Such a complex defence system must have been thought out and thoroughly planned in advance. The resultant plan was applied to the landscape with great care and attention to detail. Refik
Duru thinks that the plan outline produced by the ‘architect’ who designed the defence system may
have been drawn on perishable material that would not have survived to the present day, and then
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Fig. 13. Aerial view of the Western Gate (HBH Excavations – archive)
Обр. 13. Въздушна снимка на Западната порта (архив на разкопките на ХБХ)

implemented together with a team of highly experienced assistants and experts in wall construction.
In addition, when building such an orderly chain of structures in keeping with the landscape on an
extensive piece of land hundreds of metres in width, the ‘architects’ and building experts must have
used some kind of measurement system. For example, from the West Gate onwards the casemates
gradually get smaller in both directions in keeping with a particular plan, and the large saw teeth
facing outward from the settlement change direction at an angle of 180 degrees in one out of every
four to five casemates (figs. 2–3). This would only have been possible with the use of accurate measurements. It would not have been possible to plan such a well-developed defence system unless the
‘architect’ and / or at least some of the construction experts had seen the implementation of a similar
system in another place or gained previous experience. It would have taken months to remove tons
of stones from the surrounding quarries and move them to the settlement. If the time required for
the construction is taken into account it must have taken years to build a city of this size, not just the
defence system.
The fact that the city is surrounded by such a strong defence system built with great effort
under arduous conditions shows that, firstly, there must have been great wealth to be protected inside
it, and secondly, implies a high level of external threats. What kind of wealth would compel these
people to build such a strong defence? The answer to this question is likely to be revealed, at least
to some extent, once the public buildings and the houses of the rulers in the inner section of the city
have been excavated. Although the excavations have been in progress for nine years, we are not yet
able to define what the livelihood of the people could have been apart from agriculture and livestock
(Umurtak, Duru 2013a, 21; 2014, 16, 17) or assess the extent of trade relations. We do not think that
this region was full of external threats at the beginning of the 3rd millennium BC, or that the location of the settlement would have been at an intersection of certain roads. Where were the enemy /
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Fig. 14. A view to the Western Gate from outside the city (HBH Excavations – archive)
Обр. 14. Изглед към Западната порта извън крепостната стена (архив на разкопките на ХБХ)

enemies of the city and who were they?
Important information about pre-EBA defence systems in Burdur and its surroundings is available to us. On the eastern slope section of Bademağacı Höyük there is a casemate-shaped rectangular
structure belonging to the Early Neolithic Period that has grid-shaped walls adjacent to it. Due to the
EBA II megarons above it we were not able to investigate this system, but it is thought to belong to
a defence system that protected the EN II / 3 and / or EN II / 2 settlements (Duru, Umurtak 2019, Pl.
X). In the late stages of the Neolithic Period the defence system belonging to level 11 at Kuruçay
Höyük, with its semi-circular towers along the defence wall 1.10–1.20 m in width, and gate entrance
to the settlement, is a well-planned example of architecture and defence that remains unparalleled
(Duru 1994, Pl. 15). In the Early Chalcolithic Period, the Hacılar II settlement is surrounded by a
defence wall 1.5–3.00 m in width, and has simple entrance gates in the north and south (Mellaart
1970, Fig. 20, 25). In level I of the same settlement, which was excavated in a very limited area, a
thick saw-tooth defence wall was uncovered that appeared to form a circular plan (Mellaart 1970,
Fig. 29, 35). As mentioned above, the Hacılar site is 500 m to the south of Hacılar Büyük Höyük.
Although the chronological gap between the two settlements is considerable, the appearance of a
more-or-less circular plan with a saw-tooth implementation at both sites is extremely interesting. In
the Late Chalcolithic levels 6 A2 and 6 A1 at Kuruçay it is understood that the defence system of the
settlement, which has three gates with different functions, was formed by placing the houses in the
outer ring of the settlement adjacent to each other. Could the Kuruçay Eastern Gate, with its sophisticated plan designed as a gate building 1.5 m in width and 6 m in length between houses no. 13 and
14, be a prototype for the Hacılar Büyük Höyük gates? (Duru 1996, Pl. 32, 34, 41, 42).2 The continu2 The similarities between the Kuruçay Late Chalcolithic and the Hacılar Büyük Höyük Early Bronze Age settlements are not restricted to the gate plan, as there are also some striking similarities between the pottery of these two centres
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Fig. 15. Aerial view of the Southern Gate (HBH Excavations – archive)
Обр. 15. Въздушна снимка на Южната порта (архив на разкопките на ХБХ)

ation of the defence wall, which appeared intermittently in the northern and southern sections of the
Early Bronze Age II settlement at Bademağacı, could not be traced in other parts of the mound. While
entrance to the city took place through simple gaps, the megarons were arranged in a row adjacent
to each other and formed an outer ring surrounding the entire settlement. The outermost part of the
city, which is understood to be oval in plan, was surrounded by a stone-paved slope (Duru 2008, Fig.
312–317; 2016, Fig. 228, 229). At Karataş-Semayük, in the south of the region, the wall surrounding
the large building dating to the beginning of the EBA, the plain gate entrances and the row of buildings just outside the terrace section indicate a different type of defence system (Mellink 1966, Ill. 1,
2). A comparison with Beycesultan and Kusura, close neighbours of Hacılar Büyük Höyük, is not
possible at this stage.
In addition to the circular settlement plan observed at centres pre-dating the Early Bronze
Age in Western Anatolia, the Early Chalcolithic settlement at Aktopraklık Höyük was surrounded
by ‘boundary buildings’ placed alternatively to the front and back and located in an area separated
by a ditch and parallel to it (Karul 2017, Fig. 112a, b). A similar layout is seen at Ilıpınar in level VI
(Cookson 2009, Fig. 19).
At Küllüoba in the Inner Western Anatolian Region, the architecture of the period called ‘the
Transition to the Early Bronze Age’ is represented by an integrated schematic plan that consists of
a mudbrick defence wall with clearly identifiable zigzag formations surrounding the settlement and
houses, rectangular or trapezoid in shape, leaning against the wall (Fidan 2012, Fig. 7). There is no
(Umurtak, Duru 2014, 11).
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Fig. 16. A-C – the raised platforms used to place large jars (photos by G. Umurtak)
Обр. 16. A-C – издигнати платформи, използвани за поставяне на големи съдове (снимки Г. Умуртак)
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Fig. 17. Daily use pottery from the EBA I settlement (photo by G. Umurtak)
Обр. 17. Всекидневна керамика от селището от РБЕ I (снимка Г. Умуртак)

similarity between the layout of the building groups and the settlement entrance gates that constitute
the EBA II architecture at this settlement (Fidan 2012, Fig. 21) and the defence system at Hacılar
Büyük Höyük. In the same period, houses at Demircihöyük were radially positioned in keeping with
the circular shape of the settlement, and the saw-tooth protrusions facilitated the turning of this defence system (Korfmann 1983, Fig. 343). At the Keçiçayırı settlement, which is almost oval in shape,
the defence system seems to have been reinforced by a series of structures that support the outer wall
(Fidan 2016, Fig. 5, 6). It is not possible to compare the defence system at Hacılar Büyük Höyük with
that of the settlement dating to a later period at Seyitömer Höyük (Bilgen 2015).
There is no similarity between the polygon plan settlements with strong, thick massive walls
at Troy, where the development process can be followed from the beginning of the 3rd millennium
BC, and the defence system at Hacılar Büyük Höyük that consists of casemates. The gates of Hacılar
Büyük Höyük, formed from a tall building designed to provide passage between the two casemates
/ towers, do not resemble the Troy I gate model that consists of massive protrusions / towers on either side of the gate passage. Similarly, there is no exact parallel between the Hacilar Büyük Höyük
gates and the propylon design of the Troy II settlement gates (Blegen et al. 1950, Fig. 417; Korfmann, Mannsperger 1998, Fig. 41, 42, 45; Mellaart 1959, Fig. 2–9; Naumann 1971, Fig. 346–348,
350–353).
A defence system with very small saw-tooth casemates and a well-developed gate plan for the
period is known from level XVI at Mersin Yumuktepe in Çukurova (Garstang 1953, Fig. 79, 80a). In
the EBA II settlement at Tarsus Gözlükule in the same region, there is a large saw-tooth plan defence
wall 2.80 m in thickness and a simple ‘L plan’ entrance gate. However, there are no rows of rooms
adjacent to the city wall, in other words no casemates at Gözlükule (Goldman 1956, Pl. 6). There
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Fig. 18. Daily use pottery from the EBA I settlement (photo by G. Umurtak)
Обр. 18. Всекидневна керамика от селището от РБЕ I (снимка Г. Умуртак)

is no evidence of any interaction or influence between either of these two examples and the EBA I
defence system at Hacılar Büyük Höyük.
A wall with indentations and protrusions belonging to the Early Bronze Age defence system
at Alişar citadel in Central Anatolia is noteworthy. Here the gateway is in the form of a simple passage between two massive towers (?) that then becomes a long irregular passageway (Von der Osten
1937a, Fig. 212, 214). In the first half of the 2nd millennium BC, the development of the old defensive
wall at Kültepe was achieved by alternately placing outward-facing protruding sections along it to
form a wall system that does not resemble the saw-tooth technique (Özgüç 1999, Pl 1, 3). Saw-tooth
defence walls together with casemates are seen at centres such as Alişar (Von der Osten 1937b, Pl.
12) and Tilmen Höyük (Duru 2003, Pl. 16; Marchetti 2010, Fig. 1) in the same period, and the same
type of wall would be built at the Hittite capital a few centuries later (Bittel 1970, Fig. 12; Naumann
1971, 309 ff, Fig. 369, 370, 412, 440; Neve 1993, Fig. 19, 20, 43, 96). The indentations and protrusions that formed the saw-teeth probably continued to be built for millennia out of necessity because
they enabled the wall to turn in keeping with the landscape. However, it is difficult to explain how
the defence system formed from rows of adjacent casemates continued for such a long time or how
it came to be implemented in distant regions.
A defence system consisting of a row of casemates adjacent to the inside of a large wall forming saw teeth is not a common practice in the pre-2nd millennium BC architecture in Anatolia. Defence systems in Burdur and its surroundings, which were formed by placing casemates alternately
to the front and back as at Hacılar I, or adjacent to each other as in levels 6A1 and 6A2 at Kuruçay,
were replaced in EBA I at Hacılar Büyük Höyük by a system consisting of a saw-tooth defence wall
formed with casemates, and in EBA II at Bademağacı by a similar system that was formed by placing
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Fig. 19. A – a terracotta seal; B-D – the baked clay and stone idols (photos by G. Umurtak)
Обр. 19. А – теракотов печат; B-D – глинени и каменни идоли (снимки Г. Умуртак)

megarons side by side. It is possible to see a similar change in the neighbouring regions (see above),
but the geographical distance and sometimes the chronological gap between Burdur and its surroundings and these settlements makes it difficult to generalise any connection. If the forerunners of the
EBA I culture can be reached in the levels not yet uncovered in the excavations at Hacılar Büyük
Höyük, more concrete answers can be given to some of the unanswered questions.
Hacılar Büyük Höyük must have been the centre of a strong local kingdom at the beginning of
the 3rd millennium BC, and would have controlled the village settlements in the surrounding region
that made a living through agriculture, animal husbandry and trade on a small scale. The urban layout uncovered in the past nine years of excavations (Umurtak, Duru 2012a–b; 2013a–b; 2014; 2015;
2016a–b; 2017; 2018; 2019) and the dimensions and ostentatious appearance of the defence system
display qualities that have so far not been seen at any other centre. The urban fabric, the casemates
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and the gates that constitute the defence system were undoubtedly the result of a combination of the
will and command of the ruler of the city and the prior knowledge of architecture and its implementation gained by the construction experts.
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Бележки относно отбранителната система от ранната
бронзова епоха I на Хаджилар Бююк Хьоюк
(Бурдур, Турция)
Гюлсюн Умуртак
(резюме)
Хаджилар Бююк Хьоюк се намира на 27 km югозападно от Бурдур, близо до епонимното село Хаджилар (обр. 1). Селището от РБЕ I е открито през първата година на разкопките
в сондажа на западния склон на могилата, който е ориентиран север–юг и достига дължина
350 m, както и в сондаж АВ, който е близо до средата на могилата и е с дължина около 70 m
(обр. 2, 3). В западната половина на обекта досега са разкрити 40 строителни единици (каземати), които формират предварително и внимателно планирана система за отбрана, състояща
се от много помещения, простиращи се по оста север–юг. Челната линия е начупена и оформя
множество назъбени издатъци, наречени „зъбци на трион“, които варират на дължина около
2,00/2,20/2,50 m в съответствие с размерите на каземата – пространството в което са интегрирани (обр. 2, 6, 7).
Две порти – Западна и Южна – са предварително планирани да бъдат използвани като
входове. Западната порта (обр. 2, 13, 14) е изградена като помещение с ширина 4 m и дължина
8,70 m между два правоъгълни каземата / кули (K 1 и G 1.) Входът към помещението е посредством предверия, простиращи се навътре и извън стената. Южната порта (обр. 2, 15) е подобна
по план на Западната порта. Помещението, оформено в пространството между двата каземата
/ кули, е с приблизителни размери 15,20 m на 4 m. Помещенията (кулите от двете страни на
портата) са подобни по план на останалите каземати на защитната стена, но са значително
по-големи. Следователно входът и изходът от града се е извършвал през две порти с подобен
план на различни места. Поради наличието на подпорна стена на север и характера на терена
извън града, вероятността за порта в този северен участък не е много голяма. Трета порта в
източната част на селището обаче трябва да се счита за много вероятна.
Отбранителна система, състояща се от редица от каземати, които се допират до вътрешната страна на укрепителна стена, образуваща „назъбена линия“, не е често срещана архитектурна практика преди II хилядолетие пр. Хр. в Анадола. Системите за отбрана в Бурдур
и околностите му, които са формирани чрез поставяне на каземати последователно отпред и
отзад, както е при Хаджилар I, или в съседство – в пластове 6 A1 и 6 A2 в Куручай, са заменени
през РБЕ I в Хаджилар Бююк Хьоюк със система, състояща се от защитна „назъбена“ стена
оформена с каземати. През РБЕ II в Бадемаджъ е налице подобна система, която е образувана
чрез изграждане на мегарони един до друг. Възможно е да се проследи подобна промяна и в
съседните региони, но географското разстояние, а в някои случаи и хронологичната разлика
между обектите около Бурдур и по-отдалечените селища, затрудняват характеризирането на
тази връзка. Ако предшествениците на РБЕ I бъдат достигнати в нивата, чието проучване в
Хаджилар Бююк Хьоюк предстои, то на някои от повдигнатите въпроси могат да се дадат поконкретни отговори.
Хаджилар Бююк Хьоюк най-вероятно представлява център на мощно местно царство
в началото на III хилядолетие пр. Хр., коeто е контролирал по-малките селища в околния регион, препитаващи се чрез селско стопанство, животновъдство и търговия в малък мащаб.
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Gülsün Umurtak
Градоустройственото оформление, разкрито при проучванията през последните девет години
(Umurtak, Duru 2012a-b; 2013a-b; 2014; 2015; 2016a-b; 2017; 2018; 2019), както и размерите и
внушителният външен вид на отбранителната система показват качества, които досега не са
познати от нито един друг център. Градоустройството, казематите и портите, които съставляват отбранителната система, несъмнено са резултат от комбинацията на владетелската воля и
власт с натрупаните архитектурни познания и умения на строителните експерти.
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ABSTRACT

Despite longstanding archaeological research in Nicopolis ad Nestum in Roman Thracia, the site still has not yielded any
conclusive evidence on its foundation date. Instead, the debate has long been focused on scanty numismatic and ancient
literary sources, pointing largely to city’s Trajanic origins. Latest attempts to re-evaluate the situation in favour of an earlier
enterprise taken by the triumvir Mark Antony in the last years of the Roman Republic are much disputable. Along with many
arguments denying Nicopolis’s Antonian foundation, the present paper discusses several neglected documents – military
diplomas, issued to veteran-sailors from the Ravenna fleet in the summer of AD 142 after 26 years of service. Three copies
speak of “Nicopolis ex Bessia” as sailors’ home, which is to be identified with Nicopolis ad Nestum. Peculiar expression “ex
Bessia” is not to be understood strictly formulaic as “city ex province” (i.e. “ex Thracia”), as is the case with the majority
of later documents, but rather as a residual practice from the 1st century in designating the tribal home of the veterans. In a
larger sense it is the territory (or at least part of it) of the Thracian Bessi. The evidence is met by Pliny (NH 4.11.40), and his
“Bessorumque multa nomina” inhabiting the Middle Mesta (Nestus) region. Thus “Nicopolis ex Bessia” has entered military
records upon soldiers’ recruitment in AD 116, marking a new-born civic foundation and the still incipient phase of organizing
the urban territory within the larger tribal area of the Bessi. Therefore, the discharge documents in question can only confirm
the information from other sources and in the same time to narrow the foundation date of Nicopolis ad Nestum under Trajan
somewhere between AD 107, after the Dacian wars, and the emperor’s Parthian campaign of AD 116.
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The present study aims at presenting further arguments on the foundation date of Nicopolis ad Nestum in the southwest corner of provincia Thracia (fig. 1). It is not surprising that the problem has
met controversial interpretations since the 19th century (critical commentary in Komnick 2003, 1–5;
Boteva 2007a–b), largely because, beside the short description in Ptolemy (Geog. 3.11.7 (13); 8.11.7)
and the legends on the city’s bronze coins reading ΟΥΛΠΙΑΣ ΝΙΚΟΠΟΛΕΩΣ ΠΡΟΣ ΜΕΣΤΩ, no
other document was found sufficiently elucidating to build up a conclusive case. The evidence is
likely to speak for one of the numerous Trajanic foundations in the province.
Recently the subject has been extensively reviewed in a couple of studies offering fresh reconsideration. Revisiting an old idea of W. Tomaschek published in 1867 (see below), a new scenario
has been contrived having the foundation of Nicopolis ascribed to the triumvir Mark Antony as an
important step in his propaganda war against Octavian in the years after the Battle at Philippi until
the two rivals finally met near Actium (42–31 BC). Ultimately, victorious Octavian took care to wipe
away his opponent’s achievement. It was only at the beginning of the 2nd century, in the context of the
large-scale urbanizing programme in Thrace that Trajan decided to re-vigour the civic community
This article and the content of the journal is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0
Copyright: © 2020 I. Lozanov
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Fig. 1. Southwestern Thrace and Eastern Macedonia
Обр. 1. Югозападна Тракия и Източна Македония

at Nicopolis, commemorating at the same time his recent military triumph over the Dacians (Boteva
2007a; 2007b with bibl.). Given the importance of these conclusions, both for the historical geography and the general processes of urbanization in the region, and the echo within the scholarly debate,
the issue calls for re-examination.
The argument is built up exclusively on the following basic assumptions: Nicopolis should
have been founded on the site of a battle; the successful outcome at Philippi has necessarily prompted the establishment of a “City of Victory”; it was Antony’s initiative looked through his military,
political and administrative activities on the Balkans that gave birth to the project. However, the
whole construct is accompanied by various problematic conjectures, which are hardly to be addressed individually.
Before entering into a more detailed discussion, some preliminary remarks on the foundation
theme as seen by Tomaschek are considered appropriate. In a brief passage he dwelled on a certain
Caesaropolis (Καισαρόπολις), attested only in Medieval sources as suffragan see to the archbishopric of Philippi in Macedonia. A most peculiar city-name, reminiscent of the honourable foundations
under Caesar and Augustus, it was Tomaschek’s obvious inspiration to project back the enterprise to
Octavian. The city was supposed to serve as a bridgehead against the still-free mountain area of the
Sapaei. Further on, taking into consideration Kaisaropolis’ place next to Philippi, the author proposed
to identify this city with the Roman Nicopolis ad Nestum, located some 80 km north (Tomaschek
1867, 719 f.).
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Tomaschek’s identification has long remained unchallenged, except being noticed en passant
by K. Jireček, who saw some incongruities of geographical character (Jireček 1888, 282, note 5). Still
more can be added. Kaisaropolis is listed in the Notitiae episcopatuum from the 10th century and later,
and is also referred to as *Casiropolis in a letter of pope Innocentius III from AD 1212 to the archbishop of Philippi (Not. ep. 7.619, 9.493, 10.583, 13.633, éd. Darouzès 1981); Innocentii III Romani
Pontificis, Opera omnia in quattuor tomis distributa (ed. Migne 1855, Ep. LVI, p. 585). There is a
seal of Agapios, bishop of Kaisaropolis, dated to the 11th–12th century (Nesbitt, Oikonomides 1991,
No. 441). According to P. Lemerle, the city was founded in the 9th century and the bishopric (initially
suffragan to Philippi, then to Serres) is to be sought within the district of Zavalta (Lemerle 1945,
263–266 refuting earlier identification with Eion/ Chrysopolis; further criticism by Papazoglou 1988,
402, n. 123). Another localization, near the confluence of the Angitits and the Strymon, is adopted by
later authors dealing with that problem (Lefort 1982, Carte 1; Moustakas 2001, 23). Since the name is
not corrupt in the extant manuscripts of the Notitiae and the reading is sure (corroborated by the seal),
one can assume that it is a Byzantine renaming of an older foundation, most probably located westsouthwest of Phillipi. The problem cannot be solved without further explicit evidence. Whatever the
case is, it remains certain that Kaisaropolis was placed in Macedonia, while in contrast Nicopolis ad
Nestum has originally been part of Roman Thrace and later of the Byzantine ecclesiastical system in
the Thracian diocese as a suffragan see, then as an autocephalous archbishopric (TIB 6, s.v. Nikopolis). Both names come out concurrently in the Byzantine sources, particularly in the Notitiae. Therefore, any attempt at the identification of Kaisaropolis with Nicopolis should be abandoned. Does it
actually make Tomaschek’s idea on the Augustan origins of Nicopolis completely unreasonable?
It was P. Perdrizet who raised two principle objections: a Thracian Nicopolis is mentioned nowhere in the Res Gestae; and that Thrace was still not a province in the time of Augustus (Perdrizet
1906, 221). The first one could be dismissed since both historically attested Augustan Nicopoleis –
the one in Epirus and the other in Egypt – are also omitted in the Princeps’ account (the fact is duly
noticed by J. E. Jones 1987, 102). Augustus is thought to let them skipped in the Res Gestae out of his
desire to emphasize – at the end of his life – the divine mission upon which he has built his power and
not upon the military victories (Krinzinger 1987, 112–113). Perdrizet’s second argument is more substantial, though strangely enough has escaped notice in the later discussions. Its implications suggest
that the area of Nicopolis stood outside provincia Macedonia and it is therefore most unlikely to meet
an urban foundation of presumed importance to have taken place on non-Roman soil. The Thracian
border was particularly sensitive. Fluctuations in time would escape precise territorial delineation
because they largely depended on the governors’ individual sphere of command (on the nominal and
notional boundaries of the province in the Republican period, see Papazoglou 1988, 74–89; KalletMarx 1996, 21–24; Vanderspoel 2010, 258–259). Nevertheless, at present there are more arguments
to maintain that our region has traditionally been part of the independent territory of the Bessi (see
below). It is true, in some “client-kingdoms”, which were regarded as part of the Roman imperium
(Cotteloni-Trannoy 2014, 99 f.), one can find honourable foundations bearing imperatorial names.
Suffice to list Herod’s contemporaneous initiatives in Judaea, first to re-organize Jerusalem into Antonia and then, after having switched his allegiance to Octavian/Augustus, to re-name older sites like
Strato’s Tower and Samaria into Caesarea and Sebaste. The last two were amply rebuilt and freshly
resettled by a population of mercenaries and civilians from the neighbouring country (Jones 1971,
269, 272; Lichtenberger 1999, 35 ff, 80 ff, 116 ff; Chancey, Porter 2001, 169–171). However, it is beyond an allied ruler’s power and discretion to found a “City of Victory”; the very name is exclusively
reserved to an outstanding military achievement by an imperator, the one who puts certain territory
under Roman sway (Jones 1987). Pompey’s Nicopolis offers an instructive case. The city was originally incorporated into the province of Pontus and Bythinia, then, through Antony’s re-arrangements
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by 37 BC it fell with a portion of the province’s eastern part to the native kingdom of Polemo. Later
provincial adjustments under Augustus and Vespasian saw further transfers to Cappadocia and Armenia Minor (Jones 1971, 157, note 20; Marek 2003, 36, 41, 45).
Thus, we are coming to the question: how the founding of Nicopolis in an area remote from
the main communications of southern Thrace and outside Roman provincial land should be considered a “successful propaganda move”? It is necessary to emphasize how little can be deduced with
certainty from the scanty and distorted record for Antony’s colonial and urban foundations after
Philippi. Our conclusions rest almost entirely on the coin-evidence and on occasional remarks by
the ancient authors. Some documents containing official decisions of Antony in the East from 42–31
BC are referred to by Josephus Flavius, relating to Syro-Palestinian cities and tyrants (Joseph. AJ
14.12.3–5), others came through epigraphic monuments (commentary in Millar 2002, 249 f.). No
doubt, there were plenty of similar decisions intended to introduce a new order of the provinces and
the client-kingdoms in Asia Minor.
Significantly, during his long stay in the eastern provinces, even when we are mindful of Augustus’ efforts to wipe away the whole record of it, Antony, who otherwise sought to imitate Alexander
the Great, Pompey and Caesar, is far from being renowned for his urbanizing activities. For the triumvirs one of the most sensitive social and economic issues in the post-Philippi period was to satisfy
their veterans’ demands for land and other benefits; it continued to be a recurring problem even in
the next decades (Goltz Huzar 1978, 130 ff; Pelling 1996, 14 f; Bleicken 2015, 199 f, 218 f.). Caesar
projected his colonial policy in the East at accommodating veterans and dispossessed Italians, creating clienteles, keeping watch and controlling provincial territories, and finally at promoting the urban
life by honouring the cities and strengthening their human resources (Vittinghoff 1952, 23–33; Sartre
2001, 119–126). Antony earned credit in continuing this policy. The debate was triggered by M. Grant
(1946, 238 ff, 302 ff), who identified many hitherto unknown or neglected colonial coinages in Macedonia and Asia Minor commemorating foundation/refoundation under Antony through his legati.
Grant’s conclusions were accepted by some scholars (Magie 1950, 414 f; Goltz Huzar 1978, 151 f.),
others tried to disprove the bulk of his arguments or at least to cast certain doubts (Vittinghoff 1952, 85
ff; Bowersock 1965, 62 ff). The rarity and poor execution of the Macedonian colonial bronzes make
their identification particularly cumbersome (Grant 1946, 272; Daubner 2014, 111). Besides Philippi,
recent numismatic studies can more positively relate to Antony’s colonial reinforcements at Dyme in
the Peloponnese and probably at Pella (Papageoriadou-Bani 2004, 26–30; against Pella see Daubner
2014, 112), Sinope (Casey 2010, 127–129; Barat 2011) and Apamea in Bythinia (Fernoux 2004, 172
f).
In a more pragmatic manner, Antony reversed Pompey’s policy of premature urbanization in
recently created provinces; in some instances (Cilicia, Pontus) he found it preferable to transfer the
burden of direct administration to reliable client-kings in ensuring more effective control over vast
territories (Syme 1939, 172 f.; Magie 1950, 433–436; Buchheim 1960, 49–84; Pelling 1996, 22 f.).
Imitating the style of Hellenistic royalty, he apparently agreed to be honoured only with a few ostensible “foundations”: a city changed its name to Antoniopolis, (former Apollonia on the Maeander,
see below) while the centre of Eumeneia in Phrygia was renamed Fulvia, after his third wife (the
evidence rests entirely on bronze coins with reverse legends ΦΟΥΛΟΥΙΑΝΩΝ and a magistrate’s
name – RPC I, 3139–40; RPC Cons. Suppl. I–III, 3139–42; RPC Suppl. IV, 3145–46; see also Jones
1971, 394, note 67 (Fulvianopolis [sic]); Traina 2003, 85). Macedonia’s major city Thessalonica
having been granted “freedom” by Antony started a new civic era to commemorate its promotion,
and even paid divine honours to the triumvir (Voutiras 2011). However, this is not exactly the same
as to found entirely new civic communities. In the lack of other evidence Antony’s alleged Nicopolis
in Thrace would have been his only ex-novo foundation of a Hellenistic type – a decision highly in-
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compatible with the rest of his dispositions and in a region barely influenced either by his own, or by
any other Roman magistrate’s presence, between 42–31 BC (contra Boteva 2007b, 82 who suggested
that Nicopolis was founded during Antony’s stay on the Balkans at the eve of Actium). None of the
triumvir’s known itineraries after 42 BC led him close to Southwestern Thrace (concise account in
Groebe 1894, 2605–2610). In the autumn of 32 Antony began to transfer his army from Asia Minor
taking the traditional route from Ephesus via Samos to Athens and thence to Patrae where he spent
the winter in preparation to face Octavian. None of his legates is said to have operated in Thrace in
that time; the land was seen mostly as recruiting ground (see below). The overall situation seems
highly unfavourable for Antony to have ordered a new foundation.
Antony’s Eastern coinage is also instructive on his propaganda intentions and self-representation. Two issues of denarii from 35 and 34 BC commemorate the conquest of Armenia and its following reduction into a province (Newman 1990, 49–50, nos. 35.1 and 34.3.). Triumvir’s portrait on the
obverses is considered a direct borrowing from the iconography of Alexander the Great (Crawford
1974, 102, 743, 747, nos. 539.1, 534.1, Pl. LXIV, dating the issue in 32 BC). It was the only augmentation of the Roman eastern territories under Antony to compensate the earlier failure against
the Parthians and probably to answer the resounding effect of Octavian’s surging military successes
at the same time in Illyricum. Antony managed to recover the situation on diplomatic level and to
regain his positions in the East (Traina 2003, 113–114). However, the conquest was not accompanied
by creation of new civic foundations or even re-founding/re-naming of old cities, though the moment
presented itself as most inviting. In contrast with the “Armenian” representative coin-series, throughout the whole period characterized as “a dialog in the coinage of Octavian and Antony” (Newman
1990) the latter did not make a single attempt to exploit further the theme of his victory at Philippi in
an empire-wide context. The subject stood locally restricted to the colony’s bronze coinage.
An important part of the foundation-scenario of Nicopolis is focused on the closing episodes
of the second battle at Philippi. Accordingly, vanquished Brutus withdrew with an army to the Middle Mesta valley and suffered there his final defeat, which in consequence led Antony to commemorate the event by founding a “City of Victory” (Boteva 2007b, 83). Yet again doubts arise out of this
conjecture, which is thoroughly contradicted by our main source Appian. In the end of the second
battle Antony sent forth his cavalry to prevent any organized escape of the enemy and the gathering
of another army. Brutus himself is said to have fled to the nearest mountains with a considerable
force (incomplete four legions) from where he intended to return to his camp by night, or to reach the
sea. Antony succeeded to cut him off by fortified outposts, thus forcing Brutus to desperate decisions
and to eventual suicide (App. BCiv. 4.16.129;17.130–131). The whole episode is strictly limited to
Philippi’s surroundings and the evidence cannot be pressed further. It is plain to see that the failed
intention of the republican commander was to join his fleet stationed at the port of Neapolis and on
the opposite island of Thasos from where he could have tried the only successful retreat and recovery.
The surviving body of the Brutus’ army, approximately 14.000 people, surrendered to the triumvirs.
It is practically incredible to have even isolated survivals breaking through a hostile territory (now
the local Sapaean allies were consolidated on the victorious side) at a distance of more than 50 miles
north. Even so they would hardly have been capable to fight another major battle let alone to provide
a worthy occasion to either of the triumvirs to boast of such a “victory”. In fact, the huge losses on
both sides (the modern estimate varies between 40.000 and 50.000, cf. Goltz Huzar 1978, 127 with
bibl.), and the pressing task to reorganize the immense mass of soldiers would have made Antony and
Octavian most unwilling to waste time and efforts into a distant pursuit through the mountains. All
the more, a large part of the republican nobilitas was waiting on Thasos to offer its surrender (App.
BCiv. 4.17.135–137).
Thus, instead of being “surprising if the historical battle at Philippi were not celebrated with a
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certain “Nicopolis” (Boteva 2007b, 81), the alleged foundation would be inadequate to serve the victorious claims of the triumvirs. It was the colony at Philippi, founded mainly on Antony’s initiative
and styled Colonia Victrix, where the subject was sufficiently exploited (cf. the foundation coin-issue
combining an obverse legend: A[ntoni] I[usu] C[olonia] V[ictrix] P[hilippensis] or P[hilippensium]
with Antony’s portrait on the larger denominations (Collart 1937, 224 ff; Grant 1946, 274 f; RPC I,
1646–1649; Papageorgiadou-Bani 2004, 31). And it was the only proper way to proclaim the successful elimination of Caesar’s murderers and the anticipated restoration of peace in the Roman world.
In contrast to what Octavian did ten years later after having defeated twice Antony and Cleopatra at
Actium and near Alexandria, the situation was thoroughly different. Propaganda machine of 33–32
BC has already exposed Antony as an eastern tyrant and a traitor to Rome. Stripped of his triumviral
power, he was condemned for assisting a Roman hostis. To mobilizing Italian resources, Octavian
still felt it necessary to disguise the imminent clash as if against a foreign enemy, hence the war was
formally declared to Cleopatra (Cass. Dio 50.5.5, 6.1, 26.3–4; Plut. Ant. 60.1; Syme 1939, 270 f; on
the constitutional interpretation see Rheinhold 1982, 97 f.). Consequently, the manner in which both
victories of Octavian were commemorated by founding two Nicopoleis next to the battle places, took
an international overtone, recalling Alexander’s and Pompey’s victorious triumphs over the “Eastern
menace” (Achaemenid Persia and Mithridates VI).
The idea for a pervasive damnatio memoriae upon Antony’s foundations (Papageorgiadou-Bani 2004, 31 for the colonies in Macedonia) also served in explaining the eventual concealment of the
Thracian Nicopolis by the Augustan propaganda after 31 BC. The assumption that it was soon before
Actium, in 32 BC, when Antony founded Nicopolis, helped to explain “why this establishment had
left neither a trace in the ancient literary tradition, nor any other kind of evidence” (Boteva 2007b,
82). It was not specified what that should mean in a practical way: total destruction, abandonment or
suppression of legal status? Neither of these is likely to have happened. It is true, as late as 30 BC
Antony’s memory was condemned by an official senatorial decision, his name was erased, and his
images and figural representations were torn down (Plut. Ant. 86.5; Cic. 49.6; Cass. Dio 51.19.3).
We can hardly imagine, however, the real extent of these measures, their application and how they
evolved in time. Once Octavian securely installed himself as Augustus, concerned in remedying the
trauma of the internecine conflict, there were signs of a partial rehabilitation of Antony. His name
was restored in the triumphal fasti by 19 BC. For Augustus it was now a question of not commemorating the civil wars and respecting the family ties with his former colleague (sources and discussion
in Hollard, Raymond 2014, 5 f, 18–20).
It must be remembered also that Augustus not merely played as a “founder/restitutor” of cities and colonies, but actually proceeded with their reinforcement suppressing only their Antonian
origins (Bowersock 1965, 66 ff; Bleicken 2015, 416–421. For the colonies in Macedonia refounded
by Augustus cf. Papazoglou 1988, 109 (Dium), 136 f. (Pella), 407 (Philippi), 425 (Cassandreia);
Papgeorgiadou-Bani 2004, passim). A special reference to the deified Julius (statue representations
and legends DIVO IVLIO) in the coinage of Philippi and Apamea in Bithynia places Augustus in
direct line of Caesar, a way of erasing all trace of Antony as founder (Papageorgiadou-Bani 2004, 42;
Fernoux 2004, 178 f). Surprisingly and in contrast to what ancient authors make us believe, the placard “foundation” of Antoniopolis did not suffer damnation. Pliny listed the city within the provincial
assizes of Asia under the formula “Tripolitani, iidem et Antoniopolitae” (NH 5. 30.111). An inscription of Flavian date provides convincing data for the parallel use of the two names: “Ἀντωνιοπολεῖται
νῦν δὲ Τριπολεῖται” (Habicht 1975, 65, II.1.26–27). Both references go back to an official register
drawn up under Augustus (Habicht 1975, 69, 83–84). The alleged “Thracian Nicopolis” has to be
seen against a similar background and in a strong regional alignment with Philippi. Along with the
massive deduction of loyal veterans and Italians, which changed profoundly its political and religious
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Fig. 2. The Middle Mesta region
Обр. 2. Районът на Средна Места

life (Collart 1937, 231–235; Bormann 1995, 32 f), Philippi’s transformation affected the official colonial titulature now referring to Augustus as a founder (new obverse types with legend COL[onia]
AVG[usta] IVL[ia] PHIL[ippensis] IVSSV AVG[usti] – RPC I, 1650). Importantly, one must expect
a “City of Victory” to comply with the general purposes and practical results of its foundation. The
type is usually a product of synoecism, characterized by a larger resettlement of both local and foreign population (veterans, Romanized and Hellenized civilians); it is “not simply a war memorial”,
nor just a military bulwark; it is primarily designed to systematic improvement of the social and
economic infrastructure of the region where the victorious battles were won (Purcell 1987, 76–77).
There are also tangible benefits of memorizing: public buildings, religious edifices, urban facilities
to make such a project physically recognizable.
Nothing of the sort seems to have happened in the Middle Mesta region in the last decades of
st
the 1 millennium BC. Recent studies of the site at Koprivlen, brought to a re-evaluation the idea of
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the settlement life in the area (fig. 2). Although limited in size, the archaeological research outlined
the growth of a centre, maintaining regular contacts with the Mycenaean koine on the North Aegean
coast between the 15th and 12th centuries BC. This centre continued to exist with a leading role in the
different periods of changing political and economic environment from the 7th to the 1st century BC.
Throughout its whole existence the primary role of contacts with the South, reflected in an abundance
of imported objects, intense coin circulation, and absorption (albeit in part and on a more modest
scale) of the achievements of Hellenic representative architecture has been proven. The observed
continuity and internal characteristics of the site at Koprivlen undoubtedly define it as an urban centre with the resulting organizational and economic potential, placing it at the top of the settlement
hierarchy in the area. Its significance is determined by its key-location at the south entrance of the
Middle Mesta valley along the trade route connecting the Aegean coast from the Nestos estuary to
the north through the Rhodopes and the Upper Thracian lowland and the possibility of organizing
and controlling metal mining in the area along with the presumable export of metals to the south
(Bozkova et al. 2002; Delev 2002b–c; Popov 2002, 60–70).
As late as the Hellenistic period, the components of the settlement system seem to enjoy a bigger variety. There are clusters of sites, recorded in some instances by pairs “settlement-necropolis”,
and displaying different nuances of a higher social status (Tsvetkova 2002, 46–50). Most of the sites
can be positively related to residents of the local aristocracy, who apparently drew their richness (not
exclusively) from military craft, enjoyed luxury goods and treasured money in “cash”. If we accept
that this material wealth corresponds to a transparent elite, the latter should have demonstrated its organizing abilities in the exploitation of the land (mostly mining), control over the transport, processing and merchandising of the product, which is further reflected in the shaping the settlement system.
Therefore, it is natural to have at least one large distributive centre, but also fortified sites on the main
roads in securing communications and facilitating the transport. Possible intra-regional contacts with
the Upper Mesta region regarding the exploitation of the ore deposits and the transfer of raw or processed products can be considered in connection with the development of gold mining in the vicinity of the Razlog plain, documented by the survey at Babyak Sanctuary (Tonkova 2008, 269–70).
Although functionally different, the sites at Koprivlen and Babyak share synchronous developments
in the 1st millennium BC, which is hardly accidental. Similar connections should be expected with
the sites on both sides of the Dabrash massif, where gold and silver deposits are also recorded (See
the map in Tonkova 2008, 266, fig.1). The contacts in question apparently formed the basis of the
micro- and macro-regional infrastructure, whose natural centre until the late 1st century BC was the
site at Koprivlen (Popov 2002, 69–70; Delev, Popov 2002, 61–62). A single find of a coin flan links
the site with the massive production of imitations of the Macedonian bronzes of the so-called Strymon/Trident type in the area in the second half of the 1st century BC (Prokopov 2002, 254–257), and
opens further perspectives in assessing the economic functions and development of the local market
centred around Koprivlen. Isolated coin finds dating to the reigns of Claudius or Nero (Prokopov
2002. 247 f.) remind us about the possible continuity of settlement life until the third quarter of the
1st century AD. At the same time, there are no symptoms of shifting the settlement network around
a new nucleus (Nicopolis?). That said, it has to be noted that the idea shared by some numismatists
(Prokopov 2000, 376; Paunov 2013, 191–193) who sought to relate the production and territorial
distribution of the imitations of the Strymon/Trident type to the emergence of a “Celtic state” in
Southwestern Thrace (including the Middle Mesta valley) must be abandoned. It is clearly based on
ill-founded speculations and misinterpretation of the ancient evidence about the short-lived presence
of the Bastarnae under Clondicus in Dardania in 179–175 BC and again in 168 BC at the northeastern
Macedonian frontier (for the Bastarnae see Papazoglou 1969, 124–130 with sources and bibl.).
Coin-hoards from the region dated to the second half of the 1st century BC, including those
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containing Antony’s silver, open much room for speculations (e.g. Boteva 2007b, 83; Boteva 2014,
202 sees them as a sign for “possible tension”, “turbulent times and uncertainty in the region ca. 42
BC and ca. 32 BC”). Besides being difficult to connect a decade of turmoil with an emerging urban
centre, the coin content and burial-dates of the hoards do not allow such wishful terminus. Those
from Ognyanovo and Garmen, considered as “extremely suggestive”, are actually dated after 32 BC
with a preference to the 20’s (Paunov, Prokopov 2002, nos. 45 and 105). Recent observations on the
deposits closing with Antony’s legionary denarii in Thrace (in our region Ognyanovo) set their concealment in the aftermath of Actium, mainly ca. 31/30 BC (Paunov, Prokopov 2013, 115–116, Table
1). The hoards from Bogolin, Ablanitsa and Kornitsa, containing exclusively imitative bronzes of
the Strymon/Trident type, can only have a fluctuating date as evident by author’s diverging remarks
(Prokopov 2002, 247 f. “the second half of the 1st century BC and more precisely in the early years
of the Principate of Augustus”; and again in the catalogue (254 ff, VI.2.4) “the end of the 1st century
BC – beginning of the 1st century AD”). Wider observations on the purposes and the pattern of coin
circulation in southern Thrace in the late 2nd and the 1st centuries BC reveal the possible reflection of
multiple intentions: payments of mercenaries, in-cash bribes or tributes to Thracian potentates, booty
etc. that should be interpreted individually (here one should consider the whole mass of coinages inspired or promoted by the Roman authorities in Macedonia – Kremydi 2011, 176–177; Paunov 2013,
202 f.). Further on, there are particular signs indicative to our zone. Certain hoards may rather mark
nuclei of intensive recruiting for the Roman wars, which is otherwise confirmed by the contemporary
written sources. Caesar refers to the Thracians, and more specifically to the Bessi, as volunteers and
mercenaries in the armies of Pompey (Caes. BCiv. 3.4). Dio’s narrative of Antony having sent two
commanders, Quintus Dellius and Amyntas, into Macedonia and Thrace to secure mercenaries before the battle at Actium (Cass. Dio 50.13), provides a most fitting parallel to our situation. However,
one should be aware of the difference between the circumstances of accumulating and the reasons
for subsequent burial of the coins. The latter could have happened some time later than the date of
the most recent coins in a hoard in result of an emergency. Certain deposits may well correspond to
the devastating effects upon the Western Thracian lands, including those of the Bessi, in result of M.
Crassus’ punitive campaign in 28 BC (Cass. Dio 51.25).
The idea of Nicopolis’ “latent” existence from the end of the 1st century BC until the time of
Trajan, not recorded in any source and having left no material traces – representative architecture,
epigraphic monuments etc., apparently is compromised by further considerations. Significantly, it is
absent from Pliny’s section on Thrace. The lapse is not necessarily to be explained as a (deliberate)
neglect in his Augustan sources (cf. above the case with Antoniopolis). An epigraphic document with
a Flavian date places the region under the command of a Thracian strategus as a testimony for the
continuing use of the system of strategiae, probably inherited by the client kingdom after AD 45/46.
The inscription is set up by certain Flavius Dizalas, who took 8 consecutive(?) posts (IGBulg IV,
2338 = IGBulg V, 5982). The text refers to the site and sanctuary of Keirpara, where the strategus
performed important religious ceremonies. The site, which is likely to have been strategus’ residence
and consequently a major centre in the local network, has been variously located by the scholars. B.
Gerov tentatively placed it near the modern village of Gospodintsi some 8 km north of Nicoplis ad
Nestum (Gerov 1961, 220), while G. Mihailov believed it was the Thracian settlement (para = village) preceding the foundation of the Roman city by Trajan (IGBulg IV, p. 292). Recently P. Delev
suggested a reading Ketripara relating the toponym to the local dynast Ketriporis of the mid 4th century BC and cautiously identified this place with the site at Koprivlen (Delev 2002b, 25, 27, n. 153;
Delev 2002c, 297). With this exception, the regular setting up of inscriptions in the Middle Mesta
valley, as prove of an “epigraphic habit” and the existence of a corresponding urban environment,
began only by the second half of the 2nd century AD (Gerov 1961, 224–225).
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Along with the arguments denying the earlier foundation date of Nicopolis, some neglected
evidence from the military diplomas can help to build a positive case for the city’s Trajanic origins.
At present, there are four known transcripts of a constitution of Antoninus Pius dated to August 1, AD
142 – two intact diplomas and two fragments – issued to sailors of the Ravenna fleet. Significantly,
three of the copies refer to Thracians originating from Nicopolis ex Bessia. (AE 1995[1998], 1824
= RMD IV 264 [ex gregale L. Petronio Eptaezeni f. Eptaetrali]; Roxan, Holder 2004 = RMD V 392
[ex gregale M. Ulpio Byzae f. Rivozi]; a fragment in Weiss 2002 = AE 2002 [2005], 1761 = RMD V
394 [to an anonymous]; another fragment where the soldier’s name and the origo are not preserved
is likely a copy of the same constitution – RMD V 393). A diploma of June 21, AD 159 was issued
to another Thracian (ex gregale Suri Dialpuri f.), whose patria is Nicopol(is) – probably the same as
in the documents of AD 142 (RMD V 422). No document has an established provenance to confirm
which of the two Thracian cities named Nicopolis is meant here (the editors of AE and RMD believe
it is rather Nicopolis ad Nestum, while Weiss 2002, 224–225 is less determined). The recipients
served 26 years, so it can be presumed that they have been enlisted in the spring/early summer of AD
116. The obvious explanation, in addition to other cases supported by the extant evidence, implies
that due to the increased demand in the legions, caused by the losses in the opening campaigns of the
Parthian war in 114–115, it has been resorted to the already trained and sometimes battle-hardened
soldiers of the auxilia – and here mostly of the fleets. This automatically increased the need for filling
up vacancies in the fleet, resulting in a larger number of redundancies and diplomas 26 years later
(Eck, Pangerl 2008, 97–99). In our case it was the organization of the classis Syriaca stationed at Seleucia Pieria to answer the logistical needs of Trajan’s Parthian expedition (Reddé 1986, 514) which
provoked the relocation of units of the two Praetorian fleets there and the consequent replenishing
of the gaps with new recruits in their place. Other suggestive evidence in constitutions from the first
half of AD 142 and 145 refers to the creation of auxiliary cohorts out of sailors of the Misene fleet
(cohors I Aelia classica and two cohortes Aureliae classicae, as part of the garrison of Arabia under
Pius – Weiss, Speidel 2004, 259–262), throwing additional light on the urgency of complementing
the land forces in 116. Similarly, the Judean revolt of Bar Kohba in AD 133–134 provoked transfers
of fleet soldiers to the on land auxilia (e.g. the Thracian sailor of RMD V 422 was discharged as veteran from the Ala I Thracum Victrix). The emergency is made apparent by the privileges bestowed
on the new recruits of the Ravenna fleet who were probably given Roman citizenship upon joining
military service (see the commentary in RMD IV 262 and RMD V 392). Judging by the number of
the known copies of the constitution from August 1, AD 142 many of the recruits came from Thrace.
Usually the personal data including the name, the patronymic and the origin of the soldier were
picked up, collected and archived at the local command from where they were copied into the later
discharge certificates (Eck, Pangerl 2008, loc. cit). The peculiar and so far unique expression EX
BESSIA can be related to the first century formula where the home of the recipient is often given as
a tribe or people (in that case of the Bessi). On the other hand, in the beginning of the 2nd century the
new format “city ex province” was on its way to enter the record, which can explain how the tribal
home of the sailors was converted to the name of a province without realizing that it should have
been Thracia instead of Bessia (Roxan, Holder 2004, 273). Hence the term marks the still incipient
phase of organizing the urban territory within the larger tribal area of the Bessi. The latter is traditionally located in Southwestern Thrace, mainly the Western Rhodopes and the area around the massif of
Rila (and probably of Pirin) with the Upper plain of the rivers Mesta (Nestos) and Maritsa (Hebros)
(see Delev 2002a, 273–275; 2014, 178–181 with bibl.; 2002b, 14–16; 2009, 249 f). Even in the recent studies the Middle Mesta region has not been definitely attributed to this territory. It is partly
due to the vague account of the ancient sources and the silent epigraphic record. Our diplomas, however, should be regarded as an important piece of evidence for the localization of the Bessi or their
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branches, matching Pliny’s reference to “Bessorumque multa nomina”, who inhabited the left bank
of the Strymon “as far as the river Mestus” (Plin. NH 4.11.40). Also, the context in Dio (47.25.2)
having the Bessi attacked by Brutus and the Sapaean Rhaskouporis in 43 BC suggests a close-range
operation launched from the Lower Mesta region to the north. Therefore, Nicopolis ex Bessia is to be
identified with Nicopolis ad Nestum.
More complications would arise if one is willing to extend Bessia to Ptolemy’s strategia
Bessike (Geog. 3.11.6), an administrative unit which must be clearly distinguished from the tribal
territory. Having examined the origo of the Thracian soldiers mentioned in the military diplomas, B.
Gerov noted that for the whole 1st century AD it corresponds more or less to the names of the strategiae (Gerov 1970, 130, n. 2). Recently, his opinion was shared in its essence and slightly modified
(Parissaki 2009, 351). The problem is further accentuated with particular emphasis on the Bessi.
M. Tacheva, having analyzed the second century inscriptions indicating the veterans’ civic home,
argued that the strategia Bessike was divided between at least four urban territories (those of Apri,
Philippopolis, Serdica and Scupi) situated along the mountains of Haemus and Strandzha. Thus,
military districts (regiones) were organized, from which the recruits upon their conscription were
necessarily designated with the ethnonym of the Bessi (Tacheva 1997, 279, 293 with the epigraphic
documentation). However, if this was the case, an enormous super-strategia Bessike should have
emerged on the map of Western Thrace, Upper and Lower Moesia, which obviously does not fit into
the administrative realities. On the other hand, it is unlikely to interpret the ethnonym Bessus (as well
as Sapaeus, Cololeticus, Caenus) as corresponding to certain strategia. In many inscriptions starting
with the earliest fleet diploma of AD 52 the full phrasing nat(ione) Bessus undoubtedly refers to a
tribal homeland expressing the concept of a soldier’s ethnic relationship with the region. A classic
example is nat (ione) Bessus, domo Serd (ica) (an ex-sailor from Leg. II Adiutrix, 70 AD – cf. the list
in Tacheva 1997, 282–283, Tab. C 2–3). The exponent domo, followed by the name of municipality
always indicates the juridical belonging of the person to it (Perea Yébenes 2007, 147), consequently,
veteran’s administrative “home” should have been strategia Serdike, not Bessike. Notably, for the
whole period between AD 46 and the time of Trajan and Hadrian there is not a single reference to
recruiting districts in Thrace other than the existing cities or tribal areas. From the civic territories of
the first century, so far there is only one Maronitan from AD 85 (cf. the list in Roxan, Holder 2004,
273, Table 1).
Our military diplomas date back exactly to the time when Ptolemy is believed to have compiled his list drawing from Trajanic sources (Gerov 1970, 123 f.), and therefore led solely by this
presumption, one can easily be tempted to identify Bessia with Bessike (so for example Topalilov
2013, 19). In spite of some difficulties on their localization, the geographical order in the list of
Ptolemy clearly places Bessike in the “intermediary belt” of the strategiae, between the ones facing
the Aegean coast and those along the Haemus range, with the important notice that it lay “north of
Maidike”, whose location can be determined more or less accurately. Following Ptolemy’s description, compared to other evidence, P. Delev locates Bessike into the plain of Dupnitsa along with the
northern slopes of the Rila mountain stretching up to the east on the upper course of Maritsa around
Belovo-Pazardzhik, possibly including the northern skirts of the Rhodopes (Delev 2009, 249–250).
Accordingly, Bessike did not extend south to the Middle Mesta valley and it is also missing from
the inscription of the strategus Flavius Dizalas (IGBulg IV, 2338 lists eight strategiae: Ὀλυν[θ]ία,
Ροιμηλητική, Δρησαπαϊκή, Θουκυσιδαντική, [- -]σηλητική, Ζραική, Ἀθιουτική, Βιολητική). G. Mihailov dates the inscription between the end of Vespasian’s and the beginning of Domitian’s reign.
B. Gerov (1970) prefers Domitian (as late as AD 87–90), while M.-G. Parissaki (2009, 244–245)
offers a dating in the early years of Vespasian. She believes also that the rest of the evidence for the
emperor’s activity in Thrace is indicative of a large-scale administrative reform including the crea-
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tion of Ptolemy’s strategiae later in his reign, between AD 76–78, Even taking into account that
the list refers to a period in which the strategiae in Thrace were more numerous and smaller than
Ptolemy’s fourteen and the possibility that in the last quarter of the first century AD the area could
have been swallowed up by a larger strategia, the latter could not have been Bessike as seen by
the geographical order discussed above. Again, similar considerations give preference to Drossike
(Mihailov 1967, 40–41; Delev 2009, 248–249), which in turn might have been preceded by Dresapaike, though other conjectures are also possible (Jones 1971, 11 argues for Βιολητική, perhaps for
being the last mentioned in the list). It is worth noting that all smaller strategiae in the inscription of
Flavius Dizalas seem to belong to the mountainous region of Southwest Thrace, but with the only
exception of Dresapaike, no other can be related to a known tribe from the region. Considered to a
local scale this fact is a reminder of the original intent of the Roman authorities in pursuit of security
after AD 45/46 to split up the major Thracian tribes into fragmented administrative divisions. From
the present point of view, it remains of secondary importance whether the administrative changes that
brought about the creation of Ptolemy’s larger strategiae have been made under the Flavii or early
in the reign of Trajan.
The extant copies from the constitution of AD 142 come to substantiate the existence of Nicopolis ad Nestum around 116. The date appears as a reference point to the city’s foundation by Trajan,
which until now could only be perceived by Ptolemy’s information and the epithet Ulpia on the
coins. Besides being a sign for the lack of organized urban life beforehand, the evidence fits into the
general pattern of recruitment in the territories of the inner Thracian cities during the 2nd and the first
half of the 3rd centuries AD. A particular question of lesser importance for the present study is whether the city was preceded by an older (Thracian) settlement as is traditionally suggested (Gerov 1961,
220–221; IGBulg IV, p. 285; Vaklinov 2002, 51 with bibl.; Petrova 2012, 292.) or it was established
in a previously uninhabited area. It is still a haunting problem of the study of Nicopolis ad Nestum,
despite more than 35 years of archaeological research. Except some occasional finds, mostly coins
from the 2nd and the 1st centuries BC (Petrova 2012, 337, n. 12), no stratigraphic observations were
made to confirm or to reject this hypothesis (information kindly provided by Dr. Ivan Valchev, former
curator at the Museum at Gotse Delchev).
In such context, the date and circumstances of the foundation of Nicopolis must be seen as a
result of Trajan’s victorious military campaigns. The city may have been founded to celebrate the
Parthian victories, the first news of which reached the capital early in 116 (Trajan’s conquests were
solemnly confirmed by the Senate in February 116 – cf. Bennett 1997, 198–199; Kienast 2004, 123,
which may be taken as the earliest possible terminus for commemorative foundations in the provinces), but this would mean to press the evidence too far. At present, it is preferable to favour a loose
dating between summer 107 and spring/summer 116. The initial date can only be deduced indirectly.
The war in Dacia ended late in 106, while Trajan celebrated his second Dacian triumph in Rome in
May or June 107 (Bennett 1997, 102–103; Kienast 2004, 122). In 107/108 a provincial census was
carried out in Thrace (Le Glay 1981, 181), which – it is believed – was preceded by a promotion of
the province’s rank from procuratorial to praetorian and the start of a major administrative reorganization, including a pronounced urbanization of the interior (Stein 1920, 10–12; Parissaki 2009, 348).
However, Mitchell (2014, 227) is arguing for a reorganization around AD 110, which was to involve
the redefining of the cities’ territories. It is remarkable that, quite near to Nicopolis, we hear of another commemorative foundation – Parthicopolis (modern Sandanski) in Northeastern Macedonia,
established in AD 116–120 (on the foundation of Parthicopolis see Sharankov 2016, 60). It is also
worth noting that the reasons for creating Nicopoleis in the Ripe Principate can go beyond Hellenistic
antecedents. Nicopolis in Judaea stands out as an alternative reminder lacking an obvious military
context. It was an honourable refoundation/renaming of the former Emmaus under Elagabalus (Eck,
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Kossmann 2016). From a local perspective, both Trajanic foundations would stimulate further economic and social developments in an isolated and somewhat backward border region of Thrace and
Macedonia, having at the same time a deep symbolical and ideological meaning, a reminder of the
everlasting power of the Empire to conquer and to civilize.
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Спотаеният град:
Никополис ад Нестум между Марк Антоний и Траян

(peзюме)

Ивайло Лозанов

Статията предлага дискусия по проблема за основаването на Никополис ад Нестум, разположен в югозападния дял на провинция Тракия. Дългогодишните археологически проучвания в района, както и на самия обект, все още не дават категоричен отговор на въпроса за
датата на възникване на римския град. За сметка на това традиционно утвърденото схващане,
че градът е основан около 106 г. при управлението на император Траян, за да ознаменува победния край на войните с даките отвъд Дунав, напоследък бе разколебано от една нова хипотеза. Последната гласи, че името и основаването на града трябва да се свържат с дейността на
триумвира Марк Антоний като отзвук от победата над републиканските армии при Филипи
през 42 г. пр. Хр. и като част от пропагандната война между Антоний и Октавиан в последвалото десетилетие на напрежение и конфликт.
Тук са изложени аргументите срещу една подобна реконструкция. На първо място са
посочени общите сведения за дейността на Антоний между 42–31 г. пр. Хр. Активната политика на триумвира по реорганизация на източните владения на римската държава, войните с
Армения и Партия, както и ангажиментите в Египет, го държат през цялото време далеч от
Тракия. Същевременно в изворите почти не се срещат данни за урбанизационни процеси,
пряко инициирани от Антоний – дори на места (например в Армения), където подобни ходове
биха имали видимо благоприятен пропаганден ефект. По-детайлни възражения могат да се
направят по конкретния сценарий относно възникването на мнимия ранноримски Никополис.
В тезата за ролята на Антоний като основател е предположено, че оцелелите части от войските
на Брут и Касий след втората битка при Филипи се оттеглили на север, в района на Средна
Места, където при последното сражение срещу преследващия ги неприятел са били окончателно разгромени. Това бил и формалният повод за въздигането на „град на победата“, възроден по-късно от Траян, но вече с нови пропагандни внушения. Изворовите данни, особено
подробния разказа на Апиан (BCiv. 4.16.129;17.130-131) за хода и последиците от сраженията
край Филипи, не оставят място за подобен сценарий. Остатъците от републиканските армии
(около 14 000 души) се предават на победителите. Големите загуби са притискали Антоний и
Октавиан към бърза реорганизация на частите, към решаването на спешни логистични проблеми и най-сетне към преговори с оцелялата републиканска върхушка, очакваща съдбата си
на съседния остров Тасос. Същевременно, силите на съюзните сапейски царе – сега обединени около каузата на триумвирите – са били в състояние да блокират движението на каквито и
да било отцепници от републиканските армии в планинските райони на север. В този контекст
е безполезно да се реконструират допълнителни сблъсъци между победители и победени на
около 80 km от Филипи.
Към аргументацията могат да се добавят и наблюденията за развитието на селищния
живот през втората половина на първото хилядолетие преди Христа в посочения район. Проучванията в Гоцеделчевско, при с. Копривлен, откроиха наличието на сериозен селищен център с водеща роля в околността през късножелязната епоха. Вътрешните характеристики на
обекта при Копривлен го определят като градски център с безспорен организационен и икономически потенциал. Значението му се определя от ключовото местоположение на южния вход
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към долината на Средна Места по търговския път, свързващ брега на Егейско море от устието
на Нестос на север през Родопите и Горнотракийската низина и възможността за контрол над
добива на метали в района, заедно с предполагаемия износ на метална суровина на юг. Обектът изглежда продължава да съществува поне до края на I в. пр. Хр., ако не и през ранноимператорската епоха, без да има видими данни за възникването на конкурентен в организационно
и икономическо отношение център в съседство (предполагаемия Никополис на Антоний?).
Наличието на съкровища от околността, заровени около началото на последната третина на
века, само сочи за настъпването на смутни събития (например кампаниите на македонския
управител Марк Крас срещу бесите през 28 г. пр. Хр.), но с нищо не подсказва възникването
на нов селищен център от елинистически тип.
Още едно възражение, изказано отдавна, но останало незабелязано, следва да се има
предвид – до организирането на провинция Тракия (45/46 г.) районът на cредна Места се намира извън територията на римската държава, което в нашия случай изключва прякото участие на римски магистрат в основаването на нови градове. В тази връзка е важно да се спомене,
че през втората половина на I в., при изграждането на провинциалната уредба на Тракия,
районът на Средна Места е част от поне една административна единица (стратегия), начело
със стратези от тракийски произход, но отново липсват каквито и да било данни за съществуването на урбанизиран център от провинциален тип (представителна архитектура, епиграфски
паметници и пр.). При това положение ми се струва невъзможно да се говори за една „спяща“
структура от времето на Марк Антоний, внезапно възродена почти век и половина по-късно
от Траян.
Освен доводите, отричащи съществуването на пред-провинциален Никополис на Места,
в текста са анализирани данните от някои слабо използвани до момента епиграфски документи. Става въпрос за информацията от няколко военни дипломи с дата 1 август 142 г., издадени
на моряци от Равенския флот, достигнали почетно уволнение след 26 години служба. Като
родно място на три от лицата е посочен Nicopolis ex Bessia, идентифициран от повечето изследователи като Никополис ад Нестум. Масовото набиране на тракийски рекрути, и тук основно
от племенната територия на бесите, за преторианския флот се свързва с внезапно отворените
празнини, породени от прехвърлянето на по-опитните моряци на служба в сухопътните части
по време на партската война на император Траян (114-116 г.). Данните от дипломите очертават
сигурното съществуване на Никополис ад Нестум по това време, но необичайната формулировка, използвана в регистрите (Nicopolis ex Bessia вместо Nicopolis ex Thracia), показва една
остатъчна практика от I в. за означаване на родното място на ветераните по племенен принцип, която от своя страна свидетелства за началния етап от формирането на града и неговата
територия. Следователно, въпросните документите подкрепят предположенията основани на
информацията у Клавдий Птолемей и данните от по-късните монетни емисии с епитета Ulpia,
че Никополис ад Нестум е възникнал при управлението на император Траян. Този акт може
да се постави най-рано след победоносното за Рим завършване на Втората дакийска война,
вероятно в началото на 107 г., когато според мнозина в Тракия е начената административна
реформа, и най-късно в 116 г. – датата, известна от военните дипломи. Името и основаването
на града не са задължително обвързани с мястото на военна победа, а по-скоро са резултат от
прагматичния опит на римските власти за повишаване на административния и икономическия
потенциал в един изостанал район (подобно на създаването на съседния град Партикополис в
Североизточна Македония), и същевременно в символичен план пропагандират възможностите на Империята да завладява и да цивилизова.
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ABSTRACT

This contribution explores the archaeological evidence for the supply of imported fineware along the Central road (Via
Diagonalis) in the province of Thrace during the Principate. Finds from twelve sites situated in close proximity to its route
have been examined.
According to the available data, the import of ceramic goods started around the time of the road’s construction during the
reign of Emperor Nero, at the latest. Italian and South Gaulish sigillata along with thin-walled pottery were among the
earliest documented imports in Serdica, together with products of Western Asia Minor and/or the Pontic region. Later on,
products of Pergamene (Eastern sigillata C), Pontic and probably also Moesian workshops were attested.
Philippopolis, and sites studied from its territory, were supplied with fine wares, originating from Western Asia Minor
(ESC, Eastern sigillata B) and the Pontic region (Pontic sigillata) since the second-third quarter of the 1st century AD. During the 2nd and the first half of the 3rd century the majority of ceramic goods came from the Pergamon region, supplemented
with occasional imports of ESB, Cnidian relief wares, etc.
The sites from the territories of Augusta Traiana and Hadrianopolis, as well as Hadrianopolis itself, were supplied during
the 2nd and 3rd century with fine wares mainly from the region of Pergamon. A small number of finds of Eastern sigillata A
and B, Pontic sigillata and African red slip ware shows alternative extra-provincial sources of goods.
The evidence from the transport containers indicate that the bulk of amphora-borne commodities came from similar to the
abovementioned provenances, so it could be suggested that at least some of the imported ceramic artefacts could have been
transported as side products of wine, olive oil and other agricultural stocks.
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Introduction
The so-called Diagonal or Central road was constructed after the Roman conquest of Thrace
in ca. AD 45–46, during the reign of Emperor Nero at the latest, as we learn by the earliest known
inscriptions mentioning the building of road infrastructure (Torbatov 2004, 87–88). Ceramic vessels
were among the first products to be distributed along its route, from the second-third quarter of the
1st century AD onwards.
Тhis contribution is aimed at analysing the trends of the supply of imported fineware along
one of the two main roads in the province of Thrace during the Principate. Another objective is to
explore the potential connections of the marketing of ceramic items with the long distance trade of
agricultural products.
The present study focuses on a restricted number of sites, located in proximity to the Central
This article and the content of the journal is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0
Copyright: © 2020 A. Harizanov
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Fig. 1. Map of the province of Thrace (c. AD 136–193).
Provincial border after Tatscheva 2000, additions by A. Harizanov
Обр. 1. Карта на провинция Тракия (136 – 193 г.).
Провинциална граница по Tatscheva 2000, с добавки от А. Харизанов

road (up to 10 Roman miles of its supposed course), that provide evidence for import of ceramic
artefacts (fig. 1).

The sites
1. Serdica (modern Sofia)
The town of Serdica (fig. 1.1) supplies so far the earliest data for imported pottery along the
north-western section of the “Thracian” part of the Central road. Fragments of Italian sigillata wares
(ITS henceforth) were found in the stratigraphic layers related to the earth and timber dwellings of
the Roman town, dated to the middle – the 3rd quarter of the 1st century AD. One fully preserved (D/r:
7.5; D/f: 4; H: 3.61) and two fragmented cups (D/r: 12.5; D/r: 12) were classified as Consp. 34.1.2
1 When describing vessels’ dimensions, the following abbreviations will be used: ‘D/r’ – rim diameter; ‘D/f’ –
foot diameter; ‘H’ – height; ‘W’ – width (maximum diameter of the vessel); ‘∅’ – wall thickness. All unspecified dimension
are in centimetres.
2 The following abbreviations of popular typological scheme entries will be used here: ‘Consp.’ – corresponds
to the shapes of Italian sigillata wares included in Conspectus Formarum Terrae Sigillatae Italico Modo Confecte (see
Ettlinger et al. 1990); ‘Drag.’ – to the typological entries of H. Dragendorff for the Italian and South Gaulish sigillata
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Fig. 2. Imported ceramic vessels from Serdica (A-D) and Novae (E). After: Ivanov 2013, 155-159, Obr. 1-8,
12; Balkanska 1964, 142, Obr. 10; Dimitrova-Milčeva 2000, Тaf. 26.412.
Обр. 2. Вносни керамични съдове от Сердика (A-D) и Нове (E). По: Ivanov 2013, 155-159, Obr. 1-8, 12;
Balkanska 1964, 142, Obr. 10; Dimitrova-Milčeva 2000, Тaf. 26.412

The intact cup has an internal stamp CORNELI(us) in planta pedis (fig. 2.A1–3). Two almost entirely
preserved vessels (D/r: 18, D/f: 9, H: 4.3; D/r: 18; D/f: 9.2; H: 4.4) and fragments of two other ITS
vessels were ascribed to form Consp. 20.4 (fig. 2.B1–2), with one of the former having an internal
stamp PLCLE (Publius Lucius Clemens) in planta pedis. As noted by the author, the suggested dates
for the contexts related to these finds were later than the known period of their production and distribution, and marked the time of their discard (Ivanov 2013, 148–151).
Few fragments of South Gaulish sigillata (SGS hereafter) vessels were discovered at the same
archaeological site (“Metro station 8–II”), namely two sherds of one (?) cup Drag. 35/36 (D/r: 16)
and one sherd of bowl Drag. 37, in contexts dated respectively to the end of the 1st – the beginning
of the 2nd century AD and the time of Hadrian/Antoninus Pius (fig. 2.C) (Ivanov 2013, 149–151).
Imported vessels were also discovered during the 1950s at archaeological excavations in another part of the Roman town, situated to the Еast of the bouleuterion. Among the finds there were
red and grey slipped vessels, with incised, stamped and barbotine decoration. Most of the published
items were uncovered between the two floor levels of a water basin, presumably in a single context,3
(Dragendorff 1896); ‘L’ – to Loeschke’s types of Çandarlı wares (Loeschke 1912, 344–407); ‘H’ – to Hayes forms of
Çandarlı wares (see Hayes 1972, 316–322); ‘Atlante’ – to the forms of Eastern sigillata A, B, C (Serie Augustea) and D,
and the Pontic sigillata, included in Atlante delle forme ceramiche, Vol. II (see Hayes 1985, 9–96; Tav. I–XXIII); ‘Zh.’ –
to Zhuravlev’s forms of the Pontic sigillata (Zhuravlev 2010); ‘MS’ – to Meyer-Schlichtmann’s forms of Pergamene fine
wares (Meyer-Schlichtmann 1988).
3 As seen below, the described finds show divergent chronological background and at least some of them seem
to predate with up to a century the terminus of the presumed single context, based on the mentioned coin of Septimius
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together with a coin of Septimius Severus (Balkanska 1964, 137).4
Two fragments of plates were described as similar to Pergamene dishes (F1–F3) of the Athenian agora deposits (see Balkanska 1964, 140, no. 16; Robinson 1959, 10–11; Pl. 60). However the
dating of this group of the agora finds is set in the last three quarters of the 1st century BC (Robinson
1959, 10–11), which is too early for the Serdica examples. Given the discrepancy in the dating of the
two deposits, as well as the described rough external features and orange-red slip of the not entirely
preserved Serdica finds, it seems more prudent to relate them to other products of the Pergamon
region, most likely to form L6,5 common for the 1st century – the beginning of the 2nd century AD
(Hayes 1985, 75) or its derivative, the similar form H4, widespread in the late 2nd and the 3rd century
AD (Hayes 1985, 78). The orange-red colour of the slip points toward the earlier group of Çandarlı
products (see Hayes 1972, 316; Hayes 2008, 50).
Finds, which could also be attributed to the class of Eastern sigillata C or Çandarlı ware
(henceforth ESC).6 and more specifically to form L19 (the so-called “flanged bowls”), were found in
the same context. Due to the low quality of the slip (or the poor preservation of the fragments?), they
were described as locally made products (Balkanska 1964, 140, Fig. 7.b, d). Again the orange-red
colour of the coating could place these vessels among the series of ESC, characteristic mostly of the
1st and the early 2nd century AD (see Hayes 1985, 76).
Another find from the described assemblage in an almost entirely preserved thin-walled cup
(D/r: 8.5; D/f: 2.5; H: 9) with hemispherical body, flat base and slightly everted rim (fig. 2.D). The
colour of the clay after firing is grey, while the surface is covered with a dull black slip. The decoration comprises a row of barbotine ornaments in the upper part and rows with incised decoration (rouletting) in the lower part of the body (Balkanska 1964, 142–143, Fig. 10). Initially described as “terra
nigra”, this vessel should be attributed to the reduced fired thin-walled fine wares. The distinctive
decoration scheme is characteristic of the so-called Sirmium ware (Premk 1987, 437–450; Šuljug,
Filipović 2018, 653–654), distributed mostly in South Pannonia and only occasionally in other parts
of Pannonia, also Italy, Noricum and Moesia (Nagy 2016, 640). Almost identical to the one from
Serdica, but fired in an oxidised atmosphere, are a 1st century AD find from Aquincum (Nagy 2016,
638–641, Figs. 5.102, 6.23) and one from Novae (fig. 2.E) discovered in a context related to the earth
and timber period of the legionary camp (ca. AD 45–46 to ca. AD 69) and classified as a product
of South Pannonian workshop (Dimitrova-Milčeva 2000, 23–25; 71; Taf. 26.412). More oxidised
fired parallels are found among the discarded products of a 1st century AD kiln in Sirmium (Premk
1987, 442, Fig. 3.15), while similar reduced fired items were uncovered in graves from the necropolis of Emona, dated to the second half of the 1st century AD and described as North Italian imports
(Plesničar-Gec 1987, 451–464).
In 1998 part of the Eastern extramural suburb of Serdica was excavated. Large amount of ceramic material was discovered within several rooms of a building, used from the late 2nd century AD
until the 250s or the 260s (Dintchev, Gatev 1999, 49–63). Among the ceramic finds were an ellipsoid
tray with relief floor decoration and a two-handled mug (D/r: 7.5; D/f: 5.3; W: 12.8; H: 12.4) with
Severus. It is very likely that the finds actually came from more than one stratigraphic layer.
4 Due to the lack of drawings and precise description of all mentioned discoveries, the provenance of only a few
could be identified.
5 The two vessels were ascribed to type 2 in Kabakchieva’s typology of the Roman red slip plates in the province
of Thrace, presumably locally made and influenced precisely by form L6 of the ESC (see Kabakčieva 1983, 2–3).
6 In this contribution, the term ESC will be used to describe vessels originating from the region of ancient
Pergamon and its port at Pitane, near nowadays Çandarlı. For the terminology used in the classification of the products of
the Pergamon region and general information on the topic, see Loeschke 1912, 344–407; Hayes 1972, 316–318; Hayes
1985, 71–73; Meyer-Schlichtmann 1988; Hayes 2008, 49–52; Domzalski 2014, 151–159; Japp 2014, 11–22.
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Fig. 3. Ceramic vessels from Serdica (A, C), Butovo (B), Potaissa (D) and Romula (E). After: Dintchev,
Gatev 1999, 55, Figs. 7-8; Sultov 1985, Table XXXVIII.6; Rotaru, Nedelea 2018, 80, Fig. 9.1; Popilian 1976,
Pl. XXXVI.288
Обр. 3. Керамични съдове от Сердика (A, C), Бутово (B), Потаиса (D) и Ромула (E). По:
Dintchev, Gatev 1999, 55, Figs. 7-8; Sultov 1985, Table XXXVIII.6; Rotaru, Nedelea 2018, 80, Fig. 9.1;
Popilian 1976, Pl. XXXVI.288

barbotine decoration and a Greek inscription “ΠΙΕΙΖΟΗΝ” placed within it (Dintchev, Gatev 1999,
55, Figs. 7–8; 59). As noted by the authors (Dintchev, Gatev 1999, 59), the two vessels find parallels
in the production of Moesian and Dacian centres. The mug (fig. 3.A) resembles the production of the
centre at Butovo where pine-cone scales made en barbotine are characteristic of the locally made
products (fig. 3.B) (Sultov’s type 9a – Sultov 1985, 78; Tables XXXVIII.6; XXXVIII.1), although
no such inscription is known. Vessels of identical shape were also produced in Dacia (Popilian’s type
1 – see Popilian 1976, 91; Pl. XXXVIII). Given that the text was written in Greek it is more plausible
that the mug originated from a region where this language was common (or that it was produced for
such a market, as was Serdica), so the hinterland of Nicopolis ad Istrum seems a suitable candidate.
The ellipsoid ceramic tray has a small ornamentation on the two handles and relief decoration on the floor, the preserved part of it comprising two human and one animal (a rabbit?) figure
(fig. 3.C). Trays of similar shape, but with more elaborate decoration on the handles and the rim,
and without decoration on the floor, are to be found again in the repertoire of the site at Butovo (see
Sultov 1985, 93; Table LI.1). Vessels of identical shape and handle decoration were also discovered
at Romula (fig. 3.D) (Popilian 1976, 177; Pl. XXXVI.288) and Potaissa, with the latter also carrying
a relief floor decoration and being classified as import (fig. 3.E) (Rotaru, Nedelea 2018, 80, Fig. 9.1).
In 1979 rescue excavations were carried of a burial mound from a tumular necropolis situated
in the present north-eastern part of Sofia. The cremated remains of a soldier were discovered in the
central grave of the mound. Among the grave goods were two identical cups, placed inside a larger
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Fig. 4. Drinking cups from Serdica (A-B), Belozem (C), Merichleri (D.1-2) and Georgi Dobrevo (E). After:
Pissarova 1995, 25, Figs. 17-18; Peev 1926, 74, Obr. 8; Aladžov 1965, 118, Taf. B, II.3.2121; 121, Taf. D,
VI.12.1; Pencheva 2011, 349, Obr. 1a-b
Обр. 4. Керамични чаши от Сердика (A-B), Белозем (C), Меричлери (D.1-2) и Георги Добрево (E). По:
Pissarova 1995, 25, Figs. 17-18; Peev 1926, 74, Obr. 8; Aladžov 1965, 118, Taf. B, II.3.2121; 121, Taf. D,
VI.12.1; Pencheva 2011, 349, Obr. 1a-

ceramic vessel. The burial was dated to the second half of the 2nd century AD (fig. 4.A) (Pissarova
1995, 18–28).
The two ceramic cups are two-handled, with vertical rims, cylindrical upper and conical lower
part of the bodies, and low feet. The decoration comprises two bands of horizontal grooves in the
upper body parts. The first vessel (fig. 4.A1; D/r: 7.8; D/f: 3.2; H: 6.3) is covered with light orange
slip, while that of the second one (fig. 4.A2; D/r: 8; D/f: 3; H: 6.2) is grey-brown in colour (Pissarova
1995, 25, Figs. 17–18).
The described artefacts find analogies among the products of the Hotnitsa and Varbovski livadi
workshops. Items of such origin were discovered in the necropolis at Kalvaka in Butovo with coins
of Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius (see Sultov’s type 6 – Sultov 1985, 77; Table XXXVI.5).
Parallels are also to be found in the Pontic sigillata (henceforth PS) class. The Serdica finds resemble
vessels of shape Zh. 33, with the latter, however, having more rounded bodies and slightly everted
rims. This Pontic shape is found in contexts dated from the last quarter of the 1st to the mid- 2nd century AD and according to D. Zhuravlev is a derivative of the Italian thin-walled ware (see Zhuravlev
2010, 63–64; 149; 227, Pl. 31). Grey coloured vessels of almost identical shape were discovered in
Mereşti, Northern Romania, in contexts from 1st century BC – 1st century AD (see Rusu-Bolindeţ,
Botiş 2018, 14–15).
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Similar to the Serdica finds are the skyphoi with low angular body described as local imitations of Bosporan sigillata, which were produced at the kiln site at Brad, North-eastern Romania. The
latter was active from the 2nd century BC to the beginning of the 2nd century AD (see Popescu 2017,
19–28). Comparable in shape vessels were likewise found in Histria where such forms were classified as cups with curved handles (Suceveanu’s type XXIII–1). The closest parallel to the Serdica
finds were described as a 2nd century AD Pontic product with possible influence of the workshops
from the hinterland of Nicopolis ad Istrum (see Suceveanu 2000, 84–88; Pl. 33.10).
One more possibly imported vessel was discovered in another burial mound, excavated in the
North-eastern outskirts of modern Sofia in 1998 (fig. 4.B). The cup was placed in a larger ceramic
vessel, situated about 0.50 m above the cremated remains of a female (Agre 2000, 50–59).
The vessel in question (D/r: 8.8; D/f: 4.2; H: 7.7) has a hemispherical (almost cylindrical) upper part of the body, narrower beneath the slightly everted rim. The lower part of the vessel has conical shape and a concave foot. The two vertical handles are almost rectangular, with a slight folding in
the upper side. The fabric is fine, with pink colour of the clay. The entire vessel is covered with not
fully preserved, fine red slip. The decoration comprises two floral motifs, made in black paint, placed
on opposite sides of the upper body part. According to the researcher, the grave should be dated to
the 2nd century AD (Agre 2000, 55–56, 10; 58, no. 11).
Examples resembling the shape of the Serdica vessel were discovered in a necropolis in Southwestern Crimea, in graves dated to the second half of the 1st century AD. The finds were classified
as imports, presumably from the modern territories of Romania or Bulgaria. One of the vessels has
decoration similar to that of the Serdica find but painted in white colour (Zhuravlev 2010, 35–36).
Several such items were found in Late Hellenistic and Roman graves from the necropolis of Tomis
and were described as derivatives of Hellenistic kantaroi. A find, most similar to the one from Serdica, but again with decoration in white paint (like the vessel from the Crimea), was dated to end of the
1st century BC – the beginning of the 1st century AD and designated as a prototype of the form, with
the reminder of the finds being dated to the 1st century AD (Bucovală 1969, 299–300, Fig. 4a). More
parallels, found in settlements of pre-Roman Dacia, were described by M. Popescu. An example almost identical in shape and decoration to the Serdica find was discovered at the aforementioned site
at Brad and was classified as a Pontic imitation of the Pergamene skyphoi with painted decoration in
West Slope style (Popescu 2013, 36–38; 106; Pl. 2.71).
Undecorated variety of the same form was found in a burial mound near the village of
Çömlekakpınar, about 20 km to the North of Hadrianopolis (modern Edirne), with early forms of
ESC wares and other finds, dated to the mid- 1st century AD (Yildirim 2007, 705–714). More undecorated items were discovered in the necropolis of Parion, North-western Asia Minor, again in graves
from the 1st century AD (Ergürer 2018, 192–193; Fig. 7).
According to D. Zhuravlev, the evolution of the described form could be related to the repertoire of the Pergamon ateliers, more precisely to the skyphoi of MS form S8 (see Meyer-Schlichtmann 1988, 69; 215; Taf. 8). Its distribution in the Crimea is placed between the second half of the
1st and the beginning of the 2nd century AD at the latest (Zhuravlev 2010, 36).
Workshops where such vessels were also manufactured during the Early Roman period were
probably located in Histria. A. Suceveanu classifies such items as cups (kantharoi) with rectangular
handles (type XXIII–2). The finds from Histria with presumable local origin have red coloured clay
and coating of red to brown slip. Where existing, the floral decoration is made in white or yellow
paint. The items are dated to the 1st century AD, while similar imported artefacts, with supposed
North Pontic origin, are dated to the first half of the 1st century AD (Suceveanu 2000, 84–88; Pl.
34.17–25).
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Fig. 5. First century ceramic assemblage from Philippopolis. After: Slavkova 2015, 141, Fig. 1
Обр. 5. Керамични съдове от I век сл. Хр. от Филипопол. По: Slavkova 2015, 141, Fig. 1

2. Philippopolis (modern Plovdiv)
Being the largest city in Thrace, Philippopolis (fig. 1.2) was obviously a major hub in the longdistance trade and distribution of various kinds of goods. A number of publications of excavations
within its urban and suburban zone (both now underneath the modern city of Plovdiv) have produced
evidence for imported pottery.
Probably the earliest to date published finds were discovered in the eastern intramural part of
the Roman city, close to the Eastern gate. Two of the stratigraphic layers uncovered on the site were
dated respectively to the first and second half of the 1st century AD. In the first one a coin of Rhoemetalces I was found (ca. 13 BC – 11 AD, see Lozanov 2015, 79), while in the second – the coins were
of Claudius, Vespasian and Domitian. According to the researchers, the ruins of the latter period
were remnants of a street, which was a continuation of the Central road inside the city (Bozhinova,
Slavkova 2014, 393–394). The vessels in question came from the earlier archaeological context.
Among the group of slipped wares were cups, bowls and beakers (fig. 5) (Slavkova 2015, 135–143).
A single foot sherd of terra sigillata, with internal anepigraphic stamp7 of planta pedis design,
was also found in the first context (fig. 5.A). It was made of fine clay and covered on both sides
with lustrous orange-red gloss. The small size of the sherd made impossible its secure identification
(Slavkova 137, no. 4; 141, Fig. 1.4). The preserved part of the vessel’s shape, the description of the
gloss, and most of all the type of the stamp, point toward Eastern or Pontic origin.
Internal stamps in planta pedis were first used on ITS in ca. AD 15–20 (Ettlinger et al. 1990,
147–148; Martin 2015, 296–297) and a bit later on wares from the Eastern sigillata B (henceforth
ESB), ESC and PS (Zhuravlev 2010, 98–102). A recent study on ESA stamps has produced no evidence for the use of anepigraphic stamps of planta pedis design (Lund 2016, 831–840), while the
7 I would like to thank the author of the publication, Tsvetelina Slavkova (PhD student, NIAM-BAS), for
providing me with additional information and a drawing of the find.
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epigraphic variety of these stamps was not very common (Bes 2017, 251–252).8 ESB1 wares, on the
other hand, were probably the most frequently stamped vessels in the East during the 1st century AD,
but mostly with dies bearing letters and only occasionally placed within a foot-shaped frame (Bes
2017, 243–261). The potters of the Pergamon region began stamping their production in planta pedis
from ca. AD 50 onwards (Hayes 2008, 51, Note 19), although stamping in general was a rarity among
the discovered and published ESC finds (see Domzalski, Jaworski 2012, 57–62). The anepigraphic
variety of the planta pedis stamp was most common for the PS wares in the period between the
mid- 1st century and the first quarter of the 2nd century AD (Zhuravlev 2009, 56–57; Zhuravlev 2010,
98–99). Given the presented facts, it seems plausible that the Plovdiv find was an Eastern (ESC or
ESB1) or more likely Pontic import. As for the exact shape, among the PS forms analogous profiles
of the foot could be seen in Zh. 13.2, 14.4 and 24.2, and Atlante IV. An example of Zh. 24.2, from the
Belbek IV necropolis, stamped in planta pedis and dated to second half of the 1st century AD, stands
in my opinion closest to the item from Philippopolis (see Zhuravlev 2010, 58; Pl. 26, no. 185; Hayes
1985, 93; Tav. XXIII.4).
Four of the preserved rim sherds from the same assemblage bear similar features to the flanged
bowls (especially L15) and even more to the so-called Kalathos cups. The first two finds (D/r: 11 for
both) have vertical rim and bell-shaped preserved parts of the bodies. Between the latter two there
are protruding bands (a flange) on the outside and deep grooves on the inside. They are undecorated,
have pale, beige to beige-yellow colour of the clay and are covered respectively with brown and red
slip on both sides (fig. 5.B–C) (Slavkova 137, nos. 5–6; 141, Fig. 1.5–6). The cups find parallels in
both Western and Eastern sigillata forms. The ITS forms Consp. 22 and 23 were distributed respectively during the Augustan period and the second-third quarter of the 1st century AD (Ettlinger et al.
1990, 90–93), while the rarer form Consp. 17, with a bell-shaped body more similar to the Plovdiv
finds, has been found in contexts from the second decade BC until the reign of Tiberius (Ettlinger
et al. 1990, 80–81). The SGS form Ritterling type 5 was produced during the last decades of the 1st
century BC and the first half of the 1st century AD (Polak 2000, 114). The ESB shapes similar to this
form (Atlante 31 and 32 of ESB1 and Atlante 70 of ESB2) are usually dated to the second quarter /
the middle of the 1st century AD (the ESB1 shapes) or the second half of the 1st – the first quarter of
the 2nd century AD (the ESB2 shape) and comprise a large amount of decorated examples (see Hayes
1985, 65; Hayes 2008, 32–33; 39). Their counterparts in the PS, forms Zh. 29 and Zh. 30, were found
in graves from necropoleis in South-western Crimea dated to the second half (or last quarter) of the
1st – 2nd century AD (Zhuravlev 2010, 59–61). Most similar in colour to the Plovdiv items are vessels
of the ESA versions of these cups (Atlante 46, 47 and 50), which have pale yellow-cream to pinkish
or red clay and red to reddish brown slip coating. They were distributed between the time of Augustus and the end of the 1st century AD, mostly in the first half of the century (Hayes 1985, 34–35;
Hayes 2008, 14; 29). However, closest to the shapes of the Plovdiv finds are some ESC products (MS
forms N39b and N39a; forms Atlante A7 and A6b). These vessels usually have a light red fabric and
red slip coating, and are found in contexts dated from the second half of the 1st century BC to third
quarter of the 1st century AD (Meyer-Schlichtmann 1988, 195–204; 227; Taf. 13.182–183; Hayes
1985, 73–74; Tav. XVI.8).
The rest of the four rim sherds from Plovdiv have similar to the previous two pale, beige colour
of the clay and red to light red coating, which in this case covers only the outer parts of the vessels
(Slavkova 2015, 137, nos. 7–8; 141, Fig. 1.7–8). The first find (D/r: 11) was comparable in shape to
the abovementioned ones (fig. 5.D) (Slavkova 2015, 137, no. 7) although here the internal part of the
8 Hayes supposed that only around 10 % of the ESA production of ca. AD 1–60/70 has been stamped (Hayes
2008, 17).
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junction point between body and rim was smoothed, thus it could also be related to the PS form Atlante VI (see Hayes 1985, 94). The second sherd (D/r: 10) had a more inclined rim and conical body
(fig. 5.E) (Slavkova 2015, 137, no. 8). This shape finds parallels in the abovementioned form Zh. 30
(analogous to Atlante V) of the PS (see Zhuravlev 2010, 60–61) and also among the thin-walled vessels (form LXVII) discovered at Cosa, Italy, in Claudian-Neronian contexts (Marabini Moevs 1973,
254–255; Pls. 52).
Another rim sherd (D/r: 14), described as part of a bowl, could also be related to the products
of the Pergamon region. The fragment has spherical (or conical?) preserved body part and elaborate,
everted rim. The colour of the clay after firing is beige, while the coating is made of red gloss (fig.
5.G) (Slavkova 2015, 138, no.19; 141, Fig. 1.19). The shape of the rim stands closest to MS form
N40 and Atlante A6a, common in the Pergamon region from the last quarter of the 1st century BC to
the third quarter of the 1st century AD (Hayes 1985, 73–74; Tav. XVI, 7; Meyer-Schlichtmann 1988,
195–204; Taf. 13.188).
Among the finds from the Plovdiv assemblage was also a sherd of the so-called plates with
vertical rim (D/r: 14). It is made of fine clay with added sand, has beige post-firing colour, and a thin
coating of dark red slip on the outside (fig. 5.H) (Slavkova 2015, 139, no. 9; 141, Fig. 1.9). Most
similar to the shape and date of the context is the PS version of these vessels, more precisely form Zh.
1.3.2 (although 2.1.1 is also an option but with a later date), finds of which in the Crimea were dated
to the second half of the 1st century AD (Zhuravlev 2009, 32–33, Fig. 2). The sherd shows similar
features also with the ESB2 form Atlante 58, however it seems that the vessels of the latter shape
were shallower than the Plovdiv find.9 The last pointed parallel had two varieties, early – distributed
in ca. AD 50 – 75, and late – found in contexts from ca. AD 75 to ca. AD 125 (Hayes 1985, 63).
Five of the other slipped vessels could be related to the thin-walled fine wares (fig. 5.F, I–L).
The first one (D/r: 11) is an upper part of a hemispherical bowl with slightly inclined rim. The fabric
is fine, with beige colour of the clay and a red slip coating (fig. 5.F) (Slavkova 2015, 138, no. 14;
141, Fig. 1.14). Sherds of comparable shape were among the finds from the port of Neapolis in Italy
found there in contexts of the 1st century AD. They have similar fabric with a major difference in the
presence of volcanic (black) sand in the latter’s paste (Faga 2010, 189–193, Fig. 2.11–13). Similar
upper body forms are also known from a number of Pontic and Eastern shapes. Among the former are
the vessels of shape Zh. 14, the earlier varieties of which were dated to the second half of the 1st and
the first half of the 2nd century AD (see Zhuravlev 2010, 54). To the East similarities could be seen in
Atlante 51 of the ESA, distributed between AD 70 and AD 120 (see Hayes 1985, 37). Comparable
shapes of the upper body part could again be found in products of the Pergamon workshops, namely
MS form N9a–b, common from the last quarter of the 1st century BC until the end of the 1st century
AD (see Meyer-Schlichtmann 1988, 195–204; Taf. 11.123–125).
The second vessel (D/r: 8) have a hemispherical (almost cylindrical) body with slightly incurved walls and vertical, lightly inverted rim. The fabric is fine, with golden mica inclusions and
brown colour after firing (with a grey line in the cross-section). The preserved part of the vessel is
coated in red slip. The decoration comprises two bands of shallow grooves placed beneath the rim
and in the central part of the body (fig. 5.I) (Slavkova 2015, 138, no. 13; 141, Fig. 1.13). Thin-walled
hemispherical bowls with similar upper body shape were found during the excavations at Cosa (form
XXXVI) in contexts from the Augustan and the Tiberian periods (Marabini Moevs 1973, 159–160;
Pl. 22, 30). Vessels of almost identical shape were among the finds from Neapolis as well, discovered
there in layers dated to the first half of the 1st century AD and up to the Claudian period (Faga 2010,
189–193, Fig. 2.1–4; 197, Fig. 5.14). Similar in shape and fabric examples were also discovered
9
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at a kiln site in Sirmium and classified as locally made thin-walled wares whose forms were influenced by North Italic imports (Premk 1987, 442–443, Fig. 3.10). To the East, analogies, although
with thicker walls, could be seen in the products of the Pergamon region (MS form Sü 8), found in
contexts dated from the end of the 1st century BC to the third quarter of the 1st century AD (MeyerSchlichtmann 1988, 195–204; Taf. 21).
The third thin-walled sherd from Plovdiv (D/r: 8) has a biconical body with vertical, slightly
inverted rim and two vertical handles. It has brown coloured clay and uneven coating of brown slip
(fig. 5.J) (Slavkova 2015, 138, no. 12; 141, Fig. 1.12). This example is similar to vessels from the
ESC, more precisely to Atlante A9, and MS form Ts 1c, characteristic for the late 1st century BC –
early 1st century AD, for which however the red coloured clay and coating were common (Hayes
1985, 74; Tav. XVI.11; Meyer–Schlichtmann 1988, 195–204; Taf. 10.30). The Plovdiv vessel finds
analogies also in Atlante P33 of the Cypriot sigillata (ESD henceforth) dated to the second half of the
1st century BC and later (Hayes 1985, 86; Tav. XX.11). Sherds with similar upper body shape are to
be found among the abovementioned finds from the port of Neapolis as well, from Tiberian and early
Claudian layers (Faga 2010, 192; 197, Fig. 5.8).
The fourth sherd (D/r: 7) from the Plovdiv assemblage has a vertical slightly inclined rim and
spherical body divided by a horizontal groove. The fabric is fine, with added sand and brown colour
of the clay, with grey line in the cross-section (fig. 5.K) (Slavkova 2015, 137, no. 10; 141, Fig. 1.10).
The last thin-walled item (D/r: 9) has similar shape with the vertical rim here being slightly everted,
while the preserved body part is more angular than rounded (fig. 5.L) (Slavkova 2015, 138, no. 11;
141, Fig. 1.11). Both examples find close analogies in the assemblages from Neapolis in contexts
from the first half of the 1st century AD (Faga 2010, 192; 196, Fig. 4.5–6).
During the 1950s archaeological excavations in the central area of modern Plovdiv, located
to the South of the Roman agora, parts of three parallel streets and several insulae were uncovered.
Two building periods related to the Roman period habitation of the area were documented. The first
period is dated to the 1st – the beginning of the 2nd century AD, while the second occurred during the
2nd and the first half of the 3rd century AD (Botusharova 1956, 111–130). Among the ceramic finds
were a number of imported vessels, only part of which could be recognised, due to the lack of precise
drawings and description.
According to the excavator, the group of plain red slip and sigillata items was characterised
by light pink to yellowish fabric, with sand inclusions, and an orange-red dull slip, thicker on the
inside of the vessels. They were classified as imports from the Pergamon region (Botusharova 1956,
127–128). The published drawings made it possible to identify several forms of ESC wares, namely
L6 and L26b, H1, H2, L19 / H3 and H4, and possibly also L9 (fig. 6.B1–B7) (see Botusharova 1956,
139–140, Tables VI.1–3, 6–9, 21; VII.1–3). Additional identifiable fragment could be related to form
Atlante 60 of the ESB2 (fig. 6.C) (see Botusharova 1956, 140, Tabl. VII.4; also Hayes 1985, 64; Tav.
XIV.7).
More finds from the excavations in the same part of the ancient city were described in another
publication by the same author. Among them was a flanged bowl form L19 / H3 (D/r: 11.5; H: 6).
However, in this case the colour of the clay was described as yellow, while that of the slip as red (see
Botusharova 1960a, 88–89, Fig. 17), which is a little unusual for the imports from the Pergamon region (see Hayes 2008, 49–50). Still, identical items with presumed ESC origin were also discovered
at the kiln site at Ostrov, near Durostorum (see Rusu-Bolindeţ, Botiş 2018, 281, nos. 779–780).
Another section of the Roman city, comprising streets and four insulae, situated to the East of
the Roman agora, was excavated in 1983–4. Two building periods were identified within the excavated zone, the first – from the 1st to the mid– 3rd century AD and the second –the second half of the
3rd and the beginning of the 4th century AD (Karov, Bospatchieva 1989, 129–149). Among the finds
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Fig. 6. Imported vessels from Philippopolis (A-C) and Merichleri (D) (not to scale). After: Karov,
Bospatchieva 1989, 150, Fig. 20; Botusharova 1956, 139-140, Tables VI.1-3, 6-9, 21; VII.1-3; Aladžov 1965;
118, Taf. B, II.3.2; digital remastering by A. Harizanov
Обр. 6. Вносни съдове от Филипопол (A-C) и Меричлери (D). По: Karov, Bospatchieva 1989, 150, Fig.
20; Botusharova 1956, 139-140, Tables VI.1-3, 6-9, 21; VII.1-3; Aladžov 1965; 118, Taf. B, II.3.2; графична
преработка А. Харизанов

were a number of red slip vessels. Four of them were flanged bowls, ESC forms L19 / H3. Three (D/r:
7: 10; 11.5; D/f: 3; 4; 4; H: 3; 4.8; 5.5) had pinkish to ochre coloured body and were coated with a
thick red-brown slip. The fourth (D/r: 11; D/f: 4.7; H: 4.9) was obviously a reduced fired vessel, with
grey coloured body and a grey-black slip coating (fig. 6.A1) (Karov, Bospatchieva 1989, 149–150,
Fig. 20.2).
Two of the other finds were hemispherical bowls with slightly everted rims, with a shallow
groove on the upper side, and offsets (grooves) on both sides of the base. The first one (D/r: 13; D/f:
5; H: 4.5) has a light brown colour of the clay and is coated with a dull red slip. The second (D/r: 10;
D/f: 3.7; H: 3) has a light ochre coloured body and darker coating of dull red slip (fig. 6.A2) (Karov,
Bospatchieva 1989, 149–150, Fig. 20.5). The shape, the colours of the clay and the coating, as well
as the offsets on both sides of the bases find analogies in form Atlante 80 of ESB2, common for the
period between ca. AD 80 and AD 150 (see Hayes 1985, 69–70).
ESC wares were also discovered in a tumular grave from the South-eastern necropolis of
the city dated with a coin of Nerva issued in AD 96 or 97 (fig. 7.A) (Tsonchev 1960, 128–129, Fig.
15a–c). Eight of the vessels from the grave were flanged bowls, five were most likely of form L19
(D/r: 10–10.5; D/f: 3.2–3.8; H: 5.5–6) while the rest were probably of form L15 (D/r: 7.3–7.8; D/f:
3–3.5; H: 3.8–4.3).
A set of eleven ESC wares was found in the eastern vicinities of the modern city, inside a
dolium covered with stone. Six of the vessels are dishes with incurved rim and a ring foot (fig. 7.B;
D/r: 17.6–17.9, 21.5–22, 24; D/f: 10; 12.4–13.1; 15; H: 3.3–4.5), while the rest are cups with hemispherical (close to cylindrical-conical) body and a ring foot (fig. 7.C; D/r: 12.5–13.2; D/f: 5.2–5.5;
H: 5.3–6). They have lightly pink colour of the clay and are covered with a red-brown slip, thicker on
the inside of the vessels’ surface. Their outer sides have production marks in the form of horizontal
scratches and lines. The find was dated to the second half of the 2nd – the beginning of the 3rd century
AD (Botusharova 1960b, 173–175, Figs. 4–6; Cherneva 2006, 289–291). The author of the initial
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Fig. 7. Imported vessels from Philippopolis. After: Tsonchev 1960, 129, Fig. 15; Botusharova 1960b, 174,
Obr. 5; 175, Obr. 7; Cherneva 2006, 288, Obr. 7-8
Обр. 7. Вносни съдове от Филипопол. По: Tsonchev 1960, 129, Fig. 15; Botusharova 1960b, 174, Obr. 5;
175, Obr. 7; Cherneva 2006, 288, Obr. 7-8

publication was not sure whether the vessels should be regarded as low quality imports or local work
(Botusharova 1960b, 175). The shallow dishes from the same set are included in Kabakčieva’s typology for the red slip plates in Thrace, where they are classified as type 2 of the locally manufactured
items (Kabakčieva 1983, 2–3). The set became part of another publication, concerning presumed local production of Eastern sigillata imitations in Philippopolis. While acknowledging their similarity
to the products of the Pergamon region, the author also related them to production of local ateliers
(Cherneva 2006, 285–287). Their proper identification was made by A. Dimitrova-Milcheva in her
work on the local and imported pottery in Lower Moesia and Thrace, where the vessels were attributed to the ESC forms H4 and H5 (Dimitrova-Milcheva 2008, 120).
Another Eastern import in Phillippopolis was an oinophoros acquired by the Archaeological
museum Plovdiv in 1954. The vessel is made in a two part mould, has a flat base and cylindrical
body, conical shoulders and cylindrical neck, separated from the rim and the body by relief horizontal
ribs. The two ribbed vertical handles are placed beneath the vertical rim and in the lower part of the
shoulders. The vessel is made of orange-brown clay and covered on the outside with partially preserved orange-red slip. An elaborate relief decoration is placed on the body and the shoulders. That
of the former comprises two erotic scenes, placed in relief frames and presenting intimate relations
of a male and a female (the so-called “symplegmata” scene) lying on a cline. Each scene is flanked
by an oil lamp, placed on a candelabre, a mirror, a ceramic vessel and vine leaves with grapes. The
shoulders are decorated with stylised petals of a rosette (fig. 8.A) (Miltscheva 2004, 128–136).
The vessel was described as an Eastern (Cnidian or Pergamene) import and dated to the 2nd –
rd
3 century AD. A find from Tulcea, Romania, was pointed as identical in terms of shape and decoration of the shoulders (Miltscheva 2004, 131). The decoration of the body comprised a different, Dio-
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Fig. 8. Mould-made vessels from Philippopolis (A, D), Crimea (B – Panticapaeum; C - Belbek IV) and Tunisia
(E) (not to scale). After: Miltscheva 2004, 135; AGSP 1984, table CXLV.2; Zhuravlev 2010, 287, Pl. III; Treister
1994, 35, Fig. 6.1; Naydenova 1965, 48-49; Flecker 2005, 176, Taf. 7; 178, Taf. 9; 180, Taf. 11; 196, Taf. 27.4
Обр. 8. Изработени в калъп съдове от Филипопол (A, D), Крим (B – Пантикапей; C – Белбек IV) и Тунис
(E). По: Miltscheva 2004, 135; AGSP 1984, table CXLV.2; Zhuravlev 2010, 287, Pl. III; Treister 1994, 35, Fig.
6.1; Naydenova 1965, 48-49; Flecker 2005, 176, Taf. 7; 178, Taf. 9; 180, Taf. 11; 196, Taf. 27.4

nysiac scene. The find was dated to the 3rd century AD (Radulescu 1974, 317–323; Rusu-Bolindeţ,
Botiş 2018, 200, no. 545).
A close parallel to the decoration of the Plovdiv find was discovered in a grave from the Belbek IV necropolis in South-western Crimea. The vessel in question is made in a four piece mould
and is described as a head lagynos, one of the distinctive shapes of the Cnidian production during the
Roman period. The relief decoration comprises four couples in “symplegmata” scenes. Additional
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elements among the four love scenes included oil lamps standing on candelabra, mirrors and ceramic
vessels (fig. 8.C) (Treister 1994, 33–39). Although different in detail, the positions of the figures, the
beds, and the presence of oil lamps, candelabra, mirrors and ceramic vessels is a strong indication
for the common origin of both vessels.
Still, the closest parallel to the Plovdiv find was discovered on the Eastern shore of the Crimea
during archaeological research in Panticapaeum (fig. 8.B) (AGSP 1984, tabl. CXLV.2; Dyachkov,
Zhuravlev 2001, 112, ris. 3.1). The identical shape of the bodies, the rims and the handles, and even
more the almost precisely matching decoration scheme (here with additional floral motifs), including
the two couples in “symplegmata” scenes and the stylised rose petals on the shoulders, indicate that
the two vessels probably came from one atelier, or at least their original moulds were produced by
the same craftsmen.
The vessel from the Belbek necropolis was initially dated to the first half of the 1st century AD,
while later it was placed in the second half of the same century due to details in the representation of
the candelabra and the mirrors (Treister 1994, 36–39). Lastly, the vessel was dated to the middle –
the second half of the 2nd century AD in relation to the date of the entire necropolis (Zhuravlev 2017,
117–118), which however could indicate only the time when it was placed inside the grave. The find
from Panticapaeum was first dated to the Hellenistic period, while more recently it was recognised
as a Cnidian import of the Roman period (Dyachkov, Zhuravlev 2001, 113).
Part of another mould made vessel was found during excavations in Plovdiv in 1964. The
preserved section of the find is shaped as a human head, above which a conical rim is placed. The
vessel is made in a two-part mould, it is well fired and has a red colour. The head represents a grotesque female face, which according to the author was a stylised depiction of the Gorgon Medusa.
The vessel was found in a sand layer without archaeological context and was dated to the late 3rd – 4th
century AD due to the style and execution of the decoration (fig. 8.D) (Naydenova 1965, 47–49). The
applied mould-making technique, the shape of the head and the rim, indicate that the preserved part
of this find was most probably an upper section of a head lagynos. Given the fact that no handle or
base of a handle was found, the latter should have been placed on the shoulders of the vessel or in the
transitional part between the neck and the shoulders.
As mentioned above, items of analogous shape and design were one of the characteristic forms
of the Cnidian relief ware during the Roman period. They were also produced in the late 3rd and the
4th century AD in the Pergamon region and in Northern Africa (Hayes 2008, 106–107). The upper
part of the already described Crimean example (fig. 8.C) is shaped as a male head, although different
in execution from the Plovdiv find. The front side of the head is in high relief, while the rim has a
rather small diameter (see Treister 1994, 33–42; Zhuravlev 2010, 33–35; 206, Pl. 10).
More similar to the Plovdiv find are products of the Navigus workshop circle in Tunisia, where
head lagynoi were produced from the second quarter or second half of the 3rd century probably until
the 4th century AD (fig. 8.E) (Flecker 2005, 143–154). Although no exact parallel could be seen, the
products of the Tunisian workshops have comparable shapes of the head, the rim and the horizontal
protruding band between the two. In addition, the stylised depiction of the haircut, together with the
incising technique used in its manufacture (see Flecker 2005, 161–163; 189–198; 237–238), also
point toward similar production background for the Plovdiv artefact. It is seems very likely that the
latter was manufactured in a workshop, located in the same region of the Empire.
3. Sadovo (Plovdiv district)
In 1958, during construction work, a tumular necropolis was registered to the South-west of
the town of Sadovo (fig. 1.3). Two of the burial mounds, each with a central grave, were excavated.
Among the ceramic finds from the grave in mound 1 were two plates with vertical rims, two cups
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Fig. 9. Ceramic vessels from Sadovo. After: Zhuglev, Kaludova 1963, 33-36, Figs. 2-7
Обр. 9. Керамични съдове от Садово. По: Zhuglev, Kaludova 1963, 33-36, Figs. 2-7

with conical bodies and vertical rims and a two-handled hemispherical cup (fig. 9). The grave was
dated to the late 1st – early 2nd century AD (Zhuglev, Kaludova 1963, 33–39).
The first plate with vertical rim (D/r: 16.5; H: 3.5) is made of fine clay with dark red colour
and a coating of thick red gloss with metal shine. The rim is vertical, while the lower part of the plate
is almost horizontal and has a ring foot base. Two connected concentric grooves are visible on the
internal part of the base, with a rectangular anepigraphic stamp placed in the centre. The second plate
(D/r: 16.2; H: 3.2) has almost identical shape, size and coating of shining red slip, while the colour
of the clay is somewhat lighter. The internal decoration comprises one big and one small concentric
groove, with anepigraphic stamp of planta pedis design placed within the latter (fig. 9.A) (Zhuglev,
Kaludova 1963, 33–36, Figs. 2–5). The shape, fabric and decoration of the two plates are closest to
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those of the PS plates with vertical rim. The finds were pointed as a parallel by D. Zhuravlev to his
form 2.1.2 of the Pontic products, distributed during the second half of the 1st and the first half of the
2nd century AD (see Zhuravlev 2009, 34–36, Fig. 3).10
The third and the fourth vessels were cups with almost vertical rim and conical body. The first
one (D/r: 11.9; D/f: 5.2; H: 5.5) has a brick red colour of the clay and a coating of red slip, while
the second one (D/r: 12) has a lighter red fabric and is covered with slip of similar colour (fig. 9.B)
(Zhuglev, Kaludova 1963, 34–36; Fig. 6). The shape, fabric and the lack of decoration, aside from
the grooves under the outer side of the rim, find most analogies with PS form Zh. 30.2 (equivalent to
Atlante V), common in South-western Crimea during the second half / last quarter of the 1st century
– the first half of the 2nd century AD. D. Zhuravlev mentions that these cups were usually found in
graves together with plates with vertical rim and a planta pedis stamp (Zhuravlev 2010, 60–61; 223,
Pl. 27).
The fifth vessel (D/r: 6.5; D/f: 3.2) is a two-handled cup with elongated hemispherical body,
ring foot and slightly everted rim. It was covered with remnants of red slip (fig. 9.C) (Zhuglev, Kaludova 1963, 34; 36, Fig. 7). Again, the cup finds close parallels in the production of the North Pontic
region, more precisely to form Zh. 32.5, dated to the second half of the 1st and the beginning of the
2nd century AD (see Zhuravlev 2010, 62–63; 226, Pl. 30).
4. Belozem (Plovdiv district)
During the 1920s excavations of a burial mound, located 2 km to the South of the village of
Belozem (fig. 1.4), a soldier’s grave was discovered. Apart from the elements of military equipment,
the grave offerings comprised also ceramic, bronze and glass vessels. The grave was dated to the 2nd
– 3rd century AD (Peev 1926, 65–85).
Two of the ceramic vessels were described and presented with sketch drawings. The first one
(D/r: 13; H: 7) is undecorated, has a conical or slightly hemispherical body, low (ring?) foot and
inverted conical rim, separated of the body by a protruding band (Peev 1926, 71–73, Obr. 7). The
described cup is similar to the abovementioned form Zh. 30.2 of the PS, although without the usual
grooves under the rim (see Zhuravlev 2010, 60–61).
The second vessel is a two-handled cup (D/r: 8; H: 7) with a cylindrical to hemispherical upper and conical lower part of the body, concave foot and a slightly everted rim. It is also undecorated
(fig. 4.C) (Peev 1926, 72; 74, Obr. 8). This cup is almost identical to the shape of the described above
skyphos from the vicinities of Serdica. Given the date of the finds, it seems much more plausible that
the burial took place between the late 1st and the first half of the 2nd century AD.
5. Opalchenets (Bratia Daskalovi municipality)
The site at Opalchenets (fig. 1.5) was excavated in 2018 and 2019 due to the reconstruction of
the railway line Plovdiv – Stara Zagora, which passed through the central part of the investigated area
(Harizanov, Koseva 2019, 388–389). Remains of several temporary buildings and dolia pits were
uncovered. Among the finds were four silver Roman coins, issued between the reigns of Septimius
Severus and Maximinus Thrax. The excavated part of this probably seasonal settlement, located at
about 2 km to the North of the Central road, seems to have existed between the late 2nd and the first
10 It should be noted that plates with vertical rim of almost identical shape and internal stamps were produced in
the centre at Varbovski livadi near Pavlikeni, presumably in the second and third quarter of the 2nd century AD (see Ivanov
2019a, 7–8). However there is another hypothesis for the start of the production of these and other vessels in this centre,
placing the initial date of their manufacture around the end of the 1st – the beginning of the 2nd century AD (see Harizanov
2019, 139–140, Note 158). Therefore, it cannot be excluded that the finds from Sadovo were produced in this or another,
still unidentified Thracian or Moesian production centre, influenced by PS forms.
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half of the 3rd century AD.
Among the small amount of pottery found at the site were fragments of several ESC wares,
comprising forms H1, L26 (?), H2 and H4.
6. Merichleri (Dimitrovgrad municipality)
During 1958 – 1960 six burial mounds were excavated at about 1 km to the West of the modern
town of Merichleri (fig. 1.6) (Aladžov 1965, 77–122).
Two-handled cups with shapes very close to that of the Serdica and Belozem finds were discovered in three of the excavated graves (no. 7 in mound 1, no. 2 in mound 2 and no. 12, found near
mound 6). The first one is coated in red slip and was found in a warrior’s grave together with another
three ceramic cups, also spear heads, a “Celtic” type sword and an iron spur (Aladžov 1965, 84–85).
The second vessel (D/f: 4.5; W: 9; H: 7; ∅ : 0.3) was discovered in a cremation grave and was
the only grave good apart from the ceramic pot used as an urn. It has grey colour and is covered in
slip, burned during the burial ritual (fig. 4.D1) (Aladžov 1965, 89; 117, Taf. A, II.2.2).
The third skyphos shaped cup (D/r: 7; D/f: 4; W: 8.5; H: 7.5; ∅ : 0.3) was discovered in a secondary cremation grave and was the only find inside the grave-pit. It has a poorly preserved coating
of red slip (fig. 4.D2; Aladžov 1965, 111; 121, Taf. D, VI.12.1).
Among the other ceramic vessels from the necropolis was a set of two red slip plates and a
bowl, discovered inside grave no. 3, in mound 2. The plate of interest (D/r: 13.5; D/f: 7.5; H: 3.1; ∅
: 0.5) had a low conical body without foot and everted rim. It was covered with poorly preserved red
slip (fig. 6.D; Aladžov 1965; 89–90; 118, Taf. B, II.3.2). The vessel is very similar in shape to form
L9 of the ESC, common in contexts of the 1st and 2nd century AD (see Hayes 1985, 76). However,
similar in shape vessels are among the presumably locally made items in Hadrianopolis, found inside
an extramural Roman kiln (see Atli Akbuz 2008, 16), so the possibility of a local Thracian origin
cannot be completely excluded.
7. Nova Nadezhda (Haskovo district)
The site at Nova Nadezhda (fig. 1.7) was discovered in 2013 close to the right bank of the
Maritsa River. Five kilns, three clay pits, two ovens and a possible shed or a house were discovered
(Harizanov 2016, 581–594).
Ceramic building material and mould-made terracotta figurines were among the earliest manufactured items at the site. However, the major part of the produce was dedicated to table and kitchen
wares. The Nova Nadezhda workshops were in operation from the time of Antoninus Pius (around
the mid– 2nd century), until the mid– 3rd century AD at the latest (Harizanov 2016, 586–592).
Apart from the locally made tableware, products of ESC origin were also found at the site.
They comprised forms H3 (and L19?), L26b / H2 and H1 (fig. 10.A).
8. Preslavets (Harmanli municipality)
One of the largest assemblages of imported ESC shapes (identified in more than 60 rim fragments and 20 foot sherds) was found during the excavations of a site near the modern village of
Preslavets (fig. 1.8) in 2014.
Most of the described pottery was discovered in a small dry river bed that appeared to have
been used as a dump site from the dwellers of a nearby situated Roman village. The four coins, found
in the river bed, were dated between the 1st and the 3rd century AD, while a hoard of additional 49
coins was found a bit to the North of the latter. The coins from the hoard were issued between the
rules of Septimius Severus and Phillip the Arab and were probably hidden in the course of the Barbarian invasions of the mid– 3rd century AD (Dintchev 2015, 550–553).
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Fig. 10. ESC wares from Nova Nadezhda (A) and Preslavets (B). Photos and drawings by A. Harizanov
Обр. 10. Съдове от Източна сигилата C, открити в Нова Надежда и Преславец. Снимки и графична
документация А. Харизанов

Among the identified shapes of ESC was an almost entire plate, form L26b (D/r: 18.5; D/f: 8;
H: 4.3), together with fragments of forms L26a (?), L26b, H2, L19, H3, H1, L6 (?), H4 and H5 (fig.
10.B).
9. Georgi Dobrevo (Liubimets municipality)
The rural complex near Georgi Dobrevo (fig. 1.9) was located in the territory of Hadrianopolis
and existed from the end of the 2nd until the mid– 3rd century AD. A few dwellings, a horreum and
two ceramic kilns were found within the excavated area of the site and were interpreted as being part
of a vicus rather than a villa. Among the identified ceramic imports were forms of ESC, African red
slip ware (ARSW henceforth), Phocaean white painted pottery and Attic oil lamps (Pencheva 2014).
The ESC products predominated among the imported wares and included all five forms (H1
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Fig. 11. Ceramic vessels from the tumular necropoleis at Mladinovo (A-C) and Svilengrad (D-H) (not to
scale). After: Mikov 1936, 109, Obr. 98b; 115, Obr. 103; 119, Obr. 105; Velkov 1937, 150, Abb. 141.3; 158,
Abb. 147; 161, Abb. 153; 163, Abb. 156; 164, Abb. 157
Обр. 11. Керамични съдове от могилните некрополи до Младиново (A-C) и Свиленград (D-H). По:
Mikov 1936, 109, Obr. 98b; 115, Obr. 103; 119, Obr. 105; Velkov 1937, 150, Abb. 141.3; 158, Abb. 147; 161,
Abb. 153; 163, Abb. 156; 164, Abb. 157
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through H5) of the so-called late series, classified by J. Hayes. More intriguing were the early imports of ARSW, previously unregistered in Thrace, which comprised forms 6B, 9B, 14/17, 27 and 31
(Pencheva 2014, 4).
An interesting find, coming from one of the buildings, destroyed by fire around the mid- 3rd
century AD, was a cup with cylindrical-conical body and a barbotine decoration (fig. 4.E). Among
the ornaments of the latter, there is a partially preserved inscription in Greek (“…EZH…”).11 As it
was pointed out by the author, vessels of similar shape were produced in the ceramic centre at Hotnitsa (Pencheva 2011, 349–353; see Sultov 1985, Table XXXVII.1). In the cited work of B. Sultov,
he mentions that there was also a limited scale production of such cups in the centre at Varbovski
livadi (Sultov 1985, 77). The shape in question is actually very similar to the abovementioned skyphoi with rectangular handles (see fig. 4.B–D), which in the Hotnitsa case were more rounded. It is
plausible to suggest that the described Thraco-Moesian12 products were a 2nd century evolution of the
said skyphos form. As for the find from Georgi Dobrevo, it cannot be excluded that it was produced
exactly in а Thraco-Moesian (Hotnitsa, Varbovski livadi or other) workshop.
Graffiti were found inscribed on several vessels from the excavations of the settlement. Among
the mentioned inscriptions were ΡΑΥΛ, СΤΟΦΑΝΟ(С) и ΧΑΡΙ(Σ). Described by the author as personal names (Pencheva 2014, 8), ΧΑΡΙ(Σ) however is usually related by scholars to a word of other
meaning (a moto, greeting, etc.). Pottery stamps with such an inscription were among the commonest
types within the discovered so far stamped examples of ESA dated to the period between ca. AD 10
and ca. AD 120 and were also found on smaller quantities of ESB wares (see Bes 2017, 252–261).
Given these facts, the discovery of such an inscription (although incised and not stamped) on an item
could point toward products of later date deriving from Asia Minor and the Eastern Mediterranean,
contemporary with the period of occupation of the site at Georgi Dobrevo. Of course, it could also
be an indication for the similar use of such words among the Greek speaking population in Thrace.
10. Mladinovo (Svilengrad municipality)
During the 1930s a number of burial mounds were excavated around the village of Enia (nowadays Mladinovo) in the Sakar Mountain (fig. 1.10) (Mikov 1936, 99–121).
More than 30 small burial mounds were registered 1 km to the North of the modern village. A
plate of possible Pontic origin was among the ceramic vessels found in the grave of the first investigated mound. The vessel (D/r: 16.3; H: 3.6) has shallow body, ring foot and horizontal rim with a
side (ribbon) handle (see fig. 11.A) (Mikov 1936, 109–110, Obr. 98b). The plate shows close resemblance with form Zh. 9 and Atlante II of the PS. According to Hayes, the latter was common in the
late 1st – 3rd century AD (Hayes 1985, 93), while examples of the former in South-western Crimea
were dated around the middle – second half of the 2nd century AD (see Zhuravlev 2010, 52; 218, Pl.
22.141). However, similar plates were also discovered among the locally made items in the production centres at Nova Nadezhda and Varbovski livadi (see Ivanov 2019a, 6), the latter active mostly in
the 2nd century AD, so the origin of this Mladinovo find remains uncertain.
Imported pottery items were found in another one of the excavated tumular necropoleis, located about 5 km to the West of the modern village. In the grave of burial mound 1, ESC vessels
were discovered, namely of forms L 26b / H2 (D/r: 24.2; H: 5.8), H4 (D/r: 25.3; H: 5.1) and H5 (D/r:
11 According to E. Pencheva, the inscription was similar to the text on the abovementioned mug from Serdica
(see Pencheva 2011, 351).
12 The sites at Hotnitsa and Varbovski livadi were part of the province of Thrace probably until AD 193, when
Nicopolis ad Istrum and Marcianopolis were transferred from Thracia to Moesia Inferior together with their hinterland
(for the latter, see Boteva 1996, 173–176). Due to this circumstance, Hotnitsa and especially Varbovski livadi couldn’t be
referred to just as Moesian production centres, but rather as Thraco-Moesian.
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14.4; H: 6.3), together with fragments of form H3 and L26 / H2 (see fig. 11.C1–C3) (Mikov 1936,
115, Obr. 103; 117).
Fragments of ESC vessels, form H3, were found in burial mound 6 as well (see Mikov 1936,
119, Obr. 105). Three other vessels from the same mound could also have been imported. The cups in
question have truncated-cone-shaped bodies with everted rims and no feet. Two of the three vessels
(D/r: 13.8; 11.1; H: 4.8; 4.8) have a groove on the upper side of the rim (see fig. 11.B1, B3) (Mikov
1936, 119, Obr. 105f, h), while that of the third one is more rounded but again with a groove (see
fig. 11.B2) (Mikov 1936, 119, Obr. 105g). The shapes of these finds show close resemblance with
forms of ESB2, namely Atlante 73 and 75, with the exception of the low foot characteristic for the
latter.13 The two ESB2 forms were common in the last quarter of the 1st and the first quarter of the
2nd century AD (see Hayes 1985, 65–68). The items from mound 6 are also very similar to MS forms
N22 and N23 of the ESC, common for the time between the second half of the 1st century BC and
the beginning of the 2nd century AD (see Meyer-Schlichtmann 1988, 195–204; Taf. 12.151–152).
Almost identical items were produced in the centre at Varbovski livadi near Pavlikeni as well, presumably during the second and third quarter of the 2nd century AD (Ivanov’s type XII – see Ivanov
2019a, 12–13). Given the known periods of distribution of the described parallels (and the lack of
precise description), it could be suggested that the cups from Mladinovo were made in a Thracian or
a Moesian workshop.
Another one of the finds (D/r: 25.2; H: 5.4) from the same mound is similar in shape to vessels
of ESD, more precisely to Atlante P29, usually dated to the first half of the 2nd century AD (see Mikov
1936, 115, Obr. 103.е; 117; Hayes 1985, 86; Tav. XX.8). Still, vessels of related shape were among
the presumably locally made products in the town of Augusta Traiana during the late 2nd – 3rd century
AD (see Kalčev 1991, 245–246; 257, Abb. 7.12), so again it cannot be excluded that this vessel was
part of the assortment of a Thracian workshop.
All discovered graves from the mounds near Mladinovo were dated to the 3rd – 4th century AD
on the basis of the ceramic finds (Mikov 1936, 120–121). It seems much more plausible to suggest an
initial date in the 2nd century and a final date of these burials around the mid– 3rd century AD.
11. Svilengrad
During 1932–33 several burial mounds, situated between the modern day settlements of Mezek
and Svilengrad (fig. 1.11), were studied by I. Velkov (Velkov 1937, 117–170). A number of ceramic
vessels with possible extra-provincial origin could be identified among the discovered items.
In grave no. 2 of burial mound 1, several ceramic vessels were uncovered next to the cremated
remains of the deceased, along with two gold earrings, a small glass vessel and a coin of Faustina
the Younger issued in AD 180 (Velkov 1937, 150–151). One of the illustrated shapes was a cup with
conical walls and everted rim with a slight groove (see fig. 11.D) (Velkov 1937, 150, Abb. 141.3),
similar to the described vessels from Mladinovo. It finds parallels in the said form Atlante 73 of the
ESB2 and MS form N22 of the ESC. With a terminus post quem in AD 180 and the absence of the traditional for the ESB low ring foot, the Svilengrad find was probably part of the assortment of another
workshop. As it was already mentioned, very similar items were produced in the centre at Varbovski
livadi near Pavlikeni, presumably during the second and third quarter of the 2nd century AD (Ivanov’s
type XII – see Ivanov 2019a, 12–13). Truncated-cone-shaped cups but with slightly different features

13 A vessel of similar shape, again without the usual low ring foot, was found in Aquincum, in a context of the
late 1st – first decades of the 2nd century AD and classified as being close to Atlante 75 of the ESB2. Local imitations of
the latter form, comparable to the Mladinovo finds, were made by a few workshops in Aquincum – see Gabler et al. 2009,
51–72.
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were among the ascribed to the locally made articles (?) found at the extramural kiln sites of Augusta
Traiana, active during the late 2nd and the 3rd century AD (see Kalčev 1991, 245–248; 259, Abb. 9.5;
271, Abb. 24.5), while such were absent in the production repertoire of the other somewhat closely
located centre at Nova Nadezhda.
Two almost identical in shape to the conical cup items (D/r: 10; H: 5) were discovered in
grave no. 2 (central burial) of mound 3, again with a coin (this one severely burned) of Faustina the
Younger issued in AD 180. They were found together with a plate with vertical rim and two shallow
plates with incurved rim. One of the latter has three identical internal stamps of planta pedis design
(see fig. 11.E1–E4) (Velkov 1937, 157–158, Abb. 147).
Apart from the previously described vessels of Pontic origin, plates with vertical rim were
also produced in both Moesia and Thrace.14 As for the Svilengrad plate, it finds parallels in the PS
form Zh. 4.2, common in the 2nd – first half of the 3rd century AD (see Zhuravlev 2009, 46–48). It
corresponds also to Suceveanu’s type XVII, and more precisely to the local, Histrian version of the
shape, with rounded internal junction point between the rim and the body, dated to the 2nd – 3rd century AD (see Suceveanu 2000, 62–69; Pl. 25.35). Likewise, the Svilengrad find shows analogies with
products of the workshops around Nicopolis ad Istrum, namely to the plates of Sultov’s type 1c (see
Sultov 1985, 62–63; Table XXVI.3).
The two shallow plates with incurved rim (fig. 11.E2) have very low foot and a similar size
(D/r: 15, H: 5.3; D/r: 17, D/f: 7.5, H: 5), with the slightly larger one bearing the mentioned stamps.
They find analogies in the PS form Zh. 12, which however was distributed in the Crimea during the
second half of the 1st century AD (Zhuravlev 2010, 53). Taking the date of the context into account, it
is very likely that the Svilengrad vessels were produced in a Thracian or more so Moesian workshop,
given that stamping in planta pedis was much more common for the latter.15
Two soldiers’ burials were uncovered beneath mound 4 of the same necropolis. Among the
offerings in grave no. 2 were two flanged bowls and a conical cup, the latter with everted rim with
a slight groove (see fig. 11.F1–F3) (Velkov 1937, 158–160, Abb. 153). The first bowl was probably
ESC, form H3 (fig. 11.F2). The second however has a flat base, without the usual for the ESC products ring foot (fig. 11.F1), so a different (local?) origin cannot be excluded. Most similar to its shape
is a find from Histria (Histrian or ESC origin?) dated to the late 2nd – first half of the 3rd century AD
(see Suceveanu 2000, 60–62; Pl. 22.5). Analogies could also be seen in some of the sherds from the
extramural Roman kiln in Hadrianopolis as well as within the presumably locally made items of such
form in the same city (see Atli Akbuz 2008, 14–15; 42–43).
Imported pottery is also to be found among the offerings in the central grave of burial mound
8, discovered together with a coin of Emperor Commodus (fig. 11.G1–G6) (Velkov 1937, 162–163,
Abb. 156). Securely recognisable are two ESC vessels, forms L26b/H2 (fig. 11.G1; D/r: 24; H: 5.5)
and H3 (fig. 11.G2; D/r: 13; H: 4.5).
Two of the other four table wares from the grave show similar features as shapes of ESB2.
The first one (fig. 11.G5; D/r: 11; H: 4) is a small conical cup with low foot and two ribbon handles,
placed to the sides of a horizontal rim. Closest parallel to this find could be seen in Atlante 74b, common in the last quarter of the 1st and first quarter of the 2nd century AD (see Hayes 1985, 68). The
second vessel (fig. 11.G6; D/r: 18; H: 4) of possible ESB origin is a hemispherical bowl with offsets
(grooves) on both sides of the base. This bowl is very similar to the already mentioned form Atlante
14 Within the latter from the second half of the 2nd century AD onwards – see Harizanov 2016, 586; 591, Fig.
13; Kalčev 1991, 245–246; 258, Abb. 8.
15 To my best knowledge, no securely identified local, “Thracian” red slip ware with stamp of planta pedis
design has been found until now to the south of the Haemus mons, in the hinterland of the province.
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80, distributed according to Hayes between ca. AD 80 and AD 150 (see Hayes 1985, 69–70). Given
the later date of the context of the grave in mound 8, it seems that the two vessels could not have been
of ESB class. However, such late ESB2 forms were occasionally found together with identical ESC
shapes, in contexts dated to the second half of the 2nd and the first half of the 3rd century AD (see Lund
2003, 127; Gabler et al. 2009, 55), so it is possible to have the same situation here.
One of the two remaining vessels (fig. 11.G3; D/r: 10; H: 4) is a truncated-cone-shaped cup
with slightly everted rim, similar to the abovementioned ones from mounds 1, 3 and 4, and the necropolis near Mladinovo. The second one (fig. 11.G4; D/r: 13; H: 4.5) has a biconical body and a low
foot. It shows similarities with form Atlante P22b of the ESD, common in the late 1st and the first
two decades of the 2nd century AD (see Hayes 1985, 84–85). Analogies could also be seen among
products of Moesian workshops, for example the one at Pet Mogili (Karavelovo).16 securely active in
the late 2nd and early 3rd century AD (see Ivanov 2019b, 271; 274, Fig. 5). Again, this shape was not
among the production repertoire of more closely located Thracian workshops of the time, as the ones
at Nova Nadezhda and Augusta Traiana (see Harizanov 2016, 581–594; Kalčev 1991, 245–273).
12. Hadrianopolis (modern Edirne)
During 2002–2003 rescue excavations were conducted near the so-called Macedonia tower in
Edirne, Turkey. Parts of the fortifications of Roman Hadrianopolis (fig. 1.12) were revealed, together
with five ceramic kilns and several buildings, dating from the Roman to the Ottoman period (Yildirim 2006, 293–304).
In a Master’s thesis, defended in 2008, L. Atli Akbuz examined the Roman age pottery from
the excavations, including the findings from an extramural ceramic kiln, dating to the same period
(Atli Akbuz 2008). Among the catalogued 605 ceramic sherds were 108 pieces of Eastern sigillata
vessels. Three were classified as ESA, two as ESB, while the rest were ascribed to the ESC class (Atli
Akbuz 2008, 29–36; L. 25–41).
The ESA finds consist of two bowl fragments and one dish sherd, with pink colour of the clay
and a red to dark red slip coating. The sherds were described as being common in the 1st century AD
(Atli Akbuz 2008, 33; L. 25.86–88). According to the presented drawings they could have been of
forms Atlante 38 and 51, usual for middle and the second half of the same century (see Hayes 1985,
31–32; 37).
The ESB fragments have reddish yellow body and a red to reddish yellow slip coating. The
second sherd was identified as form Atlante 60 and dated to the mid– 2nd century AD (Atli Akbuz
2008, 34; L. 25.90).
The sherds associated with the ESC were identified as forms L5 (4 examples), L19 (12 examples), L26a–b (21 examples), H4 (60 examples) and H5 (5 examples) (Atli Akbuz 2008, 34–35; L.
25–42). Another 55 sherds, which were ascribed to the locally made items due to similarities with the
findings from the Roman kiln (Atli Akbuz 2008, 43–44; L. 58–68), could also be related to the ESC
wares. All are of similar to forms L19 / H3 shape and, given their fragmentary state, at least some
could have been part of the imported class of wares.
In addition, three sherds from the kiln findings (see Atli Akbuz 2008, 16; L. 16.42–44) have
shapes similar to the abovementioned plate with everted rim from Merichleri (see fig. 6.D) and likewise there is a possible connection with form L9 of the ESC.

16 The archaeological site was located close to the villages of Pet mogili and Karavelovo. Known from its initial
publication as being near the settlement of Pet mogili, the latter name remained in use in some newer publications (see
Harizanov 2019, 157–158). In the cited article of St. Ivanov, however, the name of the other village Karavelovo is used
instead, due to the fact that the place of the archaeological site now lies within its territory.
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Discussion
pate

1. Overview on the imported fineware along the Central road during the Princi-

The earliest ceramic imports along the Via Diagonalis road were found in urban context, which
is logical given the towns’ place as hubs for redistribution of goods, especially in the initial period of
incorporation of Thrace within the Empire’s economy (see Lozanov 2015, 84).
The 1st to early 2nd century AD finds from Serdica show picture (although limited in scale)
similar to that of the military camps along the Lower Danube Limes (see for example DimitrovaMilčeva 2000, 27–29), with western imports of ITS, SGS and thin-walled wares, which corresponds
to a certain extent with the idea of M. Ivanov for participation of Roman soldiers in the establishment
of the Roman town (see Ivanov 2013, 152). However, the data from the 2nd and the 3rd century AD
indicates that the town began to receive Eastern (ESC), also Pontic (?), Moesian and other imports at
that time, very much in line with the supply in the rest of the province.
In contrast to Serdica, Philippopolis had long lasting, pre-Roman traditions in the importation
of ceramic goods, for example West Slope vessels coming from the regions of Pergamon, Ancient
Macedonia and Attica (see Bozkova 2017, 88–98). The finds from the Roman period show divergent
sources of imported products. Among the latter during the 1st century AD17 were vessels of Pontic
(PS), Eastern (ESC and ESA?) and probably also Western (Italian or Pannonian thin-walled wares?)
origin. While the presence of Pontic and Eastern products seems logical, the discovery of early
products with possible Western origin could be explained with the close political and probably also
economic ties with Rome, already established during the pre-provincial period of Thrace.18
Imports found in Philippopolis in contexts dated to the 1st – mid 3rd century AD include more
Pontic vessels, also ESB wares, Cnidian relief ware/s and African (?) wares. However, during the 2nd
and the first half of the 3rd century AD the greatest amount of fine pottery came from the Pergamon
region.
From the late 1st – early 2nd century AD onwards imported products are to be found in necropoleis and settlements from the close hinterland of the city and its territory to the East,19 as were the
cases with the sites at Sadovo and Belozem (nos. 3–4), and near Opalchenets (no. 5). The earliest
such items should most likely be classified as PS and ESC wares, while later on ESC became the
most frequently documented type of artefacts.
The sites at Merichleri, Nova Nadezhda (nos. 6 and 7) and Preslavets (no. 8),20 which were
most likely located in the city territory of Augusta Traiana, show similar to the abovementioned picture. Here the earliest finds are of Pontic (?) and again mostly of Eastern (ESC) origin.
The sites from the territory of Hadrianopolis – Georgi Dobrevo, Mladinovo and Svilengrad
(nos. 9 to 11) – occupied mainly in the second half of the 2nd and the first half of the 3rd century AD,
show one of the most divergent sources of imported ceramic goods. Again the predominant suppliers
were the workshops from the region of Pergamon, with smaller quantities of imports coming here
from the Pontic area (PS?), the South part of Western Asia Minor (ESB2?), Northern Africa (ARSW)
17 Given the described parallels, the context of the earliest described pottery assemblage from the eastern
intramural part of Philippopolis, placed by the excavators in the first half of the 1st century AD (Slavkova 2015, 135), should
be most likely dated to the second-third quarter of the century.
18

See Lozanov 2015, 78–80, for the so-called “Client kingdom” of Thrace and its relations with Rome.

19

On the territories of the towns and cities in Roman Thrace, see Gerov 1988, 136–139.

20 This site was probably located very close to the border line between the city territories of Augusta Traiana and
Hadrianopolis – see Dintchev 2015, 552.
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and probably also from Lower Moesia.
The first major urban development of the city of Hadrianopolis is related to the reign of Emperor Hadrian, who initiated it during a visit in the early 120s (see Yildirim 2006, 294–297; Atli Akbuz 2008, 2–6). Given this fact, it seems logical that most of the imported fine wares were found in
contexts of the 2nd and first half of the 3rd century AD and, as was common during that period, came
from the region of Pergamon.
2. The evidence from the transport containers
The available published data for the import of amphora-borne commodities along the Via
Diagonalis in Thrace contains information mostly for the supply of such products in Serdica and
Philippopolis.
The known to date imported amphorae from the late 1st to the 3rd century AD, found in Serdica,
were used for the transportation of wine and olive oil. Wine was imported from Cilicia, Cyprus and
Western Asia Minor (including the region of Pergamon). Olive oil came from Chios and other Aegean islands, Cnidus and/or Pergamon or Smyrna (see Borislavova 2018, 11–35, Types XI–XII, XVI,
XLIX). In addition, an amphora sherd with presumed Italian origin was among the finds from the
excavations to the East of the bouleuterion (see Balkanska 1964, 138–139, no. 6).
A possible connection with the Northern or the North-western Pontic area, as well as with the
hinterland of Nicopolis ad Istrum, could also be hypothesised due to the presence of table pitchers
of such presumed origin in Serdica. An assemblage, comprising three varieties of these vessels, was
discovered close to the Eastern fortification wall of the Roman town. All of the preserved base sherds
were covered on the inside with remains of pine pitch. This fact, along with the location of the assemblage close to the town’s fortifications, led to the assumption that the vessels were used by the
defenders of Serdica as pitch containers (Stančeva 1964, 148–152). Whether they were actually used
in this manner, remains unclear.21 However, all three types of pitchers are usually associated by researchers with containers for storage and transportation of wine (see below). Furthermore, pine pitch
was used precisely for the internal coating of wine amphorae, made for preventing the absorption of
liquids into the vessel’s body.22
Parallels of the pitchers with probable Pontic origin (fig. 12.A) could be seen in the classification of A. Opaiţ for the table pitchers and table amphoraе in Roman Dobrudzha. According to him,
table pitchers of the variety in question (type 1 in his work – see fig. 12.B) were found in Tomis,
Histria, Olbia, Myrmekion and the hinterland of Dobrudzha, and together with other two regional
pitcher types of similar shape were common for the Greek cities in this region. Type 1 was found
mainly in contexts of the 2nd century AD (Opaiţ 2003, 215–218; see also Suceveanu 2000, 158–160;
Pls. 75–77; Rusu-Bolindeţ, Botiş 2018, 222, nos. 608–610).
The second and the third type of pitchers from the Serdica assemblage were most likely local
Thracian, or Moesian (Thraco-Moesian) product. Analogous items of both types (those similar to the
first one mostly coated in slip) were manufactured during the second half of the 2nd century at the
centre at Varbovski livadi near Pavlikeni (see Sultov’s types 2 and 5 – Sultov 1985, 71–73; Table
XXXIII.2–3, 6). Vessels, similar to the second type of the Serdica pitchers, were also produced to the
South of the Haemus mons, for example in the centre at Nova Nadezhda (see Harizanov 2016, 586;
21 The external traces of pitch on some of the sherds, as well as the presence of an iron stand and remains of
a wooden barrel (see Stancheva 1964, 148), could be an indication for different than the commonly known use of these
table pitchers or for a reuse after their original purpose has been fulfilled. For reuse of transport containers (in this case
amphorae) for various purposes, see Peña 2007, 119–192.
22 See for instance Gallimore 2010, 155–184, on the epigraphic data for amphora production in Egypt, where
references and description of coating of wine amphorae with pitch could be found.
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Fig. 12. Table pitchers from Serdica (A) and Sarichioi, Romania (B) (not to scale). After: Stancheva 1964,
150, Figs. 4-5; Opaiţ 2003, 215, Fig. 1
Обр. 12. Трапезни стомни от Сердика (A) и Саричиои, Румъния (B). По: Stancheva 1964, 150, Figs. 4-5;
Opaiţ 2003, 215, Fig. 1

590, Fig. 12). Two fragmented examples of identical shape were discovered at another archaeological site in Serdica (see Balkanska 1964, 138, Fig. 5a). In addition, amphorae with comparable shape
of the upper body, the neck and the rim, were supposedly locally produced in both Philippopolis and
Serdica during the 2nd and the first half of the 3rd century AD (see Borislavova 2018, 31–32, type
XLI).
More published and analysed data is available for the city of Philippopolis, where the presence
of imported goods, carried in amphorae, has been documented from the last quarter of the 1st century
AD onwards. Wine was imported from the Eastern Mediterranean (counting Cilicia and Cyprus), the
Aegean islands (Cos, Lesbos), Western Asia Minor (including Pergamon) and also the South Pontic
region (Heraclea Pontica). Olive oil came from Chios and other Aegean islands, Cnidus and/or other
parts of Western Asia Minor (Pergamon or Smyrna). Occasional discoveries have proven also the
importation of fruits (figs or dates) from Syria (see Borislavova 2018, 11–35, Types I, VII, XI–XVI,
XXII, XXXIV, XLIX).
According to the available publication, the site at Georgi Dobrevo was supplied with wine and
olive oil primarily from the Aegean islands (see Pencheva 2014, 6; 23).
3. Comparing the two types of data
When comparing the sources of imported fineware and amphora-borne commodities, distinct
pattern emerges. It is probably not a coincidence that the main region from which red slip ware was
imported, around the city of Pergamon and its port at Pitane, was also one of the main exporters of
wine and probably olive oil for Thrace and the settlements along the Via Diagonalis in particular.
The occasionally discovered ESB vessels (most likely produced in the Maeander valley and/
or around Tralleis23) and Cnidian relief wares could also be related to wine and olive oil cargos coming from the same directions. Pottery and amphora-borne products of such origin were probably
distributed exactly along the Diagonal road and/or the closely located Maritsa River. The same could
be said for the finds with hypothetical ESA and ESD origin, presumably produced in the regions
of nowadays North-western Syria, Cilicia and Cyprus (see Hayes 1985, 9–13; 79–81; Hayes 2008,
13–18; 53–54; Lund 2016, 832–833), as these zones were also among the documented exporters of
23
127–128.

Tralleis and Ephesos have been suggested as centres of production – see Hayes 1985, 49–51; Lund 2003,
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amphora-borne commodities for Thrace. Of course, there is always the chance of such rare in number
finds to have been brought in the province not as part of a merchant’s cargo but rather as personal
belongings of a traveller or an immigrant.
Pottery and other merchandise from the Pontic region, on the other hand, could have been
transported to their Thracian destinations along several routes. Amphora-borne commodities of this
origin were distributed in significant quantities in the towns along the Western Black Sea coast from
the second half of the 1st century AD onwards (Borislavova 2018, 42–47; Dobreva 2018, 312–314),
so it seems very plausible for some of them, for instance Odessos and Anchialos,24 to have been used
as hubs for the redistribution of not only agricultural goods but ceramic vessels as well.
Early supply of ARSW, one of the major types of Late Antique fineware in the Balkans,25 is
attested, for now, only in Georgi Dobrevo and probably at Philippopolis. However, the lack of amphorae discovered of the same origin at the sites along the Central road, indicates that these ceramic
items were transported either alone or alongside other types of merchandise.

Conclusion
The restricted number of sites included in this contribution, together with the not entirely secure identification of all described imported ceramic vessels,26 gives a rather preliminary character
of the present study. Nevertheless, the data gathered and processed thus far offers an opportunity for
outlining some trends in the supply of ceramic fineware in the province of Thrace, and along one of
its two main roads in particular.
The Via Diagonalis played an important role in the trans-provincial distribution of goods. The
time of the initial appearance, and the overall amount of imported fine wares at sites, situated along
its course, seems to surpass those attested at most of the other settlements in the hinterland of the
province.
Transportation of ceramic items as a side product of other merchandise has been discussed as a
distribution option for most of the widely traded classes of pottery.27 The gathered and analysed data
for sites along the Central road implies that a significant portion of the imported fine wares in Roman
Thrace came from the same destinations as the bulk of amphora-borne commodities. Whether they
were actually transported alongside these or other goods, remains to be studied.
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Anchialos were attested early imports of South Pontic products, which remained there in constant supply during the Middle
Imperial period (see Dobreva 2018, 313–314).
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See for example Oncevska Todorovska 2010, 59–61; Kabakchieva 2013, 389–434.

26 To a certain extent owed to the lack of precise drawings, good quality pictures and detailed description of
many of the discussed items in their primary publications.
27 On the organisation of trade and the possible links of the long distance transportation of pottery with that of
other goods, mostly amphora-borne, see Peacock 1982, 152–159 (in general); Lund 1999, 1–22 (for ESD); Lund 2007,
183–194 (for PS); Gabler et al. 2009, 51–72 (for ESB); Lewit 2013, 111–120 (for SGS, and La Graufesenque in particular),
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Cнабдяване с вносна фина керамика
по трасето на Централния път в Римска Тракия

(резюме)

Александър Харизанов

Настоящата публикация изследва разпространението на вносни керамични изделия по
трасето на Via Diagonalis в провинция Тракия през Принципата. Разгледани са фини, основно
трапезни съдове, открити в границите на дванадесет обекта (селища и некрополи), разположени на отстояние до 10 римски мили от предполагаемото трасе на пътя.
Наличието на Италийска, Южногалска сигилата и тънкостенна керамика (обр. 2), сред
находките от I и ранен II век в Сердика, показва сходства (макар и в ограничен мащаб) с видовете импортни изделия в лагерите по Долния Дунав (вж. напр. Dimitrova-Milčeva 2000, 27-29)
и подкрепя донякъде хипотезата на М. Иванов за участие на римски военни в основаването на
селището (вж. Ivanov 2013, 152). В течение на II и III век, обаче, градът изглежда е снабдяван
с вносна керамика от района на Пергам, Северното Черноморие (?), Долна Мизия и други региони (обр. 3-4), до известна степен подобно на останалата част от провинцията.
За разлика от Сердика, Филипопол има установени трайни търговски връзки още от
предримския период, включващи внос на керамични изделия от Пергам, Македония и Атика
(вж. Bozkova 2017, 88-98). Наличната информация за римския период указва доставка на фина
керамика от не по-малко разнообразни източници. Сред разпознатите находки от I век са съдове от класовете на Понтийската сигилата, Източна сигилата C, както и такива с евентуален
западен произход (Италийска или Панонска тънкостенна керамика?) (обр. 5).
Вносните изделия от късен I–III век във Филипопол включват съдове от категориите
на Понтийска сигилата, Източна сигилата B, Книдска и Африканска (?) релефна керамика.
Основен доставчик на фина керамика през този период обаче е районът на Пергам (обр. 6-8).
Най-ранните вносни керамични съдове, открити при проучването на oбектите от късния
I–II век при Садово и Белозем, както и в градската територия на Филипопол, следва да бъдат
причислени към категориите на Понтийска сигилата и Източна сигилата C (обр. 9). Находките
от късния II и III век, открити при с. Опълченец, са форми от късната серия на Източна сигилата C.
Обектите при Меричлери, Нова Надежда и Преславец, най-вероятно попадащи на територията на Августа Траяна, показват сходна картина. Отново някои по-ранно датирани изделия биха могли да се причислят към Понтийската сигилата (?), докато основното количество
импорти е внесено от района на Пергам (обр. 10).
Обектите от територията на Хадрианопол – Георги Добрево, Младиново и Свиленград
– показват голямо разнообразие от импортни изделия. Отново най-масово са представени фините съдове от района на Пергам, допълнени с Понтийска сигилата (?), Източна сигилата B,
Африканска червенолакова керамика и може би Долномизийска лакова керамика (обр. 11).
С изключение на отделни изделия от Източна сигилата А и В, огромната част от вносната керамика в самия град Хадрианопол също принадлежи към категорията на Източна сигилата C.
Публикуваните до момента изследвания върху амфори и амфоровидни съдове, открити
в обекти по Централния път, включват данни основно за Сердика и Филипопол.
Известните досега амфори от Сердика са използвани за пренос на вино и зехтин. Вино е
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внасяно от Киликия, Кипър и Западна Мала Азия. Зехтин е доставян от Хиос и други егейски
острови, Книдос и/или Пергам и Смирна (вж. Borislavova 2018, 11-35, типове XI-XII, XVI,
XLIX). Част от амфора, открита при разкопките на изток от булевтериона, е идентифицирана
като италийски внос (Balkanska 1964, 138-139, no. 6).
За възможни търговски контакти на Сердика със северната понтийска зона и района на
Никополис ад Иструм свидетелства находка от три типа трапезни стомни с такъв предполагаем произход, открита при проучвания в близост до източната крепостна стена на римския
град. С предполагаем севернопонтийски произход са три съда от находката, паралели на които
се откриват в изследването на А. Опайц върху трапезните амфори и стомни от римска Добруджа (обр. 12; Opaiţ 2003, 215-218). Останалите два типа амбалажни съдове са най-вероятно
произведени в тракийски и/или долномизийски ателиета.
Повече обработени данни са налични за Филипопол, където най-ранните транспортни
амфори са открити в контексти от последната четвърт на I в. и насетне. Вино е внасяно от
Източното Средиземноморие, егейските острови, Западна Мала Азия и южния Понт. Зехтин
е доставян от Хиос и други егейски острови, Книдос и/или Пергам и Смирна. Единични находки указват и внос на плодове от Сирия (вж. Borislavova 2018, 11-35, типове I, VII, XI-XVI,
XXII, XXXIV, XLIX).
Според наличната публикация, обектът при с. Георги Добрево е снабдяван със зехтин и
вино основно от района на егейските острови (вж. Pencheva 2014, 6; 23).
Когато сравняваме източниците на фина керамика и транспортирани в амфори стоки,
се забелязват явни сходства. Най-вероятно не е съвпадение, че районът на Пергам, където
се произвежда най-разпространената вносна керамика в Тракия (Източна сигилата C), е сред
водещите износители на вино и може би зехтин за балканската провинция, и в частност за
селища, разположени по Диагоналния път.
Редките находки на други малоазийски и близкоизточни изделия (Източна сигилата B,
Книдска релефна керамика, Източна сигилата А и Кипърска сигилата (?) биха могли да са внасяни съвместно с товари от вино и зехтин, идващи от същите региони. Възможно е, разбира
се, тези спорадично откривани керамични изделия да са били не част от търговски товари, а
лични принадлежности на пътници или имигранти.
Находките, предполагаемо принадлежащи към категорията на Понтийската сигилата,
вероятно са достигали до дестинациите си в Тракия по няколко пътища. Амфори, произвеждани по южното и северно Черноморие, са откривани в повечето селища по западното понтийско
крайбрежие от I век насетне (вж. Borislavova 2018, 42-47; Dobreva 2018, 312-314), така че е
напълно възможно градски центрове, например Одесос и Анхиало (за втория вж. Borislavova
2018, 42-43), да са служили за преразпределителни пунктове не само за пренасяни в амбалажни съдове стоки, но и за редистрибуция на фини керамични изделия.
Африканската червенолакова керамика, един от основните типове вносни керамични изделия през Домината (вж. напр. Oncevska Todorovska 2010, 59-61; Kabakchieva 2013, 389-434),
засега е спорадично регистрирана на обекти с датировка преди средата на III век, а липсата на
открити амфори с идентичен произход предполага, че тези изделия са били транспортирани
или отделно, или като част от товари с по-разнообразен произход.
Ограниченият брой разгледани обекти, заедно с недостатъчно сигурната идентификация
на част от включените изделия, придават на настоящото изследване по-скоро предварителен
характер. Въпреки това, включената и анализирана информация е достатъчна за открояване
на определени тенденции в снабдяването с фина импортна керамика на провинция Тракия, и
в частност на обектите, разположени по трасето на една от двете ѝ основни пътни артерии.
Диагоналният път е имал важно значение в транс-провинциалната търговия с различни
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по вид изделия. В обекти по неговото трасе са установени едни от най-ранните керамични
импорти, като общото количество на последните изглежда превъзхожда това, регистрирано в
други селища от хинтерланда на провинцията.
Разпространение на фина керамика като съпътстващ продукт на транспортирани в амфори изделия е проучвано като възможност за повечето от широко търгуваните класове керамика (вж. напр. Peacock 1982, 152-159; Lund 1999, 1-22; Lund 2007, 183-194; Gabler et al. 2009,
51-72; Lewit 2013, 111-120). Събраната и анализирана информация за обекти по трасето на
Централния път указва, че импортната фина керамика и пренасяните в амбалажни съдове стоки пристигат в Тракия от сходни дестинации. Дали в действителност те са били транспортирани съвместно и как точно е осъществяван вносът на тези продукти, остава да бъде изследвано.
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ABSTRACT

Heat treatment of flint and other knappable materials has been recognized among prehistoric archaeological lithics, leading
to a wide range of experiments and archaeometric analyses. The aim of these analyses was to shed light on the mechanical
and chemical changes that occur in lithics (flints) subjected to heat treatment, some of which remain poorly understood.
This paper does not focus on intentional heat treatment of lithics in its technological aspect – for enhancing the debitage/
flaking properties of the raw material. Our scientific goal was to record and document the various changes that occurred in
different flint artefacts subjected to heat and to apply the observations to several well-illustrated case-studies of artefacts
from archaeological contexts with recognizable stigmata of heat treatment. To achieve a better understanding of the factors
and processes that produce alterations we used a range of analytical techniques: micropetrography, microstructural analysis
[(powder X-Ray diffraction (XRD)] and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) with interesting results.
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Introduction
The heating of lithics is widely exploited practice and theory in archaeology. Evidence for
the heating of stone raw materials to make them more easily knappable was recently documented
as early as the Middle Stone Age of southern Africa (Schmidt et al. 2013b; 2016). It is better known
from the Late Palaeolithic in Europe when it became a tentative and even well maintained know-how
in some areas. (Bordes 1965; Weiner at al. 2015; Sunseri, Delage 2016; Bachellerie, Schmidt 2019).
This article and the content of the journal is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0
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The archaeological evidence suggests that from the very beginning this practice was carefully controlled, suggesting evolved practical skills, deliberate investment of time and cognitive understanding of pyrotechnology.
In trying to adequately reconstruct the process many researchers since the 1960s have been
stimulated to undertake experimental programmes that have varied in their goals, scope and results
(e.g. Crabtree, Butler 1964; Bordes 1965; Inizan et al. 1975–6; Girya 1997; Mercieca, Hiscock 2008;
Schmidt 2014). It is noteworthy that as early as the 1920s a detailed study of the reaction of commercial potters’ flint to thermal shock achieved results that are still considered valid: the greater
resistance of flint does not go above 200°C whilst the quartz inversion at 573°C was proven to be a
critical point of resistance of quartz and microcrystalline flint (Pressler, Shearer 1925; Cowаn 1987).
In the specialised literature there are numerous publications devoted to different aspects of
the heat treatment of lithic concretions and cores designed to enhance their knapping properties. It is
well known that one of the improvements in heat-treated flints is that their fracture surfaces appear
smoother and even shiny. Moreover, heat treatment leads to a reduction in fracture toughness and improved flake-ability (Domański, Webb 1992; Domański et al. 2009). Many researchers have considered the empirical parameters of heating and analytical procedures tending to identify and qualify the
lithic material changes after heat treatment, but the chemical changes during heating are still not fully
understood. The specialized literature offers descriptions of various analyses of experimental and archaeological pieces, using scanning electronic microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD)
and infrared spectroscopic analysis (ATR-FTIR). These help to better detect and understand the thermal alterations. The purpose of these archaeometric studies is to record the structural, mineralogical
and crystallographic transformations that take place during and after heat treatment (Schmidt et al.
2011a; 2012; Weiner at al. 2015; Sunseri, Delage 2016). Some attempts go even further – to elucidate
the thermal evolution of fracture mechanics by distinguishing between mechanical properties such as
fracture strength and toughness, and elastic modulus (Schmidt 2019, 85).
The present paper does not focus on intentional heat treatment of lithics in its technological
aspect – to enhance the flaking properties of the raw material. Our scientific challenge was to document the various changes that occur in different flint artefacts subjected to heat treatment. For a better understanding of the various alterations and their causes (from small superficial modifications
to gradual disintegration of flint texture and structure), we used micropetrography, microstructural
analysis, powder X-Ray diffraction (XRD) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The
analyses were performed both before and after the thermal impact point to investigate the following
questions: what kinds of structural and mineralogical transformations arise and how do they relate
to macroscopic changes; to what extent (if any) are the observed changes indicative of the temperature of the heat treatment. Such observations, confirmed by analytical results, could be helpful in
archaeology in that excavations frequently uncover ‘burnt’ lithic artefacts. A basic knowledge of
the reaction of lithics to thermal shock would contribute to a more informed interpretation of the
archaeological context and facilitate description and interpretation of chipped stone (flint)1 artefacts
which form such an important component of the prehistoric archaeological record.

Archaeological background
There is abundant evidence of artefacts with light to drastic heat alterations among archaeological flint assemblages. Their context varies from incidentally or deliberately exposed to heating
1 Most of the artefacts discussed in the text, including the experimental samples, represent flints sensu stricto.
For this reason this term will henceforth be used in the paper.
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near thermal structures in the household or to open fires; to flints subjected to severe burning of
dwellings (deliberate of accidental) under circumstances suggesting intentional heating of hoards
or caches of flints for symbolic purposes resulting in an aesthetically valuable colouristic effect. In
this paper we illustrate some obvious examples of altered flints, commonly referred to in scientific
discourse as ‘burnt’ artefacts.
One of the authors (M. Gurova) possesses a long-term and rich experience in studying flint
assemblages from pre- and protohistoric contexts, and the following examples are taken from her
personal studies. Only publications offering satisfactory illustrations (coloured photos) of flints are
relevant to the topic. The impression, based on solid empirical data from stratified archaeological settlements, is that most of the burnt flints came from Chalcolithic contexts. The simplest explanation is
that this is a consequence of the state of research. There are a large number of excavated Chalcolithic
tells of long duration, including several ‘cultural strata’ consisting of ‘building horizons’/habitation
layers. The most recognizable remains within the archaeological records of these sites are the socalled burnt horizons, containing abundant burnt daub and in between, various burnt finds including
pottery, bones and lithics. In some cases, burning and subsequent rebuilding of the houses can be
seen as a symbol of renewal in the cyclicity of life, or in other cases, the ending of a cycle when it
is followed by final abandonment of the house/site. We will not go into these highly debated issues,
each deserving special attention and discussion. Another plausible and entirely prosaic explanation
is that the ratio between Chalcolithic and other (e.g. Neolithic) sites with burnt flints is not a real one,
but is due to the personal research agenda/experience of the scholar carrying out the study (which is
less applicable to the case of M. Gurova’s research).
As has been observed for Neolithic house-firing practice (in its Balkan-Anatolian koiné): “...it
was a key strategy to bring houses to ‘closure’ at the end of their use-lives” (Brami 2014, 161). Unfortunately, until recently no very informative evidence of burnt flints from Neolithic households was
published. However, it is well known that in the ‘big house’ (destroyed by a devastating fire) at the
Neolithic site of Slatina, about 2000 artefacts from the so-called ‘workshop area’ had been heavily
altered by heating (Gatsov 1992). A pilot study on a part of the assemblage from Slatina was undertaken by M. Gurova, focusing on formal tools of Balkan flint as trajectory to Neolithization and thus
instructive photos of unburnt and burnt artefacts (mostly of Balkan Flint) were taken (fig. 1) (Gurova
2012; Gurova, Bonsall 2014). An archaeomagnetic study of burnt remains from the house suggests
a firing temperature above 700°C – an important observation when considering the consequences of
thermal shock on flint implements (Kovacheva 1992, 138; Jordanova et al. 2019).
The Early Neolithic site of Mursalevo-Deveboaz is considered to have been deliberately set
on fire and it would be interesting to know what the flint artefacts look like (assuming some of them
‘survived’ the devastating fire). As yet, however, there is no relevant publication of the material from
the site. Thermomagnetic analyses were carried out and suggest quite variable firing temperatures
from 680 to 1140°C, the latter reaching the stage of glass formation (vitrification) of the burnt material (Jordanova et al. 2018).
From our experiment-based observations of flint disintegration at temperatures around 600°C
(see below) and the condition of the Slatina flints, a reasonable presumption is that flints heated to
temperatures around and above 700°C would not ‘survive’ in a recognizable form. They could be
dispersed in small pot lids or powder and might never be detected in the archaeological record.
The other examples illustrated below all came from 5 Chalcolithic tells, recently excavated or
where excavation is in progress. One of the most specific cases comes from the late Chalcolithic Tell
Kosharna in Russe district, excavated between 2007 and 2010. Apart from the interesting structures
on the Tell and its associated cemetery, in building 2 a peculiar find was made – an intentionally deposited set of objects consisting of 23 burnt flints and 8 unburnt shell fragments placed in a carinated
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Fig. 1. Flint artefacts from the Early Neolithic site of Slatina (the burnt house): 1 – natural colour of Balkan
Flint artefacts; 2 and 3 – artefacts at different stages of heating alteration (photos by M. Gurova)
Обр. 1. Кремъчни артефакти от раннонеолитното селище Слатина (горялата къща): 1 – естествен
цвят на артефакти от балкански флинт; 2 и 3 – артефакти с различна степен на термично
въздействие (снимки М. Гюрова)
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Fig. 2. Part of the hoard of flint artefacts from Kosharna Tell (Chalcolithic) affected by heating (photos by M.
Gurova, see Gaydarska et al. 2012, figs. 10, 11)
Обр. 2. Част от колективната находка от кремъчни артефакти със следи от термично въздействие
от халколитната с.м. Кошарна: (снимки М. Гюрова, вж. Gaydarska et al. 2012, figs. 12, 13)
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Fig. 3. Artefacts without heating alterations from Kosharna Tell (photos by M. Gurova, see Gurova 2012)
Обр. 3. Артефакти от Кошарна без следи от термичени алтерации
(снимки М. Гюрова, вж. Gurova 2012)
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amphora. The significance of this find in the context of the diverse depositional practices that took
place at the Tell was presented in a detailed publication, where the multifaceted depositional process
was conceived and interpreted through a “socially engaged interpretative framework” of the depositions (Gaydarska et al. 2012, 34). All the flints from the hoard possess easily recognizable thermal
impact in the form of colour change – they are not homogenously red – as well as cracks, crazing and
pot lid craters on some of the artefacts’ surfaces (fig. 2). The flint artefacts are described in detail by
M. Gurova, then discussed from the perspective of intentional vs. accidental heating (Gaydarska et
al. 2012, 36–44). The most convincing argument in favour of unintentional burning and accidental
exposure of flints to the heat source was the variable degree of the heating alteration, in some cases
resulting in heavy surface deformations and disintegration of the pieces. Another possibility is not
excluded – deliberate heating but with insufficient control of some of the phases of the pyrotechnical process. Whatever the reason, it is undeniable that the flints were subjected to heat alteration and
thereafter were assembled in the hoard as its principal element. The striking difference between artefacts affected by thermal alteration and their original appearance could be seen when comparing the
‘burnt’ flints with artefacts from the Tell that show no traces heating (Gurova 2011) (fig. 3).
As for the other tells with obvious examples of ‘burnt’ flints, mentioned below – in all cases
the flints are found in layers containing burnt daub and other materials leading the excavators to
evoke house burning (without considering deliberate vs. accidental fire). In no case could the flints
be attributed to a hoard or other type of deposit. Tell Burgas (Burgas district, excavated in 2008–9)
produced heavily ‘burnt’ flints from two contiguous horizons with 4 burnt houses (Klasnakov et al.
2009) (fig. 4.A). The excavation of Skritata Tell (Pomorie municipality, under excavation since 2018)
reveals two horizons (unburnt and burnt) belonging to the Late Chalcolithic and a series of flints
variably altered by heat that were found in the remains of the burnt house (Popova et al. 2019) (fig.
4.B). Tell Ivanovo (Shumen district, excavated since 2009) revealing 7 distinct horizons of the Middle and Late Chalcolithic has produced remains of several burnt houses in which ‘burnt’ flint debris
was found, with a particular concentration of heavily altered pieces in the burnt house of horizon VII
(Venelinova et al. 2011; 2013, 2017) (fig. 5). The last example comes from Tell Petko Karavelovo
(Veliko Tarnovo district, excavated since 2009) with a sequence from Early to Late Chalcolithic.
Remains of several unburnt and burnt houses were found alongside flint assemblages among which
were heat-altered flint artefacts, including heavily disintegrated pieces (Chohadzhiev et al. 2018;
2020 in press) (fig. 6).
The careful documentation of all finds with subsequent detailed analysis of the flint artefacts,
among other features, would contribute significantly to a comprehensive interpretation of events and
their relation to the house-firing. The study of the Kosharna hoard reveals a case when the “houseburning was not coeval with the burning of the objects that ended up inside the burnt house” (Gaydarska et al. 2012, 47). Further, when burnt flints are found near the oven in a house it is not always
obvious how they came to be there – accidentally or deliberately? Many factors and details should be
taken into consideration in ‘reading’ and interpreting the features of a burnt context.
In summary, most of the flints affected by heating have recognizable morphometrical parameters. In those cases where a severe fire was evident, the flints show heavy alterations and advanced
disintegration. Theoretically it is unlikely (though possible) that flint artefacts could ‘survive’ higher
than 700–800°C thermal shock, unless protected by layers of ash for ex., as was suggested after an
experimental burning of a house (Johnston et al. 2018. 82). The key in similar cases of exceptional
combustion is meticulous stratigraphic and planigraphic documentation that would permit reconstruction of the sequence of events.
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Fig. 4. A – flint artefacts from Tell Burgas (Chalcolithic): 1 – ‘burnt’ flints; 2 – natural colour flint artefacts;
B – flint artefacts from Tell Skritata mogila (Chalcolithic): 1 – natural colour flint artefacts; 2 – ‘burnt’ flints
(photos by M. Gurova)
Обр. 4. A – кремъчни артефакти от халколитната с.м. Бургас: 1 – ‘горели’ кремъци; 2 – кремъци в
естествен вид; В – кремъчни артефакти от халколитната с.м. Скритата: 1 – кремъци в естествен
вид; 2 – ‘горели’ кремъци (снимки М. Гюрова)
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Fig. 5. Flint artefacts from Tell Ivanovo (Chalcolithic): 1 – natural colour flint artefacts except the one
marked with an arrow, which is ‘burnt’; 2 – ‘burnt’ flints (photos by M. Gurova)
Обр. 5. Кремъчни артефакти от халколитната с.м. Иваново: кремъци в естествен вид, с изключение
на обозначения със стрелка, който е ‘горял’; 2 – ‘горели’ кремъци (снимки М. Гюрова)
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Fig. 6. Flint artefacts from Tell Petko Karavelovo (Chalcolithic): 1 – natural colour flint artefacts except
pieces marked with arrows, which are ‘burnt’; 2-4 –‘burnt’ flints (photos by M. Gurova)
Обр. 6. Кремъчни артефакти от халколитната с.м. Петко Каравелово: 1 – кремъци в естествен вид,
с изключение на обозначените със стрелка, които са ‘горели’; 2-4 – ‘горели’ кремъци
(снимки М. Гюрова)
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Fig. 7. Artefacts (samples 1-10), subjected to successive heating in MF 306 muffle furnace to 300° and 600°C
(see Таble 1) (photos by M. Gurova)
Обр. 7. Артефакти (oбразци 1-10) подложени на нагряване в муфелна пещ (модел MF 306) съответно
до 300° и 600°C (виж таблица 1) (снимки М. Гюрова)

Material and methods
Archaeological samples
Seventeen artefacts comprising our experimental and analytical study were chosen in advance
for the heating experiments. Therteen artefacts were selected to be subjected to successive laboratory
heating to 300 and 600°C. Their choice was not random. All flint samples came from clear archaeological contexts (excavations or field surveys) and had been studied previously (Table 1). They were
chosen according to some of the following criteria: i) they represent categories which are frequent
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No

Archaeological context

Reference *

Illustration

First series of samples
1

Early Neolithic site of Yabalkovo, excavation

Gurova 2014

Figs. 7.1; 8.A-1; 12

2

Ethnographic element of tribulum, field survey

Gurova 2016

Figs. 7.2; 8.A-2; 12

3

East Hellenistic necropolis in Sveshtari, excavation

unpublished

Figs. 7.3; 12

4

Field survey in NE Bulgaria, prehistory

Andreeva et al. 2014

Fig. 7.4

5

Chalcolithic Tell Smiadovo, excavation

Gurova 2010

Figs. 7.5; 8.A-3; 11.D; 13

6

Chalcolithic site of Orlovets, excavation

Gurova 2020, in press

Figs. 7.6; 11.B

7

Field survey on Hemus motorway, prehistory

Gurova 2016

Fig. 7.7

8

Field survey in NE Bulgaria, prehistory (2 pieces)

Grigorov et al. 2018

Figs. 7.8; 13

9

Late Neolithic site of Sarnevo, excavation

Gurova 2017

Figs. 7.9; 11.A

10

Field survey on Hemus motorway, prehistory (3 pieces) Gurova 2016

Figs. 7.10; 11.C

Second series of samples
11

Early Neolithic site of Yarlovitsa, excavation

Todorov et al. 2020

Fig. 8.B-1

12

Field survey in NE Bulgaria

Venelinova et al. 2020

Figs. 8.B-2; 11.E

13

Field survey in NE Bulgaria

Venelinova et al. 2020

Fig. 8.B-3

14

Chalcolithic Tell Petko Karavelovo, excavation

Chohadzhiev et al. 2020

Fig. 8.B-4

*

In the table only publications of the flint assemblages are taken into consideration

Table 1. Archaeological artefacts (samples) used in the analytical experiments
Таблица 1. Данни за образците, използвани в експериментите и анализите

among the assemblages studied; ii) they are recognizable as raw materials and a petrographic database for comparative analysis is available; iii) they have limited regional distributions, thus being
rare/exotic for the mass of chipped stone assemblages. How do the criteria relate to our samples?
Based on macro-petrographic observations there are several artefacts attributable to flint types already studied in detail and providing a comparative database (see fig. 7 and Table 1): Balkan flint
(sample 1); Kriva Reka flint (sample 2), Ravno type flint (samples 3, 5, 4?); Shumen types of flint
(8 and 10) (cf. Andreeva et al. 2014; Gurova et al. 2016; Gurova et al. in press). As for samples 6, 7
and 9: the first two grey artefacts resemble relatively low quality flint from the Kovachevo Formation
(with known outcrops in the Ruse region) and some of the flints of Shumen II type. The colourful
piece 9 is jasper from the volcanic rock massif in the Rhodope Mountains. One reason to combine
various types of flint with pronounced variation in their natural colour lies in the intention to observe
the effect of heating on the variety of original colours and surfaces of the artefacts. Three samples (1,
2 and 5) were selected after heating (1 – at 300°C; 2 and 5 – at 600°C) for micropetrography (vide
infra) (fig. 8.A). The objective was to see how the heating affected the micropetrographic characteristics of the samples and if temperature plays a role.
A second series of 4 artefacts (samples 11–14) were selected for microstructural analysis. They
consist of 3 artefacts in their original unaltered state (fig. 8.B: 1–3) and one ex. heavily altered by
high temperature, coming from the destruction of the burnt Chalcolithic house (fig. 8.B: 4) (Table 1).
The intention was to measure XRD and FTIR patterns before and after exposure to a temperature of
650°C.
Laboratory heating experiment with flints
As discussed in previous experimental and analytical studies the range of temperature for optimal heating effect varies between 200 and 450°C (Schmidt et al. 2012) or between 300 and 400°C
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Fig. 8. Samples chosen for: A – micropetrography (selection from sample series I); B – microstructural
analysis (samples series II) (photos by M. Gurova)
Обр. 8. Образци подложени на: А – микропетрографски анализ (избрани от серия I); В – рентгеновофазов и спектрален анализ (образци серия II) (снимки М. Гюрова)

(Domański et al. 2009). Heat treatment beyond 500°C is commonly conceived as critical for the survival of original lithology without failure as pointed in Sunseri, Delage (2016, 56); and 573°C (see
above) was proven to be a breaking point of resistance of quartz and microcrystalline flint (Pressler,
Shearer 1925; Cowan 1987).
It is worth recalling the statement of Schmidt et al. that „...the ideal temperature for heat treatment is a compromise between the interests of producing intense enough transformations and the
prevention of accidental fractures” (Schmidt et al. 2012, 143).
The goal of our experiments was not to optimize the knapping capacity of flints, but to expose
the archaeological pieces to a range of temperatures (protective – 300°C and excessive/ destruc-
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Fig. 9. A – Muffle furnace MF 306 used for laboratory heating experiments; B – artefacts after heating to
600°C (photos by M. Gurova)
Обр. 9. А – Mуфелна пещ MF 306, използвана за лабораторно нагряване на артефактите; В –
образците след нагряване до 600°C (снимки М. Гюрова)
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Fig 10. Artefacts (series I) after heating to 300°C (dorsal and ventral sides) (photos by M. Gurova)
Обр. 10. Артефактите (серия 1) след нагряване до 300°C – дорзална и вентрална страна
(снимки М. Гюрова)

Fig. 11. Examples of modification due to heating: A – to 300°C; B–D – to 600°C (photos by M. Gurova); E –
to 650°C (photo A. Nikolov). Samples respectively 9, 7, 10, 5, 12
Обр. 11. Примери за деформации, причинени от нагряването: A – до 300°C; B–D – до 600°C (снимки
М. Гюрова); Е – до 650°C (снимка А. Николов). Образци 9, 7, 10, 5, 12.
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tive – 600°C) in order to better identify and record the modifications and damage to the flints. If we
had enough surviving artefacts after heating to 600°C, the next stage of our thermal shock would be
800°C, but the state of the flints did not allow the implementation of the initial plan.
Thus, the flint samples were successively heated in two temperature steps – 300 and 600°C in
an unshielded muffle furnace model MF 306 (NUVE, Turkey) equipped with PID microprocessor
control system with a sensitivity ± 1 °C (fig. 9.A). The heating rate was 10°C per minute. Therefore, 30 and 60 minutes were needed to achieve 300 and 600°C respectively. Both temperatures
were maintained for 30 minutes. The cooling was slow and took more than 8 hours to reach room
temperature (independently of the heating temperature). This equipment is regularly used in the
Palaeomagnetic Laboratory of NIGGG2, to determine maximum firing temperatures of baked clay
materials (e.g. pottery fragments, tiles, bricks, burnt dwelling remains). The applied procedure is
based on the magnetic mineralogical changes occurring during the heating, which affect significantly
the magnetic susceptibility of the analyzed sample (Rasmussen et al. 2012; Jordanova et al. 2018,
2019; Kostadinova-Avramova et al. 2018). Unfortunately, flints being composed mainly of SiO2, do
not exhibit any measurable magnetic susceptibility and this approach failed in their case. Indeed,
silicates are the most abundant compounds of clays too but there is one very important peculiarity.
As is well known, clays always contain iron oxides (usually up to 5%) and this makes them (and
especially baked clays) particularly valuable objects of study in terms of magnetism. Moník et al.
(2019) analyzed six flint artefacts for possible thermal treatment and succeeded in discriminating
between heat-treated and untreated samples. Their approach is based on measurements of isothermal remanent magnetization using a very sensitive magnetometer (2G 755 4K Superconducting
Rock Magnetometer with a total magnetic moment noise level of less than 10-12 Am2). However, this
method was inapplicable in our case.
Although we could not use the full range of advantages the equipment offers for clay material/pottery analyses, the two-step experiment in the furnace was very instructive about the visual
modifications of the artefacts due to the heating impact. The changes in texture and coloration were
recorded by a series of photographs and microphotographs3 and will be discussed below (figs. 9.B,
10–13).
Thin-sections and micropetrography
Three samples were selected for thin-section preparation and micropetrographic study: the
artefacts of Balkan Flint (sample 1) after heating to 300°C, resulting in reddish colour change (fig.
8.A:1), the tribulum insert made of Kriva Reka flint (sample 2) and persisting intact until 600°C with
only slow darkish hue in addition to its natural multicolour appearance (fig. 8.A:2) and the blade of
Ravno type flint (sample 5), subjected to heavy changes/damages after heating at 600°C – blackish colour and partial decomposition/breakage (figs. 8.A:3; 11.D). The advantage of making thinsections of these samples is that a large database of micropetrographic and chemical (LA-ICP-MS)
analyses have already been developed and published, offering possibility for comparative analysis
(Andreeva et al. 2014; Gurova et al. 2016). The prepared thin sections were studied under a standard petrographic microscope and subsequently compared with other flint samples from previously
studied artefacts and/or raw materials of Balkan, Kriva Reka and Ravno flint types (cf. Andreeva
et al. 2014; Gurova et al. 2016). This kind of comparative petrographic analysis is a novelty in the
wide spectrum of analytic procedures that have been carried out in the field of lithic heating and its
consequences.
2

National Institute of Geophysics, Geodesy and Geography, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.

3 The microphoto documentation was produced by MG using a Keyence VHX-100 digital microscope at the
Conservation Laboratory of NAIM-BAS.
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Microstructural analysis
Samples 11–14 (Fig. 8.B:1–4) were subjected to microstructural analysis using the following
equipment: the powder XRD patterns were obtained using a Bruker D-2 Phaser with Bragg-Brentano
geometry using a Cu Kα source; FTIR spectra were collected by a Tensor 37 spectrometer (Bruker)
with a 4 cm‑1 resolution after averaging 64 scans on KBr pallets. The purpose of the analysis was to
determine the mineralogical composition (XRD) of the samples, and to obtain structural information
(FTIR) before and after heat treatment. Small pieces of each sample were crushed and ground to
fine powder in an agate mortar. The powders were dried to constant mass at 105°C to eliminate the
absorbed water (so-called free water). A piece and powder of sample 12 (fig. 8.B:2) were placed in
a muffle furnace and subjected to heating at 650°C for 4 hours followed by open door cooling. The
result of the thermal alteration was a significant disintegration of the piece of Ravno flint artefact
(fig. 11.E). The effect of heating to 650°C was examined by FTIR using the powdered sample (Sample_12_650) (fig. 18.B).

Results
Thermal alteration on flints (visual effects)
The changes that occurred after the heating of our samples will be summarized and illustrated
below. There are 3 quite instructive publications that are taken into consideration in this descriptive
perspective (Domański et al. 2009; Bustos-Perez, Preysler 2016; Sunseri, Delage, 2016). Apart from
macroscopic features, a series of microphotographs will be used to illustrate some aspects of the flint
surface modifications.
At 300°C temperature impact, all artefacts display slight colour change (figs. 10, 11.A;
12&13.B; 14.a–c, h–i). The most common change consists of reddish hues around the periphery
(extremities) of the artefacts and slowly invading their surfaces. Various raw materials respond in
different ways to the coloristic effect of this alteration. Among the samples most affected by an obvious reddish/pinkish hue are the artefacts made of Balkan, Ravno and Shumen type flint and Rhodope
jasper (samples 1, 3, 8, 9 and 10). The multicoloured artefact of Kriva Reka flint (sample 2) shows
minimal colour change. Extrapolated to the archaeological artefacts shown in figs. 1–6, these observations suggest that only the Kosharna hoard might have been treated in an imperfectly controlled
heat of around 300°C based on the near homogenous reddish colour of the samples.
As for the texture deformations – crazing and networks of fine cracks are recorded, which are
marginal/unifacial (fig. 14.h–i). Another noticeable observation concerns the microwear traces and
particularly the polishes. They became shinier, recorded on two artefacts in our study – samples 1
and 3 (figs.12; 14.a–c).
At 600°C temperature impact (shock) much more significant alterations occurred, in terms
of both flint texture and structure (figs. 9.B; 11.B–D; 12&13.C; 14.d–g). The artefacts could be considered as extensively ‘burnt’. Colouristically, all surviving artefacts show a strong darker colour
(compared to their initial state) over the whole surface varying from dark red to dark grey, almost
black (fig. 11.C–D). And once again the artefacts of Ravno and Shumen flint show the most drastic
colour change, while the Kriva Reka artefact became darker but its initial multicoloured aspect was
still recognizable (fig. 12.C). Substantial deformations/damage were recorded on samples 3, 5, 6 and
10. Stigmata that suggest overheating of flints consist of deep internal cracking, numerous pot lids
and crater-like pits, and deep disintegration on the textural and structural levels (figs. 11.B–E; 12.C;
14.d–g). Some of the artefacts (samples 4, 7 and 9) were strongly affected by pot lid fractures and
any refits failed. Once again, the highest resistance was shown by sample No 2 – the artefact of Kriva
Reka Loudogorie flint. This strong resistance of Kriva Reka flint to heat treatment is noticeable. А
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Fig. 12. Examples of alterations of artefacts/samples 1, 2 and 3 caused by heating: A – before heating; B –
after heating to 300°C; C – after heating to 600°C. The arrows show places of microphotos on fig. 14
(photos by M. Gurova)
Обр. 12. Примери за термично въздействие върху артефакти/ образци 1, 2 и 3: А – преди
нагряването; В – след нагряване до 300°C; С – след нагряване до 600°C. Стрелките маркират
местата на микрофотографиите от обр. 14 (снимки М. Гюрова)

plausible explanation could lie on the petrological matrix. In any case the volumetric parameters are
not of primary concern because samples 2, 6 and 7 had comparable length and thickness, but reacted
to the thermal shock in drastically different ways. At the microlevel, cracks and polish were documented on sample No 3 (fig. 14.d–f) and a crater-like pit on sample No 5, both made of the Ravno
type of Ludogorie flint.
Petrography
As mentioned above, under the microscope, three samples (1, 2 and 5) belonging to three main
flint types (Balkan, Kriva Reka and Ravno) were analyzed.
Sample 1. An artefact from the Early Neolithic site of Yabalkovo (Balkan Flint with cereal
polish) heated to 300°C (fig. 8.A:1). This flint consists of a homogeneous microcrystalline quartz
groundmass (fig. 15.a, b) and various silicified skeletal grains with former carbonate composition
(bryozoans, shell fragments, foraminifera tests (fig. 15.b) and other unidentifiable bioclasts). Most
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Fig. 13. Examples of alteration of artefacts/samples 5 and 8A caused by heating: A – before heating; B –
after heating to 300°C; C – after heating to 600°C. The arrows show places of microphotos on fig. 14
(photos by M. Gurova)
Обр. 13. Примери за термично въздействие върху артефакти/ образци 5 и 8А: А – преди нагряването;
В – след нагряване до 300°C; С – след нагряване до 600°C. Стрелките маркират местата на
микрофотографиите от обр. 14 (снимки М. Гюрова)

were completely replaced by fan-shaped chalcedony aggregates (fig. 15.a) and rarely by opaque
minerals. Sponge spicules composed of chalcedony also occurred (fig. 15.b). Rock fragments from
the replaced limestone occur locally. Silt to sand-sized clastic quartz grains are only sporadically
observed. Opaque minerals are relatively rare. They replace the rock groundmass or some skeletal
grains.
Comparison with another sample of Balkan Flint (an artefact from Ali Кoch Вaba Teke,
Nikopol town (fig. 15.с) and raw material from secondary deposits near Pordim village (fig. 15.d)
shows that there are no differences in the micropetrographic characteristics of the heated and unheated Balkan flint samples.
Sample 2. Element (ethnographic piece) of a tribulum, from a survey on the Hemus motorway in north Bulgaria (Kriva Reka type flint) heated to 600°C (fig. 8.A:2). The rock is characterized
by non-homogeneous texture (fig.15.e and 16.a). The groundmass consists of both microcrystal-
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Fig. 14. Microphotographs of deformation due to heating to 300°C (a-c, h-i) and 600°C (d-g); magnifications
used – x30 to x80. The points where photos were taken are marked by arrows in fig. 12 and 13: a-c (sample
1); d-f (sample 3); g (sample 5); h-i (sample 8A) (photos by M. Gurova)
Обр. 14. Микрофотографии на термични деформации причинени от нагряване до 300°C (a-c, h-i) и
600°C (d-g); увеличения между х30 и х80. Фотографираните участъци са маркирани със стрелки на
обр. 12 и 13: a-c (образец 1); d-f (образец 3); g (образец 5); h-i (образец 8A) (снимки М. Гюрова)

line quartz and chalcedony. Bioclasts are common and include various silicified shells (fig. 16.a),
echinodermate fragments, foraminifera tests (fig.15.e). Some of them are partly replaced by opaque
minerals. Chalcedonic sponge spicules are also observed. Most of the former carbonate allochems
are completely replaced by microcrystalline quartz, chalcedony or rarely by polycrystalline quartz.
Sand-sized clastic quartz grains (fig. 16.a) are observed locally. Opaque minerals rarely replace the
rock groundmass and some allochems.
This flint sample was compared with other flints of Kriva reka type (artefacts from Tells Nedoklan, fig. 15.f and Drama-Merdzhumekia, fig.16.b). As shown in both microphotographs, there
are no significant changes in the observed micropetrographic features of the heated and unheated
samples of Kriva reka flint.
Sample 5. Artefact from Tell Smiadovo in northeast Bulgaria (Ravno type flint) heated to
600°C (fig. 8.A:3). This flint is characterized by relatively homogeneous groundmass composed of
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Fig. 15. Microphotographs of Balkan Flint and Kriva reka flint type: a) and b) Sample 1 (Balkan Flint)
heated to 300°C; c) Artefact from the Ali Кoch Вaba Teke, Nikopol (Balkan Flint); d) Raw material, Pordim
village (Balkan Flint); e) Sample 2 (Kriva Reka type) heated to 600°C; f) Artefact from Tell Nedoklan (Kriva
Reka type). Note: all microphotographs are in cross-polarized light (photos by P. Andreeva)
Обр. 15. Микрофотографии на Балкански флинт и флинт тип Крива Река: a) и b) образец 1
(Балкански флинт), нагрят до 300°C◦; c) артефакт от Али Kоч Баба Теке, Никопол (Балкански
флинт); d) суровина, с. Пордим (Балкански флинт); e) образец 2 (флинт тип Крива Река), нагрят до
600°C; f) артефакт от с.м. Недоклан (флинт тип Крива Река). Забележка: всички микрофотографии
са при кръстосани николи (снимки П. Андреева)
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Fig. 16. Microphotographs of Kriva reka and Ravno flint types: a) Sample 2 (Kriva Reka type of flint) heated
to 600°C; b) Artefact from Tell Drama-Merdzumekia (Kriva Reka type of flint); c) and d) Sample 5 (Ravno
type of flint) heated to 600°C; e) Raw material and f) Artefact from Ravno village (Ravno type of flint). Note:
all microphotographs are in cross-polarized light (photos by P. Andreeva)
Обр. 16. Микрофотографии на флинт от типове Крива Река и Равно: a) образец 2 (флинт тип Крива
Река), нагрят до 600°C; b) артефакт от с.м. Драма-Мерджумекя (флинт тип Крива Река); c) и d)
образец 5 (флинт тип Равно), нагрят до 600°C; е) суровина и f) артефакт от с. Равно (флинт тип
Равно). Забележка: всички микрофотографии са при кръстосани николи (снимки П. Андреева)
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Fig. 17. XRD pattern of Sample 12 and 14 – exclusively composed of quartz (white peaks) and a small
amount of Moganite (M)
Обр. 17. Рентгеново-фазов анализ на образци 12 и 14 – съставени почти изцяло от кварц (белите
пикове) и малко количество моганит (М)

microcrystalline quartz and chalcedony (fig.16.c,d). Chalcedonic sponge spicules (fig.16.c,d) and biodetritus occur only rarely. Opaque minerals are noted locally, dispersed within the rock groundmass.
A comparison between the studied sample and Ravno flint artefacts and raw materials from
the village of Ravno shows no differences in the observed micropetrographic features (fig.16.e,f).
Microstructural analysis
Powder X-ray diffraction analysis showed that samples 11–14 are exclusively composed of
quartz. The XRD patterns of samples 11, 12, 13 were identical, thus only sample 12 and sample 14
are presented in figure 17. However, samples 11–13 showed weak peaks about 20 2θo which could be
assigned to moganite. Moganite is considered a polymorph of quartz and they exhibit serious overlapping of their strongest XRD peaks.
Characteristic chemical bonds of samples 12 and 14 were identified by the FTIR transmittance
spectrum presented in fig. 18 A and B. In the FTIR spectrum of Fig. 18.A it is possible to identify
Si-O stretch vibrations about 1084–1087 cm-1 characteristic of various forms of silica (SiO2). The
bending bands for Si-O occurred at 798 cm-1, 779 cm-1 and 461–463 cm-1. Crystalline silica mineral
quartz has an absorption band near 1100 cm-1, it also has a unique doublet band – 798 cm.1 and 779
cm-1, which is very characteristic. The bending bands for Si-O band occurred at 557 cm-1 (HernándezOrtiz et al. 2015; Eckert et al. 2015; Vahur et al. 2011 ). Usually this characteristic band for moganite
occurred about 576 cm-1, but according Zhang when moganite is present in small quantity in a sample
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the peak shifts in the region 555–576 cm-1 (Zhang 2014). Thus, the peak at 557 cm-1 suggests moganite concentration in sample 12 to about 14%. On other hand, sample 14 did not show any features in
that region so we can state that sample 14 did not consist of moganite (also confirmed by XRD results). The characteristic FTIR bands for water in these samples of flint are found in the area between
3000–3800 cm-1 (fig. 18.B). We mark on this figure the O-H stretching modes of hydrogen bonds at
3448–3435 cm-1 and the isolated silanol groups at 3588 cm-1 (Eckert et al. 2015).
No significant changes in the FTIR features were observed after heating of sample 12 to 650°C
for 4 hours in powdery form. The only change is the disappearance of the band 3588 cm-1 assigned
to silanol groups (Si-OH).
The sample 14 was characterized by an absence of bands in the region of silanol groups (about
3590 cm-1). The silanol groups, or so-called chemical bonded water, start to release gradually at
temperatures above 200°C (Schmidt et al. 2013а). Thus, we can state that sample 14 was already
subjected to high temperature, which corresponds to the archaeological context of the sample – a
burnt Chalcolithic house.

Discussion and Conclusions
From a petrographic point of view, as mentioned above, there are no changes in the observed
micropetrographic features of the heated and unheated flint samples of Balkan, Kriva reka and Ravno
flint types. Thus, it can be assumed that heat treatment does not affect significantly the micropetrographic characteristics of the flint artefacts studied and the major siliceous minerals remain unaltered. On the other hand, the macropetrographic characteristics of the flint rocks (colour change and
lustre on fractured surfaces) or geomechanical parameters (fracture toughness) turn out to be much
more indicative of heat-treated artefacts (see Domanski et al., 2009).
From the microstructural point of view, it is well known that flints and other microcrystalline
quartz rocks contains chemically bound water up to 1–2% – silanol groups (Si-OH) and molecular
water (Flörke, et al. 1982). According to FTIR the silanol groups are destroyed after heating up
to 650°C (fig. 18.B). The loss of silanol groups results in internal condensation of water which is
expelled through open pores. On the other hand, flint pore volume drops dramatically when heat
treatment temperature is above 200°C, resulting in reduction in the size and amount of porosity in
flints (Roqué-Rosell et al. 2011). The combination of internal water release and reduction in open
pores leads to internal pressure which can be detrimental to the integrity of the rock, especially at
higher heating rates. As mentioned in the Introduction, another transformation occurs in flints upon
heating – at 573°C the quartz undergoes change in crystal structure, from α-quartz to ß-quartz. The
polymorph change is reversible and thus is not detected by FTIR and XRD. The α ⁄ ß quartz inversion
is accompanied by a linear expansion of 0.45% which could be a reason for cracking (Blasy 2014).
If we draw an analogy of the destruction of flint at high temperature with the destruction of concrete
(based on conventional Portland cement) we can see many similarities. The exposure of concrete to
high temperature leads to the so-called fire spalling effect – exploding flakes of a material that are
broken off the larger solid body, which is similar to the development of cracks, pot lids and their
craters on flint surfaces. The main reasons for the fire spalling effect in concrete are pressure from liberation of water vapour from the aggregate and cement paste and rapid structure and volume change
in the aggregates (Jansson 2013). Both reasons are valid for the destruction of flints on exposure to
high temperatures.
Although, it is not rare for ceramic vessels to crack, deform or even disintegrate during baking,
they are much more resistant to thermal treatment than flints. Generally, clays with lower quartz content are assumed to have high thermal shock resistance because of the expansion behaviour of silica
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А

B

Fig. 18. Measured FTIR spectra of samples 12 and 14 in the area between: А – 1500–400 cm-1; B –3800–
3000 cm-1
Обр. 18. Измерени инфрачервени спектри на образци 12 и 14 в областта на: А – 1500–400 cm-1; B –
3800–3000 cm-1
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(Rice 1987). It is considered that flints can be successfully heated to temperatures lower than 300°C
with soaking time of several hours (Mandeville, Flenniken 1974; Flenniken, White 1983). However,
there is a critical temperature at which strong thermal alterations occur causing uneven expansion
and fracture of flint. This critical temperature is due to the crystalline properties of quartz and it can
be quite variable in different flint types. Additionally, impurities that often contribute to the composition of the flint may enhance the process.
To summarize, the destruction of flints by high temperature impact could be divided into two
critical stages: the first is the heating up to “quartz point” 573°C where free and chemically bonded
water is released. At this stage the level of destruction strongly varies with the heating rate, thus in
very slow heating the condensed internal water can escape through pores without damaging the flint
structure. That is why the practice of heating flints to enhance its flaking properties is precise procedure involving slow heating rates and pre-heating stages to ensure safe expelling of the released water from the dense flint structure. The second crucial stage is the “quartz point”. At this temperature
flint brittleness has increased (Ahler 1983) and the rapid quartz inversion accompanied with volume
change can cause damage to the material. However, the alteration of flint on heating is a complex
process, and other factors such as size and shape of the specimen, presence of trace minerals, uneven
exposure, or some microdefect in the structure could also promote cracking and even spalling.
The crucial question from an archaeological perspective is how to recognize the heating effect and alterations on flint artefacts; a subsequent question is whether it is possible to distinguish
between intentional and accidental heating – are there reliable criteria for such a distinction?
The first question concerns all flint artefacts in assemblages from the Palaeolithic till the
Bronze Age. Relevant analysis of any chipped stone assemblage requires careful observation (based
on unambiguous surface characteristics) of artefacts, taking into consideration the context (vide infra). The visual and easily detectable stigmata of heat treatment consist of gradual modifications of
flint surfaces. Criteria such as colour changes and the shiny aspect of negative removals could imply
an intentional and strictly controlled heating for better knapping (Domański et al. 2009; Sunseri,
Delage 2016).
Other features such as cracks, pot lids, numerous craters and fractures are indicative of an irreversible disintegration of flints, that could be due to uncontrolled heating (if the process was deliberate), or accidental exposure to the heat of unavoidable devastating fire. Even in case of deliberate
house-burning, there is no reason to consider it as intentional human act upon the flints, seeking to
transform them.
The second question is more complicated because many features and factors must be taken
into consideration to arrive at a realistic interpretation. Based on already distinctively heated/burnt
flint artefacts, a detailed contextual analysis should be done to answer the question whether these
artefacts were heat-treated within the context they belong to (layers with ash or burnt daub remains),
proximity to a thermal structure (fire, oven) OR the artefacts had been heated before their discovery.
The last mentioned might suggest deliberate thermal treatment at a particular place off-site or at least
beyond the area of exploration.
Extrapolating the above-mentioned conditions to our archaeological case studies, it is obvious
that in none of them did deliberate well-controlled heating take place. An exception could be the flint
hoard of Tell Kosharna, which offers an example of protective rather than destructive thermal impact
on artefacts. Items with cracks and pot lid craters are exceptional. All other case-studies suggest incidental heating provoked by random exposure to high temperature or involvement in severe firing.
Further careful recording and documentation of ‘burnt’ archaeological flints, combined with
a larger experimental programme of artefact heating is needed to shed light on many aspects and
details of this challenging problem inherent in archaeological practice.
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Кремъчни артефакти след термично въздействие:
археологически свидетелства, експерименти и анализи

(резюме)

Мария Гюрова, Полина Андреева, Александър Николов,
Борислав Бaрбов, Мария Костадинова-Аврамова

Нагряването на кремъци (суровини и артефакти) е един от интересните и широко експлоатирани проблеми в археометрията. В чисто археологическа перспектива предизвикателството
се състои в разпознаването на артефакти с термични въздействия и в опита да се разграничи
съзнателното от инцидентно нагряване. Познавателният аспект включва различни експерименти по контролирано нагряване на каменни материали, с последващи специфични анализи за
идентифициране на механичните и химически промени в тяхната (микро)структура.
Статията не предлага експерименти по термично третиране на кремъци с цел подобряване на цепителните им свойства. Нейното предназначение е да представи адекватно документирани и илюстрирани промените, които кремъчните артефакти претърпяват в резултат на
експериментално нагряване (до термичен шок). Този подход предлага възможност за екстра-
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полация на наблюденията върху реални археологически свидетелства. В тази връзка са приведени примери с артефакти с ралична степен на термични въздействия от един неолитен обект
(Слатина–София) и пет халкоритни селищни могили (Кошарна, Бургас, Скритата, Иваново и
Петко Каравелово) (обр. 1–6).
За целта на проучването 13 археологически артефакта от разнообразни суровини бяха
последователно нагрети до две различни температури – 300 и 600°C в муфелна пещ MF 306
при скорост на загряване 10°C/мин, време на задържане 30 мин и скорост на изстиване над
8 часа (обр. 7–9). Тази пещ редовно се използва в Лабораторията по палеомагнетизъм към
НИГГГ–БАН за определяне максималните температури на изпичане на различни материали
от изпечена глина. Използваната за целта методика е базирана на минералогичните трансформации, които протичат по време на греене и засягат съществено магнитната възприемчивост.
За съжаление този подход се оказа неприложим за изследваните кремъци, тъй като те са изградени предимно от силиций и не притежават достатъчно силен магнитен сигнал, който да може
да бъде измерван с нужната точност.
Последствията от двустепенната термична интервенция върху артефактите са описани
и илюстрирани като макроскопски изменения и деформации (обр. 10–13), както и от гледна
точка на микроскопски текстурни промени (обр. 14).
За по-задълбочено изследване на промените, които високите температури предизвикват
върху кремъците (от малки повърхностни модификации до разпадане на кремъка), са направени следните анализи: микропетрография и микроструктурен анализ (прахова рентгенова
дифракция и инфрачервена спектроскопия с Фурие трансформация). Тези анализи извършени
преди и след нагряване дават информация за настъпилите структурни промени и тяхното макроскопско изражение.
Микропетрографски са изследвани артефакти от три основни типа флинт от Северна
България: 1) артефакт от раннонеолитното селище Ябълково (Балкански флинт), нагрят до
300°C; 2) етнографски елемент от диканя (флинт тип Крива Река), нагрят до 600°C; и 3) артефакт от с.м. Смядово (флинт тип Равно), нагрят до 600°C. Техните петрографски характеристики са сравнени с тези на по-рано изследвани флинтови суровини и артефакти от Балкански,
Крива Река и Равно типове флинт (обр. 15 и 16). Иновативният за проблематиката компаративен микропетрографски анализ показва, че не се установяват различия в митропетрографските особености на нагретите и сурови проби от флинтови артефакти и суровини.
Разрушаването на кремъци при високотемпературно въздействие може да бъде разделено на два критични етапа: първият е нагряването до „кварцовата точка“ (573°C). През този
етап се отделя свободна и химически свързана вода. Тук степента на разрушаване се влияе
силно от скоростта на нагряване и дифузията на отделената вода (обр. 17 и 18). Така при много
бавно нагряване кондензиралата във вътрешността вода ще може да излезе през порите, без да
повреди структура на кремъка. Ето защо практиката на нагряване на кремъци, с цел подобряване на цепителните свойства, е прецизна процедура с бавни скорости на нагряване и етапи
на предварително загряване, за да се гарантира безопасното извеждане на отделената вода
през плътната кремъчна структура. Вторият важен етап е самата „кварцова точка“. При тази
температура крехкостта на кремъка e силно повишена и бързата прекристализация на кварца,
придружена с промяна на обема, води до сериозни повреди и разрушаване на материала. Като
цяло в нагряването на кремъка и произтичащите необратими промени оказват влияние и други фактори като: размер и форма на образеца; наличие на примеси; неравномерно нагряване;
микродефекти в структурата и т.н.
Проблемът в неговите археологически и чисто аналитични аспекти е в сферата на интензивни проучвания и регулярно предлага нови предизвикателства, резултати и перспективи.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this communication is to briefly discuss the role of a little-known military commander of Philip II’s army
in the context of the Macedonian expansion in Thrace. Demetrius is mentioned as Philip’s admiral during the siege of
Byzantium in 340 BC by Dionysius of Byzantium (Anaplus of the Bosporus 65). The lead sling bullets published here,
bearing the name Demetrius and originating from the villages of Zhelad, Shumen district, the regions of Pavlikeni and
Razgrad-Omurtag, as well as from Selymbria (modern Silivri), strongly confirm his participation in the campaigns of
Philip II not only in the Propontis region, but also in the West Black sea coast and in Northeastern Thrace. Thus Demetrius
would become the second Macedonian commander, together with the well-known Hipponikos, who are securely attested in
a combination of historical, epigraphic and archaeological data. Future discoveries of sling bullets with Demetrius’ name
could also serve as a reliable benchmark for identifying other historically unknown Macedonian commanders who took
part in Philip II’s military campaigns.
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For a long time the only military commander, expressly attested in the written sources as serving
under Philip II of Macedon, was Hipponikos. In 341 BC Demosthenes recounted how Philip II sent a
contingent of 1,000 mercenaries to Eretria led by Hipponikos and another regiment under Eurylochus
and Parmenio in order to thwart the creation of the Euboean League (Worthington 2008, 125;
Knoepfler 2015; Laursen 2019).1 Demosthenes’ statement that Hipponikos was a commander serving
under Philip II has been increasingly supported by archaeological evidence from the Chalcidice
region and the middle reaches of Strumeshnica River. For example, the discovery of 16 sling bullets
inscribed ΙΠΠΟǁΝΙΚΟΥ confirmed his presence at the siege of Olynthus in 348 BC (Robinson 1941,
426, cat. nos. 2186–2201). In addition, two examples belonging to the Hilprecht Collection most
likely originate from Olynthus as well (Warden 1997, 17, cat. nos. 16–17; cf. Robinson 1941, 426,
n. 168). A set of three sling bullets with the name of Hipponikos were found during excavations of
the acropolis of Tsarevi Kuli near Strumica (Angelovski 2012, 261, figs. 1–2; cf. Nankov 2015a, 25).
Most recently, an unspecified number belonging to Hipponikos and Kleoboulos was also discovered
along the city walls of Apollonia in Mygdonia (site of Μπουντρούμια) south of Lake Bolbe (SEG
1 Dem. 9.58.: “καὶ γάρ τοι πέμψας Ἱππόνικον ὁ σύμμαχος αὐτοῖς Φίλιππος καὶ ξένους χιλίους, τὰ τείχη περιεῖλε
τοῦ Πορθμοῦ καὶ τρεῖς κατέστησε τυράννους, Ἵππαρχον, Αὐτομέδοντα, Κλείταρχον· καὶ μετὰ ταῦτ᾽ ἐξελήλακεν ἐκ τῆς
χώρας δὶς ἤδη βουλομένους σῴζεσθαι, τότε μὲν πέμψας τοὺς μετ᾽ Εὐρυλόχου ξένους, πάλιν δὲ τοὺς μετὰ Παρμενίωνος.”
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Fig. 1. 1. Lead sling bullet inscribed ΔΗΜ[Η]ǁΤΡΙΟ. Regional Museum of History, Shumen, Inv. No. 12955.;
2 – Lead sling bullet inscribed ΔΗΜΗǁΤΡΙΟ. Museum of History, Pavlikeni, Inv. No. 671; 3. Lead sling bullet
inscribed Δ[ΗΜΗ]ǁΤΡΙΟ. Collection “Vatevi”, Inv. No. 2996 (photos by Е. Nankov)
Обр. 1. 1. Оловна тежест за прашка с надпис ΔΗΜ[Η]ǁΤΡΙΟ. Регионален исторически музей Шумен,
Инв. №12955; 2. Оловна тежест за прашка с надпис ΔΗΜΗǁΤΡΙΟ. Исторически музей Павликени,
Инв. №671; 3. Оловна тежест за прашка с надпис Δ[ΗΜΗ]ǁΤΡΙΟ. Колекция „Ватеви“, Инв. №2996
(снимки E. Нанков)

59. 650bis; Hatzopoulos 1994, 177–178). The sling bullets testify to Demosthenes’ account (Dem.
9. 26; cf. 7. 28) who mentioned that the town was destroyed by Philip II (cf. Hatzopoulos 1994,
161; Flensted–Jensen 2004, 816, no. 545). The examples from the collection of sling bullets at
Basel (Vischer 1878, 263, no. 34), as well as the Canelopoulos and Froehner Collections have no
provenance (Empereur 1981, 559–560, nos. 16–17; Hellmann 1982, 83, no. 35). In short, the sling
bullets of Hipponikos are now firmly established as a reliable benchmark by which other Macedonian
commanders, most notably Kleoboulos and Anaxandros, for whom no historical accounts exist, could
be connected with the military campaigns of Philip II in inland Thrace during 342–340 BC (Hristov,
Manov 2011; Avram et al. 2013, 261–262, 277; Nankov 2015b, 3–4).
It turned out that Hipponikos was not the only Macedonian commander whose actions had
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resonated in the Greek historical tradition. Recently, O. Gabelko has argued quite convincingly about
the identity of a little-known Macedonian fleet commander, named Demetrius, who apparently took
part in the unsuccessful siege of Byzantium by Philip II in 340–339 BC (Gabelko 2015; cf. Ellis 1976,
182, n. 6; Dumitru 2006, 141–142; Gyuzelev 2015, 28; Ellis 1976, 174–180; Hammond, Griffith
1979, 566–581; Delev 1997, 23–25) 2. The sole reference to his actions in the context of a fierce naval
battle, after which the besieged emerged victorious, comes from Dionysius of Byzantium’s Anaplous
Bosporou. There Demetrius is clearly described as a commander of Philip’s army, “..Demetrium,
Philippi ducem exercitus..”.3
Another remnant of Demetrius’ involvement during the sieges of Perinthus and Byzantium,
which was not discussed by O. Gabelko, is a lead sling bullet inscribed ΔΗΜΗǁΤΡΙΟ allegedly
originating from Selymbria (Cat. no. 4), now in the Anastasios Stamoulis Collection4, which was
ravaged by Philip II as well en route to Byzantium in 340 BC (Isaac 1986, 208–211; Hammond,
Griffith 1979, 574, n. 2; Loukopoulou, Laitar 2004, 922; Sarakinski, Panovski 2012, 74–79). The
proposed date of the inscription (a shortened genitive ending in “O” rather than “OY”) in the middle
or the second half of the 4th century BC has made the association of the bullet with the reign of Philip
II more likely (Avram et al. 2013, 268).5 In antiquity the use of slingers during naval battles was more
common than one might expect, as is evident from the numerous historical references which mention
the employment of slingers on shipboards (Pritchett 1991, 60–61). Conceivably, this practice or a
land siege may account for the presence of sling bullets inscribed with Demetrius’ name in the region
of Selymbria.
Archaeological excavations of the acropolis of Heraion Teikhos (mod. Karaevlialtı) and at
Hieron Oros (mod. Kartaltepe/Bakacaktepe) have recently brought to light further evidence for
the movement of Macedonian troops in the Propontis region during the 340s BC. Among the finds
reported from destruction strata at Karaevlialtı are sling bullets, arrowheads and spearheads, which
the excavators associate with the siege laid by Philip II in 352 BC (Atik 2017, 59; Karaca 2019,
138–141; Loukopoulou, Laitar 2004, 918–919). Similar items, including stone projectiles and
sling bullets, have been found during rescue excavations at Kartaltepe/Bakacaktepe. The material,
however, still remains unpublished (Koçel Edem 2010, 310, n. 13; Karaca 2019, 130–132, Fig. 27).
O. Gabelko’s hypothesis may be strengthened even further by putting forward new archaeological
data from Northeastern Bulgaria, which I have already mentioned in passing elsewhere (Nankov
2016, 285, n. 21). Here they are presented in more detail. Stray finds of three lead sling bullets
inscribed ΔΗΜΗǁΤΡΙΟ, virtually identical to the example reported from Selymbria, have become
known from the village of Zhelad, Shumen district (Cat. no. 1), and from unspecified locations in

2

Diod. Sic. 16.74.2–16.77.3.

3 Dionysius Byzantius, Per Bosporum navigatio 65: “Post Comarodes consequitur littus editum, asperum, cautesque concavaе ex mari eminentes, quas antique Bacchias nominarunt ex eo, quod circum ipsas concitato motu fluctus
furere et bacchari videntur. Hic Demetrium, Philippi ducem exercitus, quum vicessent Byzantii, Θερμημερίαν nominarunt
locum a re ipsa quae contigerat. “ The text in paragraphs 58 to 95 has survived only in the Latin translation by Pierre Gilles
who lived during the XVI century, cf. Gabelko 2015, 28; Gyuzelev 2015, 8–10.
4 Seure 1912, 534 mentions that all items from the Stamoulis Collection, which was donated to the Numismatic
Museum at Athens in 1924, originated either from Silivri (ancient Selymbria) or the immediate surroundings.
5 On the same grounds the identification of the legend ΔΗΜΗǁΤΡΙΟ with Demetrios Poliorketes (so Ikonomou,
Varoukha-Khristodoulopoulo 1955, 147, n. 2) has already been rejected, cf. Avram et al. 2013, 236, n. 25–26; Nankov
2016, 285.
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the regions of Pavlikeni6 and Razgrad-Omurtag7 (Cat. nos. 2–3). Although none comes from a secure
archaeological context, their nearly identical metrology, weight and inscriptions indicate a serial
output of sling ammunition manufactured for Demetrius’ troops. The sling bullets illustrate further
the movement of Philip’s soldiers in the region of Northeastern Bulgaria, following a retreat along
the Greek apoikiai on the West Black Sea coast, after Philip’s unsuccessful sieges at Perinthus and
Byzantium (Nankov 2016, 286–287). It is thus reasonable to expect that future discoveries may
increase the number of sling bullets inscribed with Demetrius’ name.8 Eventually, they could serve as
reliable benchmarks, as in the case of Hiponnikos’ bullets, for identifying other historically unknown
Macedonian commanders of slingers in Thrace.

CATALOGUE
1. Regional Museum of History – Shumen, Inv. No. 12955. Village of Zhelad, Shumen district; L 29 W 16 Th 12 Wt: 29,76
g. Cast in a bivalve mold, almond-shaped, good condition, two scratches; casting sprues from mold. ΔΗΜ[Η]ǁΤΡΙΟ.
Reading: Δημήτριο(υ) (fig. 1.1).
Publication: Nankov 2016, cat. no. 4.
2. Museum of History – Pavlikeni, Inv. No. 671. Region of Pavlikeni, Veliko Tarnovo district; L 30 W 16 Th 13 Wt: 30,13
g. Cast in a bivalve mold, almond-shaped, well preserved, casting sprues from mold, several deep linear cuts from tool
(knife?). ΔΗΜΗǁΤΡΙΟ. Reading: Δημήτριο(υ) (fig.1.2).
Unpublished.
3. Collection “Vatevi”, Inv. No. 2996. Region of Razgrad-Omurtag; L 29 W 16 Th 12 Wt: 29,88 g. Cast in a bivalve mold,
almond-shaped, intact, small linear scratch, letters worn on front side. Δ[ΗΜΗ]ǁΤΡΙΟ. Reading: Δημήτριο(υ) (fig. 1.3).
Unpublished.
4. Numismatic Collection “Anastasios Stamoulis”. Selymbria or vicinity; L 27 W 15 Th not reported Wt: 27,64 g. Cast
in a bivalve mold, almond-shaped. ΔΗΜΗǁΤΡΙΟ. Reading: Δημήτριο(υ).
Publication: Ikonomou, Varoukha-Khristodoulopoulo 1955, 147, no. 993 (not illustrated).
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Demetrius, Dux Philippi: един македонски командир на
Филип II в Тракия
(по данни от тежестите за бойна прашка с надписи)

(резюме)

Eмил Нанков

Целта на това съобщение е да дискутира накратко ролята на един малко известен военен
командир от армията на Филип II в контекста на македонската експанзия в Тракия. Деметрий
е споменат в историческите извори като Филипов пълководец при обсадата на Бизантион през
340 г. пр. Хр. единствено от Дионисий Бизантийски (Анаплус на Боспора 65). Публикуваните
тук оловни тежести за бойна прашка, носещи името Деметрий и произхождащи от с. Желъд,
Шуменско, района на Павликенско и Разградско, както и от Селимбрия, потвърждават категорично неговото участие в походите на Филип II не само в Пропонтида, но и по Западния Понт
и в Североизточна Тракия. Така той се превръща във втория македонски пълководец, заедно с
добреизвестния Хипоник, който е засвидетелстван в комбинация от исторически, епиграфски
и археологически данни. Така бъдещи находки на тежести с името на Деметрий биха могли
да послужат и като сигурни репери за идентифициране на други исторически неизвестни командири на прашкари, взели участие във военните кампании на Филип II.
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Books on chipped-stone assemblages are not a frequent event in the scientific discourse of the Balkans. This is the first reason this luxury book cannot be omitted. Another is the fact that the book
presents part of the exceptionally rich lithic inventory of the well-known multilayer settlement of
Mǎgura Gorgana Tell.
The most recent achievement of the Pietrele project is the publication of the chipped-stone
assemblages from the Chalcolithic layers. The book summarizes the results of a long and continuous
study of these assemblages, thus compiling and completing the regular reports of its authors to the
Eurasia Antiqua periodical.
The text is structured in 12 parts – not necessarily chapters (incl. Introduction, Discussion,
Conclusions and a chapter written by Ch. Nachev) consisting, in total, of 68 pages of text. An abstract, bibliography and 85 plates of drawings are presented after the main text. There are high quality colour photographs providing adequate visibility of features such as morphology and raw material
of the artefacts, as well as numerous graphs and tables with statistical data aiming to facilitate the
reading and comprehension of the text (fig. 1)
The Introduction defines the book as an “interdisciplinary study of the techno-typological and
functional characteristics and examination of the raw material system of procurement and supply of
the blade technology in the Lower Danube area...”(p. 1). This statement (omitting the ambiguous use
of ‘procurement and supply’ which should refer to the raw material and not to the blade technology)
provokes big expectations in the readers. Moreover, it is asserted that the assemblages are analyzed
in synchronic and diachronic aspects i.e.: i) in comparison with Chalcolithic assemblages from parts
of Bulgaria and ii) as correlation between Neolithic and Chalcolithic inventories within the Tell
itself (p. 1). Last but not least, the authors affirm a re-examination of the entire lithic material (i.e.
re-assessment of their previous (!) study) with the invaluable help of J. Pelegrin, who worked on the
site for a couple of seasons (p. 2).
The introduction offers a comparative chronological table of four Balkan countries and Turkey
but unfortunately does not contain a map of the site in its regional context, or any planigraphic or
stratigraphic scheme which would be very useful (if not obligatory!) for the concrete study.
Chapter 2 provides the methods of research with a short description of six categories of artefacts, which had been recorded, analyzed and interpreted. The list starts with a newly distinct catThis article and the content of the journal is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0
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Fig. 1. Cover of the book
Обр. 1. Корица на книгата

egory of ‘bladelets’ and ends with the routine retouched tools, with cores, blades, debris and flakes
between them. It is noteworthy that the tool spectrum consists of eight types of endscrapers (some
of them being in fact combined tools) multiple types of burins and a peculiar ‘new’ definition of the
splintered pieces, formulated by J. Pelegrin, which is suspiciously similar to the traditional one from
1956, but focusing on the hammer and percussion technique (p. 5-6). Another ‘novelty’ is the introduction of the term ‘foliates’ to describe bifacial points with pressure flaking. Lastly ‘thermal debris’
are called pieces with heating alterations, but the term is very confusing since ‘thermal’ refers to the
process of heating while here the discussion revolves around altered artefacts.
Chapter 3 contains short information about the excavated areas of the site and two informative
tables that show the number of artefacts from all trenches. The studied assemblages reach the respectable number of 13 658 artefacts. In the second table half of the artefacts are presented by chronocultural periods. It is clearly stated that the book contains only artefacts from defined structures and
six houses are listed; unfortunately, there is no additional summary of the number of pieces analyzed
and presented in this volume.
Chapter 4 deals with the raw material supply system in the Chalcolithic occupations of the
Tell. The distribution of blade fragments by length is summarized in three graphs, while the variety
of raw materials used for 1047 artefacts is presented in three tables. In the context of raw mate-
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rial supply and preferential use, the ratio between blade fragments is instructive but should not be
the only criterion and argument for consideration. Based on the graphs, a conclusion is drawn that
Nikopol flint was below the ‘requirements and needs’ of the Tell population during the Early and the
Late Chalcolithic. This statement contradicts the data in Tables 4–6 where the quantity of Nikopol
flint increases significantly from Early to Late Gumelniţa and this increase is much higher than the
increase in the proportions of Ravno and Kriva Reka flints.
In total, there are seven categories of distinct raw material and apart from Ravno and Kriva
Reka types of Ludogorie flint, a Nikopol type of Moesian flint is also identified. Presumably, it could/
should be Balkan Flint, but neither recent relevant publications on this type of flint and its Nikopol
sources are cited, nor are simple photographs provided to visualise the various flint/raw material
types. All studies cited in the chapter are old publications, hence the important revisions and new
database of raw materials in north Bulgaria (Andreeva et al. 2014; Gurova et al. 2016b) are omitted
without justification. Although, ultimately, the raw material types are neither comprehensibly presented nor illustrated, the interested reader may look at fig. 80 in this volume (Nachev’s study) where
the main raw material types are presented as samples for petrographic analysis. In my view, sample
2 of fig. 80 is an unambiguous example of Balkan Flint with known outcrops in the Pleven–Nikopol
area (see fig. 80 in this volume and compare with fig. 13 in Gurova (2012); fig. 13 in Gurova, Bonsall
(2014) and fig. 5 in Gurova et al. (2016b).
In Chapter 5 the assemblages from Early and Late Chalcolithic contexts from different tranches and structures are presented. They are described in chronological order and by trenches and houses
for both the tell site and the flat settlement nearby. Obviously, the material is very interesting and
the attribution of part of it to ‘closed features’ within and/or outside houses offers theoretically great
potential for comparison on synchronic and diachronic levels and also for informative spatial observations. This potential is reinforced by the abundant statistical data presented in tables and graphs.
Unfortunately, there are no serious observations and conclusions on any of the above-mentioned
interpretative levels. Neither is there any consistency in presenting (incl. in tables) and discussing
the artefact categories from different structures. There is, however, a short comment that none of the
artefact categories allows the recognition of “any definite trend in artefact clustering in the individual
structures” (p. 12). At the same time, some unclear descriptions, anecdotal statements and long citations with no authors’ comments are present. As for the ‘functional characteristics’ of the artefacts
– they are purely speculative without any supporting analysis, often based on ‘personal communications’1. For example:
- The distinction between the so-called ‘snap’ pieces, all drawn as burins in the plates, but
interpreted as resulting from ad hoc activity (household activity, not knapping one) and the rare
examples of dihedral or truncation burins is far from convincing and well argued (p. 15 and all cited
drawings). For some of the assemblages burins on snap are distinguished, while other burins are
grouped together (compare tables 11, 12 and 20).
- One short paragraph is sufficient to illustrate the numerous logical and terminological misunderstandings and confusions: “The prevalence of thermic debris is linked with the burnt structures
in house B1 and B2. The appearance of this category should, therefore, be attributed to tool curation
such as: use, re-sharpening chipping etc, but not to blade core reduction” (p. 17) ... This is a deeply
enigmatic statement with confusing terminology and meaning!
- Some of the very few data evoking functional connotations for some artefacts are presented
on p. 24 as a personal communication by M. Kay. In house F2 a fragment of an antler sickle handle
and several flint inserts were found, and were interpreted in terms of the “possibility of some farming
1

A hallmark of Gatsov’s writings is the significant number of comments cited as ‘personal communication’.
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activities in this house”. It is well known (or evidently not!) that sickles are farming implements used
primarily for harvesting in the field. Sickles could be used for grass cutting between houses in an
on-site context, but it is barely plausible to use sickles (as grinding stones for example) in ‘farming
activity’ in a house, where they simply could be stored. On the other hand, if the antler handle came
from a certain stratigraphic context, that is a very important observation because (again!?) it is well
known that in Bulgaria with a highly developed agricultural system in the Chalcolithic NO antler
handles of sickles are found and wooden hafts are assumed to have been used (Todorova 1986, 138;
Gurova 2018, 197). If this interesting issue had been raised by the authors, it might have triggered a
very interesting discussion about the palaeoeconomy in the area and neighbouring regions.
- Another potentially very interesting but somehow overlooked line of evidence comes from
Trench G of the flat settlements belonging to the Early Chalcolithic. A series of micro endscrapers is
illustrated, but not adequately discussed. The endscrapers with shortened proportions and the micro
endscrapers could be interpreted as a legacy from the Late Neolithic technological tradition (valid
for Bulgarian industries as well) and this is an important feature of the transition between the Late
Neolithic and Early Chalcolithic. The fact that this layer offers recognizable features for both periods
deserves greater attention and conceptualization.
- The bifacial points from Trench F (n=6) and Trench B (n=5) according to tables 11 and 20
are illustrated on pp. 22-23 and it is obvious that the term foliates is not appropriate. Curiously, the
drawings have more ‘foliates’ and the correlation between the statistical data and the illustrations is
somewhat broken, the text does not tell anything on this point.
Chapter 6 is undoubtedly the ‘peak’ of the analytical and interpretive fabric of the book. Based
on J. Pelegrin’s direct contribution to the re-assessment of blades and in his numerous instructive
publications, the chapter contains short descriptions of the five attested removal techniques: lever
and long crutch pressure, indirect (punch) percussion and two direct percussion techniques. In the
case of direct percussion with a soft hammer it is accurately mentioned that the technique was used
for resharpening of already fashioned tools. Graphs comparing width and thickness of the blades
removed by different techniques are provided alongside the nice colour photos of artefacts. Unsurprisingly, anecdotal descriptions appear, such as “end scrapers detached by punch percussion” (p.
33, caption of fig. 56). The obvious meaning is that this technique was applied to the blanks/ blades
submitted to secondary retouching (fashioning) and thus transformed into endscrapers.
The stigmata defined and used by J. Pelegrin for the identification of removal techniques contain parameters with different discriminatory significance. Based on the illustrations, there are not
many complete blades. In the case of blade fragmentation, the most instructive are the proximal fragments with the butt and bulb area. This chapter, unfortunately, does not contain any basic information
of blade number, fragmentation and dimensions in order to consider adequately the application of
stigmata on the available blades. Graphs can only complete the information, not to replace it.
What is also missing, but would have been very helpful here in my opinion, is: i) to provide
data on the absolute number of blades referred to distinct removal techniques; ii) to introduce the
discourse of blade production and technology (largely discussed in chapters 10 and 11) by short comment on Manolakakis’s studies, at least that on the Kamenovo workshop (Manolakakis 2011); iii) to
provide an informative and well-illustrated synopsis of technological stigmata – thus reinforcing J.
Pelegrin’s contribution, as it was done in some cases in his previous studies (see Pelegrin 2002).
Chapter 7 is, in my view, the most interesting, best presented (incl. illustrated) and argued
section of the book. It is devoted to seven of the caches found on the Tell, all coming from domestic
contexts and consisting of 5 to 18 pieces. Interesting data on dimensions, secondary fashioning and
refitting of blades is provided. Several functional features of some artefacts are mentioned (cited, of
course, as personal communications). Detailed reasoning about the way the artefacts were supplied
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from the workshops, their deposition and the dichotomy of their functional connotations (sacred vs
profane) is presented. The possibility that the Kamenovo workshop is the unique and only known
place where the blades could originate and be brought to the site for subsequent use is not mentioned.
The authors’ attempt to extend the theoretical discourse about the functional meaning of hoards
is, however, a little far-fetched. They are seeking for arguments of profane vs. sacred as interpretive
proxy of the hoards in PPNB contexts of Syria and Cyprus, in contexts that preceding the ones from
Pietrele by millennia. Had they been willing to relevantly and reliably enlarge their contextual/regional knowledge of caches, the authors would have found informative descriptions of several hoards
from Smiadovo Tell in Bulgaria in L. Manolakakis’ book (Manolakakis 2005). They would also have
found a detailed study of a spectacular hoard of superblades with multi-aspect detailed analysis and
interpretation from Sushina Tell in northeastern Bulgaria (Gurova et al. 2016a). The latter contains a
blade longer than 30 cm and two very close to this length, a fact contradicting their affirmation that
such blades came exceptionally from the Varna cemetery (p. 43). The Sushina hoard interpretation
would give the authors’ arguments for some of their functional dilemmas in relation to the Pietrele
caches. However, they prefer to stay in their comfort zone, neglecting obvious and published data
stating that: “As for the Pietrele caches some inadequate information comes from Bulgaria based on
varying quality of archaeological sources” (p. 39) and referring to many and various publications
without any clarification what specifically they consider as ‘inadequate’ vis-à-vis the Pietrele caches!
Chapter 8 focuses on a mixture of periods (from the Palaeolithic to the Copper Age) and research areas (Balkans, northwest Pontic Region, Turkish Black Sea shore and northwest Anatolia)
with the intention to argue whether or not there is a Mesolithic tradition in the formation of the Neolithic and Chalcolithic chipped-stone industries (those of Pietrele in particular). In the context of a series of erratic geometric microliths, coming from the above-mentioned areas, and a rhetoric ‘debate’
with N. Sirakov (based on published and personal communication of NS), a conclusion is reached
that Chalcolithic Pietrele cannot be rooted in the Epigravettian and Mesolithic techno-complexes.
This is a somewhat redundant conclusion since, to my knowledge, no one has ever suggested any
continuity between the microblade Mesolithic tradition and the origin of big to (super)blade specialized production in the Balkan Chalcolithic ?!
Chapter 9 is a short appendix with generalized information on the Neolithic assemblages from
two trenches. The general trends of development of the Neolithic chipped-stone industries from
Bulgaria are listed as a background. As for Pietrele, the difference between the Neolithic and Chalcolithic industries is affirmed to be in the raw material supply system, debitage techniques and typological repertoire, but the real archaeological arguments are anticipated to appear in a forthcoming
volume on the Neolithic materials.
Chapters 10 and 11 (respectively, Discussion and Conclusions) focus on the blade technology
and, in particular, on pressure debitage technique in the Lower Danube basin and eastern Bulgaria
during the 5th mill. BC. A retrospective analysis of lever technique emergence and distribution is made
on a broader scale; the different blade removal techniques recorded at Pietrele are discussed and an
important conclusion is reached that none of them has been carried out on- or off-site at Pietrele. All
blade blanks took part in a well-organized network of procurement and supply for addressing the
needs of Pietrele’s inhabitants. In this network of manufacture and distribution (more correct terms
in my view), of course Ludogiorie in Bulgaria was the core area, offering abundant raw materials and
a unique known workshop for specialized blade manufacture with application of various techniques.
The Chalcolithic production of Pietrele is compared with two assemblages in south Bulgaria,
studied by the authors, and also with published materials from other areas of the Chalcolithic oikumene. A conclusion is drawn that there is no connection between Pietrele assemblages and the
Anatolian and Pontic Chalcolithic industries on the one hand, and with the preceding Neolithic as-
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semblages of Pietrele itself, on the other. An important conclusion is that the lever and long crutch
pressure techniques are attested in the Early Chalcolithic strata of Pietrele and that they underwent
continuous development till the end of the Late Chalcolithic when those technologies disappeared.
The two concluding parts contain multiple variations and repetitions of previously made statements that hamper the reading and have no real contribution in substance.
Chapter 12 is written by Ch. Nachev and focuses on the identification of the raw materials
from the site. Twenty samples of artefacts and raw materials were studied as thin sections using
traditional micropetrographic analysis. The results are compared with a database of raw materials
from Bulgaria and three types of raw materials are identified: both types of Ludogorie flint – Ravno
and Kriva Reka, as well as Upper Cretaceous flint defined as Moesian flint from Nikopol area. The
prevailing types are of Ludogorie flint, and particularly – the Ravno type. The basic sedimentological aspects of the study repeat two publications from 2008 and 2009 (Gurova, Nachev 2008; Nachev
2009)2. For this reason the Balkan Flint (a term with unambiguous archaeological meanings, geological attribution and identified outcrops, including in and near Nikopol) is mentioned and criticized
as a ‘confusing’ term and a ‘scientific mystification’ (p. 61). These comments would have been acceptable prior to 2009 but show neglect of current updates. In the following decade leading up to the
publication of this book in 2019, research has advanced significantly, and particularly on the Balkan
Flint issue, including the following points: i) its distinct macro-petrographic characteristics, archaeological meaning, significance and challenges referring to its identification and provenance (Gurova
2012); ii) an integral archaeometric study with reliably recorded outcrops of Balkan Flint, its precise
geological attribution to the Upper Cretaceous Mezdra Formation and the results of detailed specialized analyses (micropetrography and LA-ICP-MS) (Gurova et al. 2016b), and iii) a new level of
contextual interpretation of the Balkan flint in the Balkan Neolithization (Gurova, Bonsall 2014). It
is scientifically intriguing (and disappointing) that all three contributors to the Pietrele book, seem
equally demotivated to overcome the inertia of interpreting problems that have since been resolved.
The real challenge of a geological study of the abundant flint assemblages of Pietrele could be
the identification of the flint(s) defined as “unknown” (Chapter 4, Tables 4 and 5); instead, the analyses were focused on three easily and even visually recognisable raw materials.

***
After reading these 68 descriptive and ‘analytic-synthetic’ pages, it is somehow unavoidable to
turn back to the Introduction and the authors’ self-evaluation of the scientific purposes and achievements of the book. What thoughts has the reading provoked?
- The lithics from the Chalcolithic strata of Pietrele are extremely interesting. Apart from
their abundance, they have several features that could, in each case, be characterized as a ‘fossile
directeur’ – the bifacial points, the big and super-blades and the hoards. These categories of artefacts
deserve much deeper consideration and contextual interpretation. In fact, the best information for
them comes from the colour photographs.
- The assertion that synchronic and diachronic analyses of the studied assemblages have been
done is far-fetched; there are really no sufficiently consistent observations and conclusions, apart
from the generalized repetitive paragraphs in the concluding chapters. No relevant or instructive
2 It noteworthy to recall here that the common and frequently used by archaeologists in Bulgaria map of Nachev
showing the main flint bearing rocks (fig. 81 in the book) is very helpful for us, but it is not very accurate from geological
point of view. The massive Moesian tectonic unit covers the entire north Bulgaria and respectively all type of flints could
be called Moesian. However Nachev uses Ludogorie flint to distinguish Lower Cretaceous flint deposits in the geographic
region of Ludogorie.
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comparisons are made either with abundantly published and very similar materials from Bulgaria or
with assemblages from the Lower Danube region in Romania. Considering the fact that this book is
only a small part of the complete study carried out by the authors, one might expect better interpretive achievements in the forthcoming books.
- As for the functional characteristics of the assemblages – none is discussed in the proper
sense. All functional allusions are based on selected personal communications by someone else
whose study is obviously among the forthcoming volumes. On the other hand, the publications of
N. Skakun, the main focus of which is the palaeoeconomic aspect of Chalcolithic society, are not
sufficiently considered.
- If this book represents a newly conceptualized (i.e. re-assessed) study of the lithics made by
authors under the stimulating help of J. Pelegrin (as emphasized in the introduction), I am seriously
intrigued how the authors’ research would look without the catalysing role of the French scholar?
In the end, this sumptuous book is undoubtedly useful because it presents an impressive part
of the rich chipped-stone inventory of the Pietrele sitе, in spite of the insufficient contextual and
conceptual interpretive issues that are offered. But readers should expect a higher standard of conceptualization and historical narrative in the planned forthcoming volumes.
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Постерната изложба „София и Белград. Археологически бисери“ е организирана от междуакадемичния проект „Проучване и интерпретация на археологическите култури на териториите
на България и Сърбия“. Тя е една от проявите, посветени на 150-ата годишнина от основаването на Българската академия на науките, 15 години от началото на активното сътрудничество
в областта на археологията между БАН И САНИ, 140-ата годишнина от обявяването на София
за столица на Княжество България и 140 години от установяването на дипломатически отношения между България и Сърбия.
Организатори са Националния археологически институт с музей към Българската академия на науките (НАИМ–БАН) , Сръбската академия за науки и изкуства (САНИ) и Археологическия институт (АИ) (Белград). Техни партньори са Регионален исторически музей София,
Музеят на град Белград, Института за защита на паметниците на културата на град Белград
и Държавно предприятие „Белградска крепост“. Изложбата е реализирана с подкрепата на
софийската Столична община.
Изложбата бе представена в София в градината „Кристал“ (ул. „Г.С. Раковски“ и бул.
„Руски“) от 10 юни до 2 юли 2019 г. (обр. 1) и в Белград на ул. „Вук Караджич“, до сградата на
САНИ от 14 до 30 юни 2019 г. (обр. 2). Тя гостува и в Цариброд/Димитровград от 22 септември
до 5 октомври 2019 г.
Изучаването на археологическите останки и в двата града има над стогодишна история.
Ограниченията на изложбеното пространство и новите постижения и открития на съвременната археологическа наука определят решението да се покажат най-големите и перспективни
обекти, проучвани в последните 20 години. От Белград са подбрани 15 обекта, а от София – 17.
This article and the content of the journal is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0
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Обр. 1. Откриване на постерната изложба в София
Fig. 1. Opening of the poster exhibition in Sofia

Паната, представени в София и Белград, имат различен дизайн, съобразен със спецификата на всяко от местата за представяне и техническите изисквания. Включените находки и
теренни снимки са идентични, но са композирани по различен начин от графичните дизайнери Г. Герасимова и Д. Стеванич, съответно в 28 и 30 постера. Обектите са илюстрирани чрез
кратко анотирани снимки и чертежи, а неразделна и важна част от експозиционния проект е
отпечатаният каталог.
Софиjа и Београд. Археолошки бисери / София и Белград. Археологически бисери /
Sofia and Belgrade. Archaeological pearls. С. Горянова, В. Бикич, Т. Стефанова, С. Поп-Лазич
(ред.). София – Белград, 2019. ISBN 978-954-9472-76-9
Белград и София. Археологически бисери / Београд и Софиjа. Археолошки бисери /
Belgrade and Sofia. Archaeological pearls. С. Горянова, В. Бикич, Т. Стефанова, С. Поп-Лазич
(ред.). Белград – София, 2019. ISBN 978-86-7025-820-4 (САНУ); ISBN 978-86-6439-050-7
(АИ); COBISS.SR-ID 276887820] CIP 902.2(497.11), 902.2(497.2).
Той е самостоятелно каталожно издание на три езика – български, сръбски и английски.
Отпечатването на тиража е поделено между София (Алианс Принт ЕООД) и Белград (Digital
Art), с аксесоарите, специфични за двете структури и държавни издателски системи. Графичното оформление на каталога е на Г. Герасимова.
Особеност е, че самостоятелните каталожни части са обединени в единно книжно тяло
с ротация по хоризонталната ос, т.е. книгата е с две лица.
Кориците са разгъващи се, от мек картон и представят художествени изображения от
исторически епохи, важни за градовете, показващи възприятията на външни наблюдатели за
градската среда. Същевременно и двете картини са части от музеен и архивен фонд. Йозеф
Обербауер е автор на акварела „Реконструкция на Улпия Сердика“ (от фонда на РИМ София)
(обр. 3). Панорамата на Белградската крепост от османския период (втората половина на XVI
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Обр. 2. Откриване на постерната изложба в Белград
Fig. 2. Opening of the poster exhibition in Belgrade

в.) се съхранява в Австрийския държавен архив (обр. 4).
Издателското тяло съдържа 12 кóли, общо 192 страници (за Белград – 95; за София – 97).
За София: снимки и чертежи от обекти – 87, табла с находки – 9, отделни снимки на находки
– 39, карти – 2. За Белград: снимки и чертежи от обекти – 97; табла с находки – 6; единични
снимки на находки – 31; карти – 2.
Съвместната статия на С. Горянова и В. Бикич „Междуакадемичен проект „Проучване и
интерпретация на археологическите култури на териториите на България и Сърбия“ отразява
същността на проекта. През 15-те години развитие на научните контакти проектът е ръководен
от чл. кор. проф. д.и.н. В. Николов от българска страна и от акад. Н. Тасич – от сръбска. Отбелязани са най-важните изяви – разрастване на обмена на литература, участие в научни форуми
на партньорската страна, консултации, гостуване на други постерни изложби. Аргумент за
реализирането на съвместна изложба за София и Белград е не само научното сътрудничество,
а запознаването на по-широка публика с най-новите постижения на археологическото им проучване, привличане на туристически интерес сред все по-активно пътуващите граждани. По
тази причина и изложбата е представена в градска, а не в музейна среда.
Кратките научни съобщения за представените обекти са подготвени самостоятелно от
българския и сръбския екипи, отразявайки спецификите на археологическите проучвания във
всеки от градовете. Текстовете са написани от ръководителите на разкопките или от археолози, добре познаващи и работещи с изготвената на терена документация.
В общата характеристика на подбраните обекти и структурирането на постерите и каталога трябва да се отбележи, че е избран различен подход от авторите и редакторите. За София
водещ принцип при подреждането е хронологическият, допълнен естествено от териториалния. Най-старото разкрито праисторическо селище на територията на днешна София, както
и такива от бронзовата и желязната епохи, се намират далеч от централната част на града.
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Обр. 3. Разгъната корица на каталога – част София. „Реконструкция на Улпия Сердика“ от Йозеф
Обербауер, акварел (фонд на РИМ София)
Fig. 3. Cover of the catalog – Sofia part. “Reconstruction of Ulpia Serdica” by Joseph Oberbauer, aquarelle
(RHM Sofia Archives)

Днешното градско ядро е наследило мястото на многократно преустрояваната антична Сердика. През Средновековието определянето на местоположението на града е затруднено поради
недостига на сигурни археологически данни. В това време активно се формират ядките на
т.нар. Софийска света гора в множество манастири и малки селища. През периода на османското владичество (XV–XIX в.) отново активно се застрояват стари градски терени.
За Белград е избран принципът на териториалното разпределение на обектите. Най-активно през годините е проучването на историческото ядро – територията, на която е разположена Белградската крепост, претърпяла многобройни и значими преустройства от праисторията до края на XIX в. Следват селищни, фортификационни и градски стуктури от различни
епохи в непосредствена близост и в периферията на съвременния град. Хронологическият
принцип е определящ за второто ниво в структурирането на текстовете.
Кратък обзор на темите ще бъде направен поотделно за всяка от столиците.

София
В „Археологическото богатство на София“ (С. Горянова) е направен кратък обзор на
историята и основните научни цели на теренните археологически проучвания в българската
столица от края на XIX в. Отбелязан е приносът на първопроходците В. Стоянов, Ф. Каниц, К.
Иречек, Г. Кацаров, Ст. Добревски и др., както и зависимостта на първите археологически разкопки от градоустройствените и строителни дейности в младата, бурно развиваща се столица.
Важно за организирането на научната дейност се оказва създаването през 1910 г. на комитет
и специален фонд за проучване старините на София. Започва издаването на серията „Материали за историята на София“. С помощта от фонда Б. Филов прави разкопки в базиликата „Св.
София“ и ротондата „Св. Георги“ и публикува резултатите от тях. През 1943 г. в поредицата е
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публикуван сборник с обобщаващи резултати от разкопки в различни точки, главно на останки от античната епоха. Особено важно е издаването на сборниците „Сердика“, том 1 (1964 г.)
и том 2 (1989 г.), както и на поредицата „Сердика–Средец–София“. Още от средата на 50-те
години на XX в. започва експонирането на архитектурни останки на място и вграждането им в
активното градско пространство – източната порта на Сердика и късносредновековната църква със стенописи от XVII в. „Св. Петка Самарджийска“ в двата подлеза на Ларгото; ротондата
„Св. Георги“ със слоеве стенописи от XI–XIV в. и комплекси от сгради източно от нея в двора
на днешния хотел Балкан и сградата на президентството, и др. Значим акт в опазването на
културното наследство на София е издаването на постановление на Министерския съвет за
обявяване на част от площта на античния и средновековния град за историко-археологически
резерват и поставянето под специален режим на четири зони извън него (1976 г.). Направен е
кратък обзор на последните проучвания, които са обект на следващите публикации в каталога. Отбелязано е значението на специално финансиране чрез Столична програма „Култура“ и
различни инфраструктурни и инвестиционни проекти.
Две карти (Г. Иванов, Н. Кечева) ориентират читателя за разположението на обектите на
територията на Столична община.
В. Николов и Д. Такорова представят най-старото селище, разкрито в кв. Слатина. То е
просъществувало от 6100 до 5600 г. пр. Хр. и е сред знаковите селища на първата европейска
цивилизация. Проучени са ровове за магическа охрана на селото от зли сили, къщи с коловоплетена конструкция и глинени обмазки, домашно оборудване, мебелировка, обредни съоръжения, храни, множество предмети от бита и култовите практики. Загадка остава къде са били
погребвани жителите на селището.
В „Селище от финала на късната бронзова епоха при село Чепинци“ (Т. Христова, В.
Петрова) е описан обект, разположен в северната част на Софийската котловина, между реките Перловска и Искър. Проучени са 157 комплекса от жилищни, вкопани и наземни структури. Селището, състоящо се от поне два жилищни района с прилежащите им територии, е
било опожарено. То е датирано от проучвателите в края на бронзовата и прехода към ранната
желязна епоха (XIII–XII в. пр. Хр.) въз основа на откритите находки и керамичния материал.
Голям археологически екип под ръководството на А. Божкова и В. Динчев е проучил
Многослоен обект № 2 по трасето на Северната скоростна тангента на гр. София в кв. Бенковски. При разкопките са изследвани жилищни и вкопани структури от ранната желязна до
елинистическата епоха, късноантичен некропол с ритуал на трупополагане (края на IV–V в.) и
средновековно селище с 12 малки полувкопани жилища от VIII–IX в.
Най-голям е делът на темите, свързани с развитието на антична Сердика. Материалите са организирани в териториално отношениe в две посоки – от проучванията на градската
укрепителна система към ядрото на цитаделата и археологическите разкопки на периферни,
самостоятелни структури в близката околност.
Най-новите резултата от проучването на западната сердикийска порта са представени
от И. Борисова-Кацарова и А. Аладжов. Проследяват се етапите и сериозните промени при
планирането и изграждането на самата порта, част от западната крепостна стена и прилежащите архитектурни комплекси от втората половина на II в. Забелязани са поне пет значими
преустройства на самата порта, на свързаната с нея част от decumanus maximus с установени
четири каменни настилки и на градската канализация под тях. В пространството западно от
стената са разкрити следи от застрояване, предхождащо издигането на първата крепостна стена. В северозападната четвърт на градската територия, във вътрешността на т.нар. „Базилика“,
известна от по-ранни проучвания, е открит мозаечен под с декоративни елементи, характерни
за първата половина на IV в.
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П. Стоянова прави кратък анализ на резултатите от проучването на участък от северната
крепостна стена на Сердика и протейхизмата през последните две години. Те потвърждават
стратиграфската картина от други райони, но дават и нови изобилни находки от живота на
града през IV–VI в.
К. Шалганов и П. Стоянова споделят новите си наблюдения от разкриването на нов
квартал в близост до източната порта на Сердика (на пл. „Независимост“). Там са разкрити и
пешеходни галерии, отворени чрез колонада към главния декуманус.
Най-голямото по площ археологическо изследване от последното десетилетие е свързано с изграждането на нова станция на софийския метрополитен. Ръководителят му М. Иванов
дава стегната характеристика на римските и късноантични културни пластове с дебелина ок. 4
м. Установено е, че Сердика възниква към четвъртото десетилетие на I в. като военен пункт на
Via Diagonalis (Диагоналния път). Разкопките, освен че разкриват нови архитектурни останки и комплекси, дават възможност да се разграничат различни етапи в градския живот. Те са
свързани с изграждането и разрушаването им поради военни набези или природни катаклизми
и отразяват развитието на различни концепции в градоустройството. Проучени са шест улици
с посока изток–запад и части от две с посока север–юг, няколко инсули, част от термален комплекс. Една от двете големи градски базилики от първата половина на IV в. може да се свърже
с провеждането на Сердикийския събор през 343 г.
В търсене на следи от форума на града, екип, ръководен от В. Кацарова, разкрива част
от много голяма обществена сграда от II–III в., разположена на днешния площад „Св. Неделя“.
В едно от помещенията в керамично гърне е било укрито съкровище от близо 3000 сребърни
римски денария, което е най-голямото, откривано при разкопки в София. В късноантичната
епоха сградата е преживяла ремонти и преустройства, а вероятно и промяна на функциите.
Едно от значимите открития на последното десетилетие е Амфитеатърът на Сердика
– най-голямата сграда от т.нар. тип семи-амфитеатри на Балканския полуостров. Той е бил
изграден върху руините на Римски театър (II–III в.). Обектът, разположен отвъд източната
антична градска стена, е проучван от Ж. Величков.
Сложната история на изграждане и живот на храма „Св. София“, от малка гробнична
църква от IV в. до импозантната базилика, дала съвременното име на града ни, както и на сердикийския некропол с украсени със стенна живопис зидани засводени гробници, е разказана
от последния ѝ засега проучвател Ю. Мешеков.
Южно от Сердика, в подножието на Витоша е разположен късноантичен мавзолей с
няколко помещения с погребални и поменални функции. Според проучвателя му К. Шалганов
той е функционирал между втората четвърт на IV и третата четвърт на V в. При по-ранно частично разкриване на едно от помещенията, сградата е била интерпретирана като базилика от
ранен сирийски тип. Част от каменната суровина от мавзолея вероятно е била преизползвана
при строителството на раннохристиянския комплекс, разположен в непосредствена близост в
кв. Лозенец. В него, над останките от стара християнска църква, през второто десетилетие на
V в. е била изградена укрепена трикорабна едноапсидна базилика, проучена от М. Даскалов и
С. Горянова.
Разкопките при гр. Бухово на една от най-големите на територията на България базилики от IV–V в. допълват изследванията на раннохристиянските паметници в околностите на
Сердика. Сред руините С. Горянова проучва и част от средновековен граждански некропол от
XIII–XVII в.
В северните покрайнини на София, при с. Мировяне И. Д. Чолаков и М. Райчева продължават проучването на късноантичен стопански комплекс (края на IV – средата на V в.) с
два строителни периода. През XI–XII в. на мястото са били издигнати жилищни структури с
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Обр. 4. Разгъната корица на каталога – част Белград. Панорама на Белградската крепост от
османския период (втората половина на XVI в.) (Австрийски държавен архив)
Fig. 4. Cover of the catalog – Belgrade part. View of the Belgrade fortress in the Ottoman period (the second
half of the 16th c.) (Austrian State Archives)

паянтов градеж.
Материалът „София от Средновековието до Българското възраждане“ (С. Горянова) е
кратко обобщение на данни за характера на останките от българското средновековие, средновизантийския и османския периоди в българската история. Изтъкнато е, че има съществени
липси в археологическите доказателства за активността на живота в Средец, представена ни
от писмените извори.
Ф. Петрунов представя крепостта Кокалянски Урвич по живописното поречие на р. Искър и устроеният през XV–XVII в. в нейните предели манастир, около църквата „Св. Илия“.
Кремиковският манастир „Св. Георги Победоносец“ е един от радващите се на вниманието на софиянци късносредновековни паметници. Църквата е с богата стенописна украса,
включваща изображенията на ктиторското семейство от края на XV в. В. Тодоров и Н. Атанасова разкриват нови елементи от историята на манастира и некропола около стария храм.
В резултат на спасителни разкопки между днешните квартали Обеля и Филиповци е
проучен некропол от XVI–XVII в. М. Даскалов го определя като гробище на привилегировано християнско население, вероятно соколарски семейства. Към това насочва богатството на
гробния инвентар – дървени ковчези, части от облеклото, накити и монети.

Белград
В. Бикич е подходила от гледната точка на анализ на „Предизвикателствата на археологията в Белград“. Там проучването е обусловено от различното развитие на научното дирене в
две функционално и структурно различни единици: резерватът Белградска крепост и градската зона на днешния Белград. Те са свързани от т.нар. „Белградски лъч“, в който посоките на
развитие и разширяване на селищата става между бреговете на реките Дунав и Сава. Краткият
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преглед на първите археологически проучвания отдава дължимото на М. Валтрович, Р. Щаундингер, на колегията на Музея на Белград – Д. Гарашанин, Й. Тодорович, М. Бирташевич,
Вл. Кондич, Д. Бойович. Съвременният етап в археологията на Белград се характеризира с
по-малък обхват на обектите и отделяните по-скромни средства. Основни пътища за организиране на проучванията са два – редовни проучвания и проучвания за целите на консервацията,
реставрацията и социализацията на сгради и отделни помещения в крепостта. Значима и там
е ролята на предхождащи инфраструктурни проекти проучвания. Изтъкната е необходимостта
от по-добра връзка между археологическата наука и местните власти за опазване на културното наследство.
С. Поп-Лазич и У. Войводич са разработили картите на разположението на археологическите обекти в Белград.
Автори на 15-те текста за представените обекти са М. Спасич (праистория), Н. Мичович
и С. Поп-Лазич (римска и късноантична епоха), В. Бикич и И. Бугарски (средновековие, османски и австрийски периоди в историята на Белград). Те са били и в част от научните екипи,
ръководени от М. Попович, както и други археолози от Археологическия институт, Музея на
град Белград и Института за защита на паметниците на културата.
Първите обитатели на праисторическите селища в Горния град на Белградската крепост
са били членове на къснонеолитната общност на култура Винча, заселили се там ок. 4800 г.
пр. Хр. На различни места са намерени наземни къщи и предмети, важни за разбирането на
различни аспекти от живота, икономиката и вярванията на това общество. Последващо заселване на същите територии е отбелязано през късната бронзова епоха (1200 г. пр. Хр.) и с това
са свързани открити в близост урнови гробове от същия период.
Важно място в изучаването на културната история на Белград има откриването на „австрийския Белград“ и проучването на т.нар. Блокхаус – военна фортификация с форма на звезда, построена през XVIII в. На терените, заети от Блокхауса е разкрита цялата стратиграфия
на укрепването в тази част на крепостта от XV до средата на XVIII в.
В южната част на Долния град на Белградската крепост е разкрит римски сакрален комплекс – пещера, в която са били оставени различни култови предмети, свързани с различни
богове, както и храм в непосредствена близост. Около пещерата–храм са открити помещения
от комплекс, който се предполага, че е принадлежал на някой от сановниците на Сингидунум,
може би на управителя на селището, свързано с легиона.
Доста сериозно предизвикателство е проучването на славянския Белград. За него е важно значението на крайбрежието на р. Сава, където в IX в. е основано ранносредновековното
селище, а през XIV в. възниква първото укрепено подградие с пристанище. Тези структури са
свързани с отбраната на Замъка с владетелската резиденция и имат голямо значение за познаване на сръбската средновековна военна архитектура.
Проучването на склада за боеприпаси предоставя изобилни данни за начина на фортификация и организирането на помощни сгради за войската в периода на унгарското владичество над Белград (втората половина на XV в.). В. Бикич маркира периодите в преустройствата
на склада до загиването му в пожар в началото на XVIII в. и последвалото строителството на
освободения терен.
„От римската крепостна стена до австрийския контрагард – стратиграфия на отбраната
на крайбрежието“. Заглавието насочва към текст за сложността в преплитането на различни
отбранителни концепции и строителни решения в бурната история на крепостта. Масивни
стени от различни периоди биват елиминирани, преизползвани или просто изчезват под нови,
още по-масивни и сложни конструкции. Тази плетеница е разгадавана при проучването на
Източната порта на Долния град.
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При подхода от града към парка Калемегдан е открита главната улица на Сингидунум от
началото на II в., която е тръгвала от югоизточната порта на града, разкрита в Римския двор
на Градската библиотека. От двете страни на улицата са разкрити останки от бани, болница и
военните бараки на каструма.
Урновият некропол от бронзовата епоха (края на второто хилядолетие пр. Хр.) на ул.
„Цинцар Янкова“ се свързва с общности от култура Белегиш. Стратиграфията и на този обект
е доста сложна, с напластявания от Античността (втора половина на I – първа половина на IV
в.) с няколко различни строителни хоризонта, унищожени от по-късни строителни дейности.
Нова представа за промените в облика на пространството между входа в укреплението
на римския легион и цивилното селище разкрива С. Поп-Лазич в текста „На входа в каструм
Сингидунум – обектът на ул. „Раичева“. В. Бикич показва обратите в съдбата на същия терен
в началото на модерната епоха – откриването на масов гроб на войници с високи чинове, екзекутирани на границата на XVII и XVIII в., както и останки на построени върху него казармени
помещения и частна жилищна сграда от началото на XIX в., унищожила всички археологически пластове.
Спасителните археологически разкопки по склоновете към Дунав са потвърдили наличието на повече селищни хоризонти от античния период в подножието на военния лагер.
Проучени са пещ за луксозна керамика и сграда със стени, украсени със стенописи. От втората
половина на IV в. жилищните зони са ограничени и на старите застроени терени се разполагат
некрополи.
Много специфичен обект представя „Старата синагога и археологията на селищата в
Дорчол“ (В. Бикич и И. Бугарски). Останките от синагогата са разпознаваем знак за квартала
източно от крепостта по дунавския бряг. Под нея са открити землянки от бронзовата епоха.
Средновековнят пласт включва некропол от X–XI в., както и следи от дървена архитектура и
структури от XI–XII, XIII, XIV и XV в., когато започва интензивната урбанизация на т.нар.
Дунавско подградие.
В периферията на днешния градски център, на обект „Пионерски парк“ (автор Н. Мичович) е разкрит некропол с ритуал на трупополагане в зидани и ямни горобове – част от главния
югоизточен некропол на Сингидунум от края на III и първата половина на IV в.
В един от съвременните крайни квартали, Баница, е проучено къснонеолитно селище
на общност от култура Винча (5000 г. пр. Хр.). Разкрити са останки от пет селища, изградени
едно над друго. Най-представителна част от голямата колекция керамични предмети са фигурките на хора, животни и хибридни същества, тълкувани като ритуални предмети.
Най-отдалеченият обект е отново селище от култура Винча – Цръквине при Стублине,
южно от Белград. То има ранен и късен период, в който обитаваната площ е била значително
разширена, а рововете, защитаващи селището в началото, са били засипани. Жилищата имали
колово-плетова конструкция с двускатни покриви. Особено впечатляващи са многобройните
хибридни фигурки на полухора-полуживотни, букрании и антропоморфни фигурки, носещи
инструменти. Те най-вероятно са били използвани при различни ритуални действия.
Обзорът върху темите и обектите в двете столици – София и Белград – разкрива активността на археологическите проучвания, както в миналото, така и днес. Ясен е стремежът за
всеобхватност в изследването и опазването на останките от всички исторически епохи. Видни
са и спецификите за всеки от тях, основани на различията в историческата съдба на двата града, разположени на по-малко от 500 km един от друг на силно оспорвана и желана територия,
сцена на бурни исторически събития.
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